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CHAP'I'ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The total educational structure composed of local, intermediate, state, and 
national components, has generally demonstrated the ability to keep pace with 
emerqing educational demands. As with any current situation, however, it seems 
that there are always serious problems which generate questions concerning the 
capacity of the system to cope with new developments. 
With the development of problems that are beyond the effective control of 
the local district and the increased interest in education on the part of the 
federal government, the need for a reevaluation of the state education agency has 
grown. An illustration of this point is the shift in position taken by James B. 
Conant. He had stated that the local board was the keystone to educational 
policy and tho.t state agencies were just to be "tolerated." At the 1964 annual 
conference of the Council of Chief State School Officers, he stated that he had 
changed positions. In Shapin9 Educational Policy, he stated: 
What is needed ar~ strong state boards of education, a first-class 
chief state school officer, a well-orqanized state staff, and good 
support from the leqislature.l 
Many states, however, are still not in a position to provide th& leader-
ship necessary in a developing, dynamic role. Keith Goldhammer and his 
1James B. Conant, Shaping Educational PolicI_, (New York: McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, 1964), p. 38. 
2 
associates in their report of a study of twenty-two state education agencies, 
stated that in all but three the leadership of the agency was considered in-
adequate by local school superintendents. Three areas considered most signifi-
cant were political interference or domination, the low status of the agency 
in state government and consequent lack of leqislative support, and the 
competency of the personnel employed. 2 
In a somewhat related study, Kenneth Smith and his colleagues studied the 
use of Title V, ESEA funds by state education agencies. Although chief state 
school officers uniformly indicated that they wished more funds were available 
so that there would be a greater impact upon state agencies, Smith and his 
associates were more cautious: 
In our analysis of the utility of Title V funds in strenqthening 
tit.ate departmentaof education, we have been somewhat more cautious 
in our appraisal. We have indicated previously our concern that the 
funds, especially in smaller state departments of education, were 
being used chiefly to provide more of the traditional services. 
Insufficient attention has been paid, we feel, to those activities inclu-
ded under the broad he~din9 of research and development, and public in-
formation and support. 
In terms of Title V, ESE~\, the most recant assessment of state education 
agencies resulted in the fifth annual report of the Advisory Council on State 
2 . Koitn Goldhammer, et. al. Issues and Problems in Contemporary Educational 
~istration (Eugene, University of Oreqon Press, 1967), pp. 88-89. 
3Kenneth Smith, "The Impact of Title v on State Departments of Education," 
in Roald Campbell, Gerald Sroufe and Donald Lapton. Strengthening Stat~ 
Departments of Education, (Midwest Administration Center, University of 
Chicago, 1~67), p. 74. 
3 
uepart:.nents of Education. Much greater emphasis is being addressed to planning, 
evaluation, program coordination, monitoring, review, and reporting information. 
More optimism was expressed in this report than in Smith's report in 1967. 
The one consistent discovery that has been made by the review teams 
is that all State departments of education are in a state or re-
organization. This is heartening. It indicates that there is no 
longer apathy or resignation to a condition which it was believed 
coulti not be changed. Nor is there complacency, which denotes a frame 
of mind antagonistic to improvement.4 
Thus etate education agencies cannot remain just as dispensers of money, 
enforcers of regulations, and compilers of facts and figures. Quite to the 
contrary, state education agencies must assume a leadership role in curriculum, 
finance, certification, planning, and supervising instruction. 
This leadership role must be focused upon organizing and coordinating an 
effective educational system by stressing the followinq: to establish a sound 
foundation for financial support1 to establish standards in terms of educational 
program; to- lead in curriculum development and encouragement of innovation~ to 
lead in long-range planning1 and to provide incentives to local school systems 
to go beyond a minimal perfonnance.5 The role of the state agency will be 
determined by how effectively the states discharge their educational responsi-
bilities and not by a legal theory of "states rights." 
4office of Education, The Federal-State Par_tnership for Educ~_!.~on, (U.S. 
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Government Printing Office, 
~;ashington, 1970). 
5
office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, Illinois, ~EE_i.2_!1_ 
Goals for the seventies: An A9enda for Illinois Education, 1972. 
4 
Consultant services in all of these areas will be required from the state 
agency, especially in the development of curriculum and the encouragement of in-
novations. In Illinois state agency officials have determined that supervision 
is an essential component of the state's program. 
Few studies have been carried out concerning the ability of the state 
agency to affect learning through supervision. However, studies d~aling with the 
effects of supervision on learning at the school district level have been 
conducted over the last fifty years. The value of supervision has remained 
constant in all of the findings. one of the very early research studies that 
demonstrated the importance of supervision was reported in !he _ _yal~e of 
§upe:rvisio.!!....._bY M. s. Pitman. The positive effects of supervision upon learning 
were indicated in the results of a seven month long study in Broman County, 
south Dakota, as follows: 
••• when measured by equated differences and by percentage of proqress, 
the control group advanced approximately 194 per cent as far during the 
seven months in the particular function under investigation as did the 
children with whom they were compared.6 
This study is presented because it represents a score of similar studies 
with comparable findings and the study indicates by its historical setting that 
educators have been aware of the value of supervision since the 1920s. 
In a more recent discussion of supervision, William H. Burton and Lee J. 
Brueckner in their ?uf>!rvision: A social rrocess emphasize that if supervision 
is to improve instruction, it must providei 
P.':.tlltan, The Value of Supervision, (New York: Warwich and York, 1925), 
pp. 16-17. 
1. 
') 
.... 
3. 
5 
LeaucrsLip tnat dcvclor::i a unified school program and enriches 
ti:ie envirorunent of all teachers. 
The type of emotional atmosphere in which all are accepted and 
feel tnat they belon9. 
Opportunities to think and work together effectively as a faculty 
group. 
4. Personnel procedures that give the teacher confidence in the school 
system. 
:.>. Program change based on honest evaluation. 7 
;rore current studies in supervision stress the role of the supervisor as 
a change agent. ::~ight papers edited Ly James Rath and Rotert Leeper presented 
recent thinkinq and research in supervision, with an emphasis on the role of 
the supervisor as a change agent in the school. 8 In a similar volume, Leeper 
presents a collection of four addresses which consider important issues for 
educational supervisors in a society undergoing rapid social change. Nnong 
others, this volunie stresses open communication and acceptance of responsibility 
9 
as important aspects in the role of the supervisor. 
A n~cent inter1;retation of the role of supervision was seen as "action and 
ex.peri.mL?ntation aimed at the improvement of instruction and the instructional 
7hilliam H. Burton and Leo J. Brueckner, Suoervision; A Social Process, 
--=--------, -------·-----(t-;ew York: Appleton - Century - Crofts, 1955), p. 27. 
8Jan'>es Rath and Hobert Leeper (ad.), The supervisor: ~nt_f£_r __ S:!1~_!_!9~--~!1 
::1--~_s:!~!.!~· Pa_;;Jers from the ASCD Eleventh Curriculum Research Institute, 
(kiashington, D.C., Uovember S-9, 1965, and Denver, Colorado, April 23-26, 1966). 
9Robert R. L0eper (ed.) Chanqing Supervision for Changing 'Iir-1es, 
As.::>ociation for supervision and curriculum Developrient,"-"01ashington~-D.C., 1969). 
6 
nlO program. Using this definition, the authors stated that supervision would 
be the concern of superintendents, principals, specialists, directors, 
consultants, deans, coordinators, chairmen, and teachers. When considering the 
state education agency, the authors stress the importance of communication of 
ideas to local districts and the need for research on the part of the state 
agency. 11 
With so many participants involved in the process of supervision, to draw 
a line between the administrative, supervisory, and instructional functions 
becomes difficult. Incorporating this concept, many activities would over-
lap in all three cateqories. In considerinq all of the possible definitions 
of supervision, that none were completely adequate for this study. For this 
reason a definition of supervision was developed. For the purpose of this 
study, the primary concern with a supervisory activity must be the improvement 
of instruction. If the influence on the improvement of instruction is a 
secondary objective, the activity must then be considered something other than 
supervision. However, it should be realized that some modern authorities do 
not accept this definition of supervision as being broad enough. For the 
purpose of this study, the definition is adequate. 
In every school system the problem of determining what to teach and 
how teaening should be accomplished always exists. The potential, then, for 
10James Marks, Emery Stoops and Joyce Kinq - Stoops, ~k of 
~ational suEervision, (Allyn and Bacon, Boston, 1971), p. 15. 
11Ibid., pp. 74-75. 
7 
supervision is ever present. The state education aqency, if it is to involve it-
self with instructional improvement must outline the basic elements of state 
supervision. In so doing, the State Agency must avoid duplicated efforts and 
ineffective approaches. 
Purposes of the Study 
For this study, the purposes are (1) to identify those elements which have 
been a basic part of the role of the state curriculum supervisor as drawn from 
data obtained from the local supervisory leader and the state supervisors of the 
Instruction and CurriculUlt\ Section of the Office of the superintendent of Public 
Instruction, Illinois, and (2) to determine those elements which are considered 
to be a basic part of the role of the state curriculum supervisor as drawn from 
the data qathered from the local curriculum supervisory leaders and the state 
supervisors. 
The main purpose, then, was to study the role of the state curriculum 
supervisor frcm a perfoxmance perspective as follows: (1) as has been occurrinq, 
and (2) as is considered to be desirable. This goal necessitated a study of 
supervisory activities in selected school districts in Illinois as viewed by the 
local supervisory leader and as experienced by the state curriculum supervisor. 
To compare these perspectives, appropriate hypotheses were formulated and either 
verified or rejected as the data dictate. 
Development of Hypotheses 
A list of the possible elements of the role of the state supervisor that 
are descriptive of major areas of concern as outlined by the Off ice of the 
Superintendent of Public Instruction, Illinois, in Action Goals for the 
8 
seventies12 was developed through examination and analysis of the document. 
In addition, five top state education agency administrators were contacted for 
their evaluation of the compiled list. 
Items on the list and the building of hypotheses related to this list were 
based upon their relevance to the educational isB\les confronting educators and 
the public in the State of Illinois. To determine these priority issues, the 
state education agency conducted a &najor fact-finding project during the 
summer and fall of 1971 to determine what the people of the state considered to 
be of greatest importance in educating students. 
After several months of preparation, six public hearings were conducted 
throughout the state to gather public sentiment. FrOll'l the collected information, 
a draft was prepared and discussed at a three-day meeting in Chicago involving 
people from throuqhout the state. The work of this conference resulted in a 
second draft which was discussed for six months by the state education agency 
staff, advisory councils, and various educational orqaniza.tions. In May, 1972, 
the final document, Action Goals for the Seventies13 which served as the 
theory from which the hypotheses for this study was generated, was distributed • 
• ~t.Qllowing are the six hypotheses to be tested in this study: 
I. There is a significant relationship between what local curriculum 
supervisory leaders report as the desired aspects in the leader-
ship style of the state ourriculwn supervisors and what state 
curriculum supervisors report was their actual leadership style. 
12
office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 2£· cit. 
13Ibid. 
9 
II. There is a significant relationship between what local curriculum 
supervisory leaders report as the desired aspects of the role of 
the state curriculwn supervisor in individualizing instruction and 
what state curriculum supervisors report was their actual role in 
individualizing instruction. 
III. There is a significant relationship between what local curriculum 
supervisory leaders report as the desired aspects of the role of 
the state curriculum supervisor in implementinq new state programs 
and what state curriculum supervisors report was their actual role 
in implementinq new state programs. 
IV. There is a significant relationship between what local curriculum 
supervisory leaders report as the desired aspects of the role of 
the state curriculum supervisor in the improvement of instructional 
skills aai What state curriculum supervisors report was their actual 
role in the improvement of instructional skills. 
v. There is a significant relationship between what local curriculum 
supervisory leaders report as the desired aspects of the role of 
the state curriculum supervisor in the inteqration of curricular 
offerings and what state curriculum supervisors report was their 
actws.l role in the int ration of curricular offerings. 
VI. There is a significant relationship bet.ween what local curriculum 
supervisory leaders report as the desired aspects of the role of 
the state curriculwn supervisor in providing information on 
instructional attitudes and what state curriculum supervisors report 
was their actual role in providinq information on instructional 
attitudes. 
All of the hypotheses were developed to focus upon the major purposes of 
this study, i.e. to assess the actual performance of the state curriculum 
supervisor and identify the basic desirable elements of the role of the state 
curriculum supervisor. Additional with the information that vas collected, many 
more significant relationships could have been developed than were covered in 
the six hypotheses. These additional relationships were not covered in the 
hypotheses because they did not relate to the major purposes of this study. How-
ever, the data were discussed and, in some cases, minor conclusions were drawn 
because the findings were relevant to the goals of the state education agency. 
10 
Methodology 
once the theoretical framework and appropriate hypotheses had been 
developed for the study, the next problem concerned the proper methodology to 
collect and analyze the data necessary to test the hypotheses. Some authorities 
see little connection among methods, research activities, and the theory buildin9 
process. Robert K. Merton stated: 
At the outset we should distinquish clearly between socioloqical theory, 
which has for ita subject matter cert.a.in aspects and results of the 
interaction of man and therefore is substantive, and methodology, or the 
logic of scientific procedure. The problems of methodology trar.scend 
those found in any one discipline, dulill9' either with those common to 
qroups of discipline, or, in more qeneralized fom, with those common to 
all scientific inquiry. M.ethodoloqy is not peculiarly bound up with 
socioloqioal problems, and thouqh there is a plentitude of methodoloqical 
discussions in books and journals of socioloqy, they are not thereby 
rendered aocioloqical in character.14 
Merton suqgested that theory was much more important than methodology. 
In fact, he suqgeated that theory and methodoloqy can be considered separately. 
Many students of theory and methodo"""qy such as Herbert BlumerlS, 
Abraham Kaplan16 , and Robert Brown17 disa9ree with this posit.ion because a wide 
14Robert K. Merton, On Theoretical Sociol02l• (The Free Press, N.Y. 1967), 
pp. 140-141. 
15 Herbert Blumer, "What. is wrong with social Theory?" (American 
§ociol99ioal Review 19 February, 1954), pp. 1-10. 
16Abraham Kaplan, The Conduct of Inquiry: M_!!thodol29y for__!!!.1avi~!i!ll 
~~ ..£!.-' (San Francisco, Chandler Publishinq Company, 1964). 
l7Robert Brown, Explanation in Social Scienc~, (Aldine, Chicaqo, 1963). 
11 
gap between theory and methodology could develop. Blumer has suggested that: 
Theoi:y, inquiry and empirical fact are interwoven in a texture of 
operation with theory quidinq inquiry, inquiry seeking and isolating 
facts, and facts affectinq theory. The fruitfulness of their interplay 
is the means by which an empirical science develops.le 
other sociologists have been subscribed to Blumer•s position but have 
tended to use methods with little thought related to theory. Many researchers 
only use one method in their studies, thereby eschewing the potential value of 
other methodologies. Small qroup theorists, for exaDtple, rely nearly entirely 
upon the experiment, while students of organizations overemphasize field 
strategies such as participant obsezvation.19 
Considerin9 the above points, certain decisions were made concerning 
the methodology of this study. !.Plrst, a determination was made that thirty-twu 
state curricul.u.m supervisors and seven hundred seventy-nine local school 
districts were involved in the curriculum visitation proqram during the 1971-72 
school year. All thirty-two state curriculum supervisors involved in the 
curriculum visitation proqram during the 1971-72 school year were included in 
the study. Since there was a larqe number of school districts involved, a 
sample was utilized. 
Further, to maxim.in the amount of usable data, two methods of data 
collection would be ernployed. One method would involve a. survey instrument. 
The other method would be the interview. Both the state curriculum supervisors 
18 Blumer, ~· cit., p. l. 
19carter v. Good, Essentials of Educational Research, (Appleton - Century -
Crofts, New York, 1972), pp. 288 - 290. 
12 
and the local curriculum supervisory leaders were given a survey instrument to 
complete. All state curriculum supervisors and a sample of the local curriculum 
supervisory leaders were interviewed. A discussion of the sampling technique, 
the survey instrument, and the interview process follows. 
A study of all Instruction and Curriculum supervisors' itineraries was 
made to compile one master list of school districts in Illinois that were visited 
durinq the 1971-72 school year. This list was arranged alphabetically by county 
with each district qiven a number in order from l to 779 (the total number of 
districts visited). 
'l'he Data services Section of the Off iae of the Superintendent of Public 
Instruction was asked to select one hundred sixty-one numbers from numbers l to 
779 utilizing a proqram that generates numbers from a sequence in a random 
fashion, to draw a twenty per cent sample. A twenty per cent sample was decided, 
upon for two reasons: (l) a ten to twenty per cent sample was SU<]9ested by 
statisticians to test the hypotheses adequately, and (2) a larqe but manageable 
sample w~s desired to give the best possible cross-section of Illinois school 
districts. 
After the random list of numbers was qenerated (Appendix XI), the school 
districts correspondinq to these numbers were chosen as part of the original 
sample. For example, number 397 corresponded to District #108, Highland Park, 
Lake County, on the master list. (Appendix I). Each of the one hundred sixty-
one school districts chosen to be in the sample were sent a survey instrument 
(Appendix II) and cover letter (Appendix III). 
In selecting a sample for the interviews the same random nun>.ber system was 
used. Each of the one hundred sixty-one districts were numbered alphabetically 
13 
bY county. The Data Services Section generated a twenty per cent sample of the 
numbers or thirty-two numbers (Appendix XI). 'l'he districts on the list corres-· 
pandinq to these numbers were thus chosen to be included in the follow-up 
interviews. 
one of the first questions asked concerning the use of a survey instrument 
or questionnaire as a data gathering device, was whether it would be an 
appropriate appraach. In this case a survey instrument was used because in 
defininq a direction with certain predetermined characteristics a structured, 
closed, categorical instrument must be used. To reach the number of people 
involved who are distributed over a wide qeoqraphical area, an easily distributable 
and collectable device must be used. Also, a questionnaire satisfied the rule of 
"best evidence" because no data exist on the topic. 
Additionally, this study was not concerned with the individual person-
alities of the supervisors. Rather, the study concerned the composite role of 
the supervisor within the social context of the state education agency. Survey 
instruments facilitate the collection and analysis of data which concerns a role. 
Generalizations were made frCll'A the comparable data to deter111ine a role definition. 
The format of the survey instrument was adapted frcm a questionnaire 
designed hy Jack R. Frymer. The or19inal questionnaire, "The supervisory 
Situation Reaction Test," was developed to determine what art supervisors did 
in their work and what they perceived their role to be. 'l'he reason for using a 
previously tested format was to decrease the amount of pretestinq needed to 
fonu.alize the instruznent. 20 
·------
20Jack R. Frymer in Leslee Bishop, Re~rt on the seminar for improvin9 ~ 
!!fectiveness of supervi~ors ~n ~t education, (Department of Health, Education 
and Welfare, 1970). 
l 
l 
1 
14 
The first section of the questionnaire concerninq leadership style was 
adaflted. from Frymer. The second section was constructed constructed considering 
activities and programs that will be stressed to implement ~ction Goals for the_ 
seventies. A preliminary form and cover letter was prepared for a pilot study. 
----
(Appendix V) • 
A total of thirty-four districts was chosen from the school districts not 
utilized in the study to use in the pilot study. These districts were also 
chosen at random by the random number process. The pilot study resulted in 
changes in format and instructions, but no major changes were made in question 
content. Also, it was found that a seventy per cent return rate could be 
expected with no follow-up procedure. Thus, the major reasons for the pilot 
study were to test intelligibility of questions frODt the respondents• point of 
view; discover possible misunderetandin9s of instructions by respondents: check 
thecompleteness of questions~ discover possible defects in the form or presenta-
tion of questions; estimate the response rate. 
since the method of ra.nkin<J items was chosen, the Spearman rank correla-
21 tion coefficient was chosen to analyze the data. In developing the data for 
analysis, a three step procedure was chosen. In step one the data were checked, 
totals for each survey item were computed, and the totals were ranked. The next 
step was to find correlations between sets of the ranked items. After the 
correlations were computed, they were compared with a table of critical values 
to test tbe significance level. State Agency statisticians determined that 
21sidney Siegel, Non-Earametric Statistics (New York, McGraw-Hill, 1956), 
pp. 202-213. 
15 
significance at the .os level would be sufficient to reject the null hypothesis 
and accept the statistic::a.l hypothesis. This was step three in the analysis data. 
To check the validity of the data which were collected with the survey 
instrwnents the interview method was used as a follow-up to the questionnaire. 
Each person interviewed was asked specific questions (see Appendix VI), the r 
responses to which were compared and related to responses on the questionnaire. 
Th• questions fell in six categories, each related to the primary purpose of 
the study. 
In upholding the interview as a leqitimate research tool, Carter v. Good 
and his associates stated: 
By means of the interview, it is possible to secure many data that 
cannot be obtained through the less personal procedure of distributing 
a reply blank. People qenerally do not care to put confidential informa-
tion in writing; they may w~t to see who is getting the information 
and receive guarantees as to how it will be used; they need the 
stimulation of personal contacts in order to be drawn out ••• '-.uthermore, 
the interview enables the researcher to follow-up leads and take ad-
vantage of small clues; in complex materials, where the develop111ent is 
likely to proceed in any direction, no prepared instrument can perform 
the task. Aqain, the interview permits the inter:viewer to qain an 
impression of the person who is 9ivin9 the facts, to form some judgment of 
the truth in the facts, to•read between the line' things that are not 
said.22 
Astandard schedule interview approach was used in which the wording and 
order of all questions is exactly the smne for every respondent. All responses 
must be comparable so that any variations between respondents can be attributed 
to actual differences in response and not to the instrwnent. Knowing the 
22
carter v. Good, A. s. Barr and D. E. Scates, The Methodol~L. 
~ucational Research (New York: Appelton - Century - Crofts, Inc., 1941), 
p. 378. 
16 
responses to the survey instrument, a deeper probing for information and 
opinions can be pursued which could not be attempted with a written instrument. 
Stephan Richardson, et. al., Interviewi!!9t ,Its Forms and Functions 
established a rationale for this type of interview. There are basically four 
points as follows: (l) the respondent and interviewer have a sufficiently 
c:ommon vocabulary so it is possible to formulate questions which have the 
same meaning for each respondent and interviewer; (2) it is possible to find 
a Wliform wording for a.ll questions equally meanin9ful to every respondent; 
(3) the sequence of questions must be identical to have the same content: (4) 
practice sessions will be held to test points l, 2, and 3. 23 
In a related statement, Andre Laurent concluded; 
This study brinqs more evidence of the fact that questions serve much 
broader purposes in the interview than merely 00UU1Nnicatin9 an 
objective. They may provide oues for adequate role behavior, 
establish expectations for respondent performance and stimularo hiqher 
activity levei.24 
Thus, the interview ia a peculiar type of human interaction because it 
represents the cominq together of two persons who are strangers to interact for 
a short time. This qives the interviewer the responsibility of takinq control 
of the situation and defining it so that the questions he aeks will be 
answered before he departs. 
Once the results from the interviews were known they would be used to 
24stephan Richardson, et. al., Interviewin9: Its Form.a and llnctions 
(Basic Dooks, N.Y. 1965), pp. 40, 44. 
24 Andre Laurent "Effects of QUestion Length on Reporting Behavior in the 
Survey Interview," Journal of the American Statistical Association (June, 
1972). -~ 
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c:heck the validity of the conclusions made from the data obtained from the 
questionnaires. General directions were compared and additional information or 
diJDensions were added to the questionnaire data. 
Limitations of Study 
Areas of concern in which supervisors are involved were limited to those 
25 parts of Actions Goals for the Se'Venties which the state curriculum supervisors 
will be stressin<J durinq the 1972-73 school year. Also, only districts that 
were visited by state curriculum supervisors durinq the 1971-72 school year were 
considered in the study. Finally, the City of Chicaqo was excluded from 
consideration. 
Definition of Terms 
Instruction and Curriculum section: That branch of the Office of the 
Superintendent of Public Instruction, 
Illinois, which has the priae responsi-
bility to offer supervisory services to 
local school districts. 
Curriculum S~f!rvisor: 
Local sueervisory Leader: 
------
A sin<Jle member of the Instruction and 
Curriculum Section, Office of the 
Superintendent of Public Instruction, 
Illinois. 
The person responsible for supervision of 
the curriculum at the local level. This 
person may be the Superintendent, 
Assistant superintendent, Principal, or 
general supervisor. 
25
otfice of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, ~· cit. 
r..ocal Education /\gene¥• 
Role: 
__. 
Action Goals for the Seventies: 
supervillio~: 
Individualized Education: 
18 
Another name for the local district. 
The total of structural or normative 
components that outline job expecta-
tions for the state curriculum 
supervisor. In this study role will 
be considered in the dual nature of 
style and task. 
A document produced by the Off ice of 
the superintendent of Public Instruc-
tion, Illinois, which is the 
philosophical base upon which this 
study is bein9 made. 
For the purpose of this study the 
working definition of supervision 
ia activity with the primary purpose 
focused on the improvement of 
instruction. 
This could consist of, but is not 
limited to, the individualization of 
instruction, the implementation of 
new state•rrograms, the improvement 
of instructional skills, the 
improvement of instructional 
attitudes and the integration of 
curricular offerings. 
Education which consists of planninq 
and conductin«J with each student, 
9eneral programs of study and day-to-
day lessons that are tailor-made to 
suit his learnin9 needs and his 
characteristics as a learner. 
CHAPTER II 
RELATED LITERATURE 
Literature eoncerninq state education aqencies is generally classified 
in three areas: (l) writers, usually members of state education agencies, who 
are interested in the structure of education and concern themselves with state 
education agencies in the course of their discussion; (2) the United States 
Off ice of Education whieh distributes materials aimed at defininq the role of 
the state agency; (3) university staff members or doctoral students who 
conduct research studies. 
'l'o collect information on the role of the state curriculum supervisor, 
material concerninq state education agencies must be reviewed because it is the 
only body of literature with relevant material. For example, in a recent 
publication concernin<J supervision, the role of the state curriculum supervisor 
or consultant was discussed in a chapter "Special Problems: The Role of the 
State in School supervision."1 
As a result of the historical trend of a state answering the major 
responsibility for public education, the state education a9eney was established. 
1 Marks, et. al., ~· cit., pp. 49-79. 
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The Tenth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States did, by 
virtue of the absence of a reference to education in the Federal 
constitution, reserve the power for jurisdiction over education to the 
several stat.es. By the early lSOO's, most of the functions of education 
were beinq served by local scliool systel'lls. Shortly thereafter there 
began a strr1qle wherein the stat.es attempted to reqain much of their 
lost power. 
William B. Rich pointed out that state supervision of public schools from 
the earliest times had three purposes: control over state funds, requlation of 
entrance to state colleges and universities, and the improvement of instruction. 3 
Althou9h the major focus of the state education a9ency is c:han9inq, needs in 
these three general areas still exist. 
In Indiana the state Board of Education was the first state agency to 
assume responsibility for supervision through accreditation of high schools. The 
proqram was limited to schools that wanted graduates to attend a state university 
without an examination. During the latter part of the nineteenth are early 
twentieth century, the practice of acc:reditin9 and supervising high schools was 
developed in many states. The purpose of supervision was to standardize programs 
to insure that all students were adequately prepared to attend colleqe. 4 
Supervision of Illinois secondary schools was f~rst assumed by the 
University of Illinois. The University of Illinois High School Visitory Program 
2 Ibid., p. 51. 
3william B. Rich, Afproval and Accreditation of Public Sch~, (U.S. 
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Washington, o.c. 1960). 
4 Ibid. I p. l. 
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was the administrating aqency of the university designed so that students could 
be admitted to the university. Dissatisfaction with the pro9ram developed in 
the state, and after a jurisdictional dispute around 1914, the Office of Public 
Instruction assumed partial responsibility for the program. In the latter 
1930's the elementary schools of the state were added. This policy continued 
s through the 1940s. In a related study Jim Pearson and Ed9ar Fuller examined 
the development of the fifty state departments of education to 1967, dealing 
with such topics as educational reform, teacher certification, finance, and 
6 
state-local relations. 
Several major studies have been conducted on the role of the state 
education agency. Althouqh a large quantity of material is available on this 
topic, much of the literature suq9ested what should be the role of state educa-
tion agencies, rather than substantive information as to the aqencies' actual 
roles. In 1965 a seminar, "The Government of Education: Federal, State and 
Local Relations," was held at the tliversity of Chica.90. Three major recon:anenda-
tions of the seminar relate to this study as follows: 
l. It is recommended that SDE's (State Department of Education) 
carefully examine the variety of sources of influence available to 
them in implementinq programs, and that they seek ways to increase 
the amount of influence available to them. 
5victor H. Sheppard, A Brief Hi&to£f of the Office of_Pub~~c Instruction. 
(State of Illinois, 1957, pp. 93), 144. 
6Jim Pearson and Edqar Fuller (eds.), Education in the States: Historical 
Development and outlook. (Council of Chief State School Officers, Washington, 
D. C., 1969). 
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2. It is recommended that SOE's define their service role to encompass 
more inservioe and demonstration activities. 
3. It is reconwnended that SDE's seek to provide new or improved 
consultative service to meet specific educational problems.7 
Another study concerning the role of the state education agency was by 
Lloyd N. Monisett. This report concluded that state education aqencies must 
accurately sense immediate and future patterns of need for and in education. Be 
also suqgested that state education agencies enlist the assistance of interested 
lay and professional groups in planning, and encourage local school systems to 
experiment in going beyond established minimum standards and mandated programs, 
and evaluate objectively and accurately the outcomes of implemented plans and 
8 programs. 
In 1970 a conference on "lmprovinq State Leadership in Education" was held 
in Denver. The report generated from this conference indicated that one of the 
major emerginq roles of every state education agency will be to provide effective 
leadership in planninq and implementing needed changes in education and measuring 
and reporting the adequacy and appropriateness of the improvements. Furthermore, 
those who are involved in developt:itq plans and procedures for implementing plans 
7
campbell, et. al., Stre5thenin9 state Deeir~nt.s_ of ~~~t!p.E_, ~.P.· .cit., 
p. 98. 
8Lloyd w • .Monisett, Personnel Administration in ~te Education A9encies 
.!!!__the Years Ahead, (California State Department of Education, Sacramento, 1968). 
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need to ktu1p in .r.ii.nd the concept that they r.'lliy be able t.o httlp some peoi:;le 
cb&nge ins.i9hts, poirJtS of view, and perliap& 11alu.ea, Lut they should not expect 
to change the people involved. In c:oricluaion tho report stated that the major 
areas in which reforms were most urqent were in the learning- environn:ent, 
opportunities provided for learnin9, and the procedures developed to facilitate 
9 learnin9. 
one of the :roost recent ~u.a1eSBn'lilnts of the operation of state education 
agencies by the Off ice of Education was tho fifth annual report of the Advisory 
council on state Departments of Education. This report stated that through the 
use of Title V, ESE.I\ funds, state education agencies were beginning to initiate 
reformPJ in a broad ran!Je of a::oa.s. 1'.mong others they stated that reforms were 
lending themselves to 
••• management info:rraation syatert'..s, to plwmis..;, tc evaluaticm, to 
fimlncial wt.na9ement, to per&OMel mana9ement, to inforraation dis-
semination, to prcqrara coordination, revit'lw, mvnit.o1·ir19, ar.d reporting: 
to project development, administration and supervision, review, 
monitoring, and reportinq.10 
State departments of education have ir~crer.singly ohserv•d that many of 
their problems are shared by their counurparts in oth~r states. By pooling 
9 Edgar L. Morphet and David Jesser (eds.), ~!,21!19' state k4=l&J.'.0!1s~i•!. 
for ~cation, (lmprovinq State Leadership in l:<lucation Project, Denver, 1970). 
10
otfiea of Edu.cation, The Federal-State Partnership For Education, 2E• ci~.!..' 
p. 18. 
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experiences, state departments are able to build upon the experiences of other 
agencies and avoid making many of the same mistakes. The federal government 
also realized that there were certain areas of weakness in state departments of 
education. This awareness prompted the passa9e of Title V, of the Elementary 
and secondary Education Act which attempted to stren<Jthen state departments of 
education. From 1965 through 1969, Title.V ESEA, provided $12 million dollars 
for 59 multistate projects. 
The interstate projects have varied in scope and length, but all have 
aimed to improve the states' abilities to carry out their responsibilities 
for education, whether by sheddin9 new light on an instructional concept 
or developing a complex system to modernize management practices.ll 
Most projects have been initiated to attack immediate needs which, if 
left unattended, would become future problems of major consequence. 
Many individual state education agencies have undertaken projects of 
analysis. In 1968 the Illinois aqency conducted such a study, and in terme of 
supervision of instruction, the following etrenqths were listed aniong others: 
good planning, production of information and materials for distribution, close 
cooperation with professional groups, and consultative visits of staff to 
schools. Alnonq suggestions for improvement were to encourage the creative 
approach to leadership and to encourage the testi119 of new ideas and approaches 
to state leadership. 12 
ll~., PP• 46-47. 
12oreqon State System of Higher Education: ~nalrsis of_~e Office of 
the superintendent of.Public Instruction, State of Illinois, (Center for and 
Development in State Education Leadership, Eugene Oregon, October 1, 1968). 
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More recently in the Illinois education agency, a continuinq program of 
self-analysis has been underway. One product of this activity was a task force 
13 
report on self-renewal. The report follows others in stressing state leader-
ship in improvinq the educational system of Illinois. 
Many state education aqencies have recently participated in improvement 
projects. One of the most well known examples is the Improvinq State Leader-
ship in Education Project. The project was concerned primarily with the 
emerging roles, responsibilities~ functions and relations of state education 
agencies. One of the projects major purposes was to identify, describe and 
interpret effective state leadership policies and practices utilized for 
effecting improvements in education and ways of achieving or implementinq them. 14 
The Illinois program for improving education, and other state programs for 
improvement, points to the qradual change that has taken place in supervision 
from emphasizing the enforcement of regulations to instructional improvements. 
This process has been guided from the state level: "Some (state education 
agencies) are engaged in leadership activities ••• including statewide study, 
planning and evaluation.15 
13otfice of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, Illinois, A Strategy 
!~!_Chani.•= A Re:P!>rt of the Task Force on Institutional self-Renewa~, November, 
1971. 
14Edgar Morphet and David Jesser (eds.), Pla.nnin2 in the Colorado Depart-
ment of Education to Facilitate Im~rovements in Education, (Improving state 
Leadership in Education Project, 1971), Introduction. 
15 United States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, ImFro:vi!l.2 
State Leadershif in Education, 1966, p. 5. 
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Individual authors have also stressed the importance of leadership at the 
state level. As far back as 1954 Geroge o. Strayer, stressed the impact of 
state agencies in developing supervisory programs that encouraged local districts 
to exceed any minimum standards established by the state. He suggested that 
any requirements of the state be clearly understood to be minimal, thus, 
16 providing the local district with the opportunity to develop quality prog-rams. 
To be of value, consultation programs must be of service that assist in 
solving local problems. In developin9 a desiqn for state school administration, 
Strayer provided a direction: 
The emphasis which has been given to the functions of the state office 
in the control of the external affairs of local school systems is not 
intended to deny the importanee of this off ice in furnishing leadership 
on a statewide basis. Where local administration is competent, a 
primary function of the state office in dealing with the internal affairs 
of the schools is that of leadership. If the state department of educa-
tion is well staffed, it should be thought of as a service orqanization 
which any local administrative officer or any group of teachers may look 
for guidance.17 
Ronald Campbell pointed out that rA (state) staff can do little to help 
improve the schools of the state unless they bring ideas and stimulation to 
those schools."18 The supervisor or state consultant has a vital role in 
delivering their ideas to local school districts. 
l6George o. Strayer, A Design fo~ the Administration of Public Instruc-
!ion, (Stanford University Press, Stanford, California, 1954), p. 7. 
17Ibid. I P• 8. 
18 
Roald Campbell, et. al. The Orqani&ation and Control of American Schools, 
(Columbus, Ohio, Charles E. Merrill Rooks, 1965), p. 78. 
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A limited number of studies have been conducted on the role of the state 
supervisor. Most studies ccnsider the state aqency and its total proqram or the 
role of consult.ants in certain curricular areas. AlJ'!\Ost no study considers the 
role of the state supervisory staff as a unit. Those studies reviewed below 
repre .. nt the results of an exhaustive review of the research literature. In 
terms of research, studies conducted prior to the early nineteen sixties were 
considered to have little relevance to state supervision durinq the nineteen 
seventies. 
In one study that considered state consultants in the six-state area of 
Alabama, norida, Geor«Jia, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Tennessee, the 
findinqs indicated that all consultants included in the study considered them-
selves as change aqen~s a."'ld found their work satisfying when they were able to 
19 
effect change. George Prigmore'• findin9a indicated that the operation of 
vocational and instructional consultants were distinct but both considered 
thenuilelves cbanqe agea'ta. The report was desiqned to assist individual state 
departments of education in their efforts to improve working relationships with 
local schools. 20 
Maurice J. Eash conducted a study which concluded that to achieve a com-
prehensive curriculum design that brin9s the personal demands of students into 
19 Regional curriculum Project, Consultant Role studx: Regional Percef.:" 
~nd PractiS!,!_• (Office of Education, Washinqton, D.C., 1968). 
20George Pri9D10re, !actors Influenc!E9 ~he Role of SU£~rvisors of 
_!::nqlish, (Research and study council, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, 
1969). 
r 
I 
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greater congruence with the needs of society, the reforms of supervisory educa-
tion must include proficiency in three areas of knowledge; the technical skills 
of curriculum design, the theory and implementation of change in hur.:ianr::, and the 
substance and techniques of systems analysis. A supervisor with extensive 
preparation in his subject area will hopefully have acquired, through gield 
preparation, such crucial skills as analyzing functions, improving communications, 
resolving conflict, and facilitating leadership and change within groups. 21 
Willi&Ik o. Sheldon, in a speech given at the NDEA Institute for State super-
visors of English and Readill':J, stated that all state supervisors should use their 
knowledge as well as their influences to develop meaningful programs in their 
states. The quality of education can be improved by: insuring the competency 
of teachers, developing a K-12 concept of reading instruction, developing and 
trying new teachin<J methods, and disseminating current information as quickly as 
22 possible to all teachers and supervisors in the field. 
Richard D. Carlson and owen B. Kiernan conducted a study for the 
Masnachusetts Statti Department of Education to detexmine a plan to disseminate 
a plan to disseminate information on innovative programs. The authors concluded 
that a dissemination plan should be developed which would include: a search for 
information on new instructional practices, a selection of innovation by an 
independent advisory board, an evaluation by respected educators, dissemination by 
lllass and personal means, and a demonstration in "appropriate settings" in various 
21Maurice J. Eash, Toward a More Viable siatem of supervision, (New York 
State English Council, Os~o, 1969). 
22
william D. Sheldon, "The Role of the Lanquaqe Arts Supervisor in 
Developing English and Reading Program," Speech at NDEA Institute for State 
Supervisors of English and Reading, (Sturbridge, Massachusetts, May 5-9, 1969). 
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regions. The proposal was based upon the assumption that Massachusetts State 
Department of Education, as chief advisor and consultant, could contribute 
siqnificantly to the improvement of education. 23 
Only four research studies related to state education agencies have been 
conducted. 
In 1964, Riddle analyzed the activities of state education aqencies to 
determine the leadership role in curriculum and instructional improvement. He 
attempted to identify strengths and weaknesses in state curriculum and instruc-
tion programs as revealed by chief state school officers. His analysis con-
eluded that the specific task of curriculum and instructional improvement was 
24 
not satisfactorily discharqed by many state education agencies. 
Thomas B. Good.kind in 1964 studied the impact of a state education 
aqency program for curriculum improvement. Although the study did not 
specifically analyze supervisory practices, the study did view the effective-
nesa of the state curriculum guides furnished to local districts. He concluded 
that the impact of the quides upon the curriculum of the local school district 
was limite~. The evaluation of his data pointed to a need for reconsideration 
23 Richard o. Carlson and Owen B. Kiernan, A Plan for Curriculum 
Innovation in Massachusetts, (Massachusetts State Department of Education, 
1966). 
24Bruce E. Riddle, "An Analysis of State Departments of Education, With 
Respect to Their Eme:rqing Leadership• llnctions in Educational Improvement," 
Unpublished doctoral dissertation,:university of Oklahana, 1964. 
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of its role, function, and the type of contribution it was best suited to make to 
25 
the state. 
Frederick Kelley made a study of the Illinois Visitation Proqram. to 
detennine if the state education agency and local school districts have the same 
concerns and are mutually supportive. Three of his conclusions are significant 
in terms of this study. Kelley found that the Illinois agency was moving away 
from the enforcement aspects of supervision to concentrate on improving 
programs. Kelley also found that the influence of the state supervisory staff 
was greater in small districts. Finally, he found that the Illinois Supervisory 
Program depended heavily upon local districts to implement state recommendations. 26 
David Colton, reporting on a study conducted in over twenty demonstration 
centers created by the Illinois Education Agency during the period 1963-65, con-
eluded that the state used such devices as guidelines, contracts, consultants, 
traini119 programs, conferences, and reports to influence local decisions. A 
survey of state records, state staff, and over sixty local personnel indicated 
widespread following of state policy. 27 
25Thomas Barrett Goodkind, "A Study of the Impact of the Illinois 
Curriculum Program Upon Local School District Curriculum Operations." Unpub-
lished doctoral dissertation, Northwestern University, 1965. 
26i-rederick Kelley, "The Illinois Visitation Proqranu A Facet of State 
Supervision," Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Illinois State University, 1968. 
27oavid Colton, "state Power and Local Decision-Making in Education," 
Paper presented at the annual meeting of the 1\merican (Educational Research 
Association, Los An9eles, February 9, 1969). 
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The four studies cited above all dealt with different functions of the 
state education agency. The Kelley study was the only study that asked questions 
concerning the role of the state curriculum supervisor. However, Kelley 
restricted his study to the Illinois Visitation Program. 
RATIONALE 
The purpose of this study is, then, in p&rt to fill in the gap in the 
literature concerning state curriculum supervisors. Of the studies reviewed 
describing supervisory roles all concentrated on particular specialty areas. 
It is essential that studies be conducted that consider all supervisors in a 
state agency as a unit. More can be learned as to the effectiveness of state 
supervisors by dealinq with a state supervisory unit as compared to isolated 
supervision. 
In addition the studies reported herein have only barely looked into the 
performance aspect of the role of a state supervisor. The basic assumption of 
this study is that how a state supervisor functions has a crucial effect on 
whether or not local instructional programs are improved. Aqain, rather than 
isolate the study to one specific subject area the performance aspect of all 
state supervisors was considered. 
Further, much of the educational literature of l960's and early l970's 
that dealt with the evaluation of educational programs concluded that account-
ability systems must be established if criticism of instructional programs and 
rejection of expansion programs that involve financial cownitment is to cease. 
State educational aqencies have not been immune to such criticism. In 
Illinois, the legislature is reviewinq appropriation bills very carefully in an 
attempt to ascertain the effectiveness of the funds being spent by the 
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educational agency. The educational budget for fiscal years 1971-72 and 1972-73 
ha•• reflected this oonoern by a reduction in funds by one per cent from the 
allocation of the previous year. Monies for additional state supervisory 
consultants will not be forthcoming until a study is made which evaluates the 
effectiveness of state supervisors. This study is aimed at providing evaluative 
information. 
CHAPTER III 
COLLECTION AND AHALYS!S OF DATA 
This chapter contains three major aspects of the study: (l) a discussion 
of the data collection process; (2) a description of the characteristics of the 
two samples; and (3) the presentation and analysis of the data. Tl1e hypotheses 
of the study are discussed in the order in which the sections of the instru111ent 
to which they apply appeared. 
A major portion of the analysis of data concerns the section of the 
questionnaire involving leadership style. Leadership is an important aspect of 
state curriculum supervision because the success or implementation of concepts 
such as individualization of instruction, integration of curriculum, and the 
presentation of acceptable tnaterial concerninq instr\letional attitudes would be 
determined in a iuajor way by a suecesstul leadership style on the part of state 
curriculua supervisors. The success or failure of the tasks dealt with in the 
other sections, then, would ~-0 a great extent depend upon style. 
Collection of Data 
After a preliminary draft of the survey instrument was developed from the 
six hypotheses, a pilot study was bequn. The pilot study had five qoals as 
follows: (1) to test the intelligibility of the questions from the point of 
view of the respondent; (2) to discover possibly unclear instructions; (3) to 
check the completeness of the responses; (4) to discover possible defects in 
the presentation of the questionnaire items; (5) to estimate the return rate. 
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On Auqust 3, 1972, the pilot instrun1ent was distributed to tl,irty-four, or 
4.4 percent of the school districts on the master list. These school districts 
were chosen at randola from those not chosen for the foxmal study (Ap1>endix VI). 
Each foa was coded in t.he upper left han<l corner with the code number from the 
master list of school districts. 
Respondents were requested to return the forms by August 21, 1972. By 
August 15, twenty-three, or almost seventy percent, of the forms had been 
returned. Also, the necessary corrections were evident by August 15. As of 
Au.qust is, 1972, twenty-six, or seventy-six percent of the forms were returned. 
This information suggested that between seventy and seventy-six percent of the 
forms in the formal study could be expected to be returned without a follow-up 
procedure. 
As a result of the pilot study, several chanqes were made in the content 
of the form. The questions concerning district number, kind of district, size 
of district, and location of district were eliminated. because the information 
could be obtained frcm the p~~ecto~·C>f Illinois Schools.1 Further, testing the 
hypotheses of this study would not require the information listed above1 
althouqh, later use may be made of the data collected in combination with the 
vital statistics concerning each district. Thia change satisfies the rule of 
"best evidence" in the collection of data. 
In texms of format, the pilot study resulted in a revision of the direc-
tions and a rearrangement of questionnaire items. The directions in the sections 
-------
1John Vrooman (ed.) o~recto!l o! ~~linois School~, (Office of the Super-
intendent of Public Instruction, Springfield, 1971-72). 
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"Ways of i'io.rking in Supervision" and "Supervisory Activities" were revised for 
clarity (co~pare Appendix II and IV). Sections were drawn together on the form 
80 that columns of sections would not be placed in different areas. Also, the 
cover letter was retained in the original form with mi.nor changes iri tt:e con-
eluding pa.raqraph. Havinq COl'llpleted the pilot study and thf; resultin9 chanqes, 
the next step in the study was begun. 
on Au9uat 18, 1972, the final survey form for the study was mailed to the 
one hundred sixty-one randomly chosen districts (Appendix IX). The mailing 
included the cover letter, coded survey instrument, and a stamped, addressed 
envelope. The requested return date wa~ qiven as September 13, 1972. After the 
survey instrument was mailed to the local supervisory leaders, the form was 
distributed to the thirty-two state curriculum supervisors who completed and 
returned the forms. 'l'he sampling technique was described in Chapter I. 
On the requested return date one hundred and seven, or sixty-six percent 
of the foxms had been returned from the school districts. On September 20, 
1972, a follow-up letter (Appendix X), coded survey form, and addressed 
envelope were mailed to those school district~ that had not returned the 
survey instrument. This rea~lted in the return of forty forms to total ninety 
percent by OCtober l, 1972. The remaining fourteen school districts were 
contacted by telephone and additional correspondence until a survey form was 
received from one hundred fifty-ei9ht of the one hundred sixty-one school 
districts for a return rate of ninety-e:i.qht i•urc~r.t. 
When the survey instruments were retu.rned, each datun was checl:ed for 
readability and was corrected if unreadable. Also, the C'.ata in each column were 
checked. to see i.f each rank was ust:!c'I once r.:·r if son•e ra.r>ke were used more than 
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once. In the latter case, an averc19e was computed to preserve tho r.na.thematical 
properties in ranking. For example, if two items in a column were ranked "l," 
this filled the ranks of both "l" and "2". A mean was found and each category 
wa11 ranked "1.5." 
After all forms hae been corrected, a frequency count of each category 
was run on a computer. From this swnmary of infonnation, the total for each 
category was computed. There was one set of totals for local curriculum 
supervisory leaders and one set for state curriculum supervisors. Then, the 
totals in ea.ch column were ranked. This completed the first step of a three 
step data procedure to analyze the data obtained from the survey instruments. 
The next step was to find correlation& between sets of ranked data. The 
method used was the Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient or Rho test. The 
2 procedure outlined by Sidney Sieqal was followed. Determinin<J these correla-
tions completed the second step in analyzing the data. 
After the correlations were determined, they were compared with "The Table 
of Critical Values of R , " 
s 
3 The s~ar.J1&n Rank correlation Coefficient in Sieqal, 
to find the significance of the correlations. This completed the final step of 
the data analysis. 
---·---
2 Sidney Sieqal, Non-parametric statisti.,5:! 1 (McGraw-Hill, New Yor.k, 1956), 
pp. 202-213. 
3 ... 1 ... -~., p. .284. 
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Local supervisory leaders return to the survey instrument in various deqrees 
of completeness. The majority of forms were completed as the instructions 
indicated. A few respondents indicated limited experience with state curriculum 
aupervisora so they only completed the columns "should function." A few 
respondents only completed the section "Ways of Workinq in Supervision." In 
aome cases part of the "supervisory Activities" section was not completed. 
several respondents returned the form with no responses. 'l'hese two latter types 
ot responses were accompanied by a written reply or note on the form indicatinq 
unfamiliarity with the infoz:mation. In some cases an entire sub-section was 
left blank or a specific part of a sub-section was left blank. In a few cases 
the respondents deviated from the rank order instructions by completinq one or 
more columns with one rank used more than once. For example, number "l" was 
used more than once in a column to indicate equal primary importance. 
State curriculum supervisors either completed the entire form or left one 
or two parts of a sub-section blank that did not relate to their area of 
expertise. This was either explained by a note on the form or by an explanation 
during the interview. 
After the survey instruments were completed by the local supervisory 
leaders and the state curriculum supervisors, interviews were held with all 
respondents. The state curriculum supervisors were interviewed at the educa-
tion agency office in Springfield. Each person was asked questions which were 
of a standard form (Appendix VII) • Notes on answers were taken durinq the 
interviews which lasted approximately thirty to sixty minutes. 
Due to the impracticality of bringing respondents to Springfield, 
interviews with local supervisory leaders were conducted in their school 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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districts. Each person was called by the interviewer and was given an explana-
uon of the reason for an interview. The respondent was 9iven the opportunity 
to choO•• a convenient time and place. With one exception, the settinq was in 
th• office of the respondent. 'l'he other setting was a private conference room. 
In all cases the local supervisory leader was asked a schedule of 
seventeen questions. Notes were made on answers during the interview. After 
the interviewer returned to his car, he taped comments concerning the interview 
setting, characteristics of the respondent and elaborations upon answers. 
Interviews were fran thirty to sixty minutes in duration. In some cases 
the interviews were of the short.er duration because the school district had 
received a minimum of contact from st&te curriculum supervisors. In these cases 
the local supervisory leaders could provide little information concerning how 
state curriculum supervisors had been functioning. 
Although this information was not related to one ot the hypotheses the 
information was useful in checking the accuracy of the data and to gain additional 
insights from the questionnaires and in developing minor conclusions. In these 
interviews the local curriculum supervisory leader was able to discuss their 
perceptions of what the role of the state curriculum supervisor should be. 
All material from the interviews was organized to check the general trend 
of the data collected with the survey instruments. The interviews confirmed the 
directions indicated on the survey instruments. For example, both the survey 
instruments and interviews indicated that local curriculum supervisors preferred 
state curriculum supervisors that were both discussive and supportive as opposed 
to manipulative and directive. The interviews also ll?onfirmed the findings of 
the survey instruments that indicated the state supervisors were perceived by the 
L 
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iocal supervisory leaders as directive and manipulative. This information was 
qiven in the column headed "How supervisors Actually Function." Information from 
interviews of state curriculum supervisors confirmed the validity of the data 
obtained on the survey instrument. 
In addition to confirming the data collected by the survey instrument, 
additional insights were obtained from comments and the perceptions of the 
interviewer. For example, local curriculum supervisory leaders c:onnuented on the 
lilllited amount of time state curriculum supervisors spent workinq with school 
districts. Many contacts with local districts only amounted to a few hours of 
one day for the school year. 
Characteristics of Respondents 
There were twenty-five ma.le and seven female state curriculum supervisors. 
Of these, twenty-one had one to five years of experience in their present 
position. Twenty-nine of the respondents had a masters degree. Three of the 
ata.te curriculum supervisors had a doctorate. These figures are not surprising 
for three reasons i (1) society presents a bias against women i:n supervisory and 
ldministrative positiona, (2) the job description for supervisors requires the 
masters deqree as the minimum. deqree for the position, (3) the state agency is 
fluid and employees with lonq tenure are unusual. 
In the position of local curriculum supervisory leaders there were one 
hundred thirty-six males and fifteen females. A nU!lllber of local supervisory 
leaders did not complete portions of the survey instrument that dealt with back-
ground information. The percentage of females at the local supervisory level is 
leas than ten pe:rcent of the total as COlllpared to twenty-one percent of the 
total at the state supervisory level. At the local level the bias aqainst women 
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9eeros to be more pronounced. 
In terms of position held by the local supervisory leader, the most 
frequently indicated (seventy-eight or fifty-one percent) was that of super-
intendent. This is not surprising because there are many school districts in 
the state in which the superintendent is the only administrative and supervisory 
staff member. It was interesting that only fifteen, or nine percent, of the 
respondents classified themselves as curriculum supervisors. In considering the 
information collected in the interviews, the title of curriculum supervisor 
corresponded to the title of curriculum director found in the suburban Chicago 
districts. There were twenty-three, or fifteen percent, assistant superinten-
dents in the sample. Many of these respondents were from large cities such as 
Peoria, Elgin, and Joliet. Twenty-five principala, or sixteen percent of the 
sample, were classified in this way. Thirteen, or nine percent, of the 
respondents indicated that they had another position title. Some of those 
listed were curriculum director, instructional coordinator, and department 
chairman. 
Eighty-six, or fifty-seven percent of the local supervisory leaders, had 
from one to five years of experience in their positions. This suqgests that 
the minimwa amount of time as a professional educator would be four years 
4 
considering the number of years teaching experience needed for a certificate. 
Twent.y-eight, or eiqbteen percent, had six to ten years of experience in their 
f'Osition. Thirty-eight, or twenty-five percent, had more than eleven years of 
-·-----
4 The Certification of Professional Educational Personnel, (Superintendent 
Of Public Instruction, Springfield, Illinois, 1972), pp. 50, SS. 
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experience. 
To find that one hundred thirty-five or eighty percent, of the loeal 
1upervisory leaders had a masters degt"ee is not surprising. Tt!e masters deqree 
is required for the general supervisory certificate, general administrative 
5 
certificate, and superintendent's endorsUtie.nt. Two people, or one percent, had 
a bachelors de9ree. These two people could either have been given supervisory 
certificates before a masters degree was required or the superintendent 
designated a person to respond to the survey instrument who was not in fact a 
supervisor. The data do not indicate the reason. The doctorate was held by 
sixteen people, or ten percent. Thus, the typical local supervisory leader 
identified by this study is a male superintendent who has a masters degree and 
approximately six years of experience in his position. 
The Analysis of Role 
The concept of role is a very important Allalytic unit of the iDstitution or 
social structure. Traditionally in administration, attempts axe made to insure 
that severe conflicts in role do not occur because of the inefficiency and dis-
satisfaction that can develop. Thia is not to say that some conflict may not be 
good in certain situations. social systems have becQtile so complex that it is 
practically impossible to eliminate all sources of role conflict. 
An in1portant consideration in this study was to have an understanding of 
the meaning of role. In psychological tenns, role refers to the process of 
socialization in which a person learns to identify with characteristics (roles) 
-·----
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such af:ll a9a, sex and class. In sociological terms role is generally regarded 
as bein9 synonymous with patterns of observed behavior. Generally in administra-
tion, role is thought of in relation to institutions or orqa.nizations at11 the 
to1;al structural or J'l.<.u:mat.:ive components that outline job expectat.i.ons 
(expected behavior) of role incW\bents or actors (in terms of this study state 
curriculum supervisors) • •rhe latter concept of role is traced to the work of 
Talcott Parsons and Edvard Skils woo are both sociol09ists.6 
RaJ.ph Linton, an anthropologist, was perhaps the first to give role a 
central place in any of the behavioral sciences. he described the dynamics of 
role as the interaction of role and status as follows: 
A status, as distinct from the individual who may occupy it, is simply 
a collection of rights and duties •••• 
A role represents the dynamic aspect of a status. The individual is 
socially assiqned to a status and occupies it with relation to other 
statuses. When he puts the ri2hts and duties wh~ch ~nstitu~ 
status into effe£~1 he is J2!rforming a role. Role and status are quite 
inseparable, and the distinction between them is of only academic 
interest. There are no roles without statuses or statuses without 
roles. 7 
A relationship between role and status has been discussed by many 
authorities, but as Linton su99ested the difference was of only academic interest. 
The distinction was important in terms of analysis, but of little value in 
actual practice. To remember that role only opera~s within a social system 
and that persons find their activities SOlllewhat determined by the role 
-------
6Taloott Parsons and Edward Skils, (eds.) Toward a General Theorx ~f 
~t.!EE.' (Cainbridqe, Howard University Press, l9Si). 
7 
Ralph Linton, !h•~~r of Ma~, (New York, Appleton-Century Crofts1 1926), 
pp. lll-114. 
l 
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structure of the system is more important. In analysis, then, role and statuses 
e:dst apart from the individuals who must occupy them. This is the basis of 
adjustments and adaptations whioh must he made for the individual to avoid 
conflicts. 
Some disagree liith role as a viable analytical construct. Herbert Simon, 
for example, in his criticism of the role concept8 suggested that a decision 
premise, as a u..a.ller unit of analysis, was a better tool for explaining 
behavior. 'rhe latter is not only va9ue, but it leaves out many consider<lt.ions 
(e.g. id.i.osyncr'lcies, the way one acts a role, etc.) which greatly determine 
behavior. This is not to suqqest that role can completely explain behavior nor 
is it the purpose of the concept. If, in spite of its vagueness, role is so 
widely used by behavioral scientists and administrators, it is because it has 
the advanta9e of illustrating how the individual as a personality system is 
linked and integrated into the social system or organization. Actually, the 
concept of role is the most convenient bridge from the individual to the group, 
organization and social system in analysis. 
In terms of this study a dual perspective of role is also applicable. 
However, the analytical construct "status" was not applicable to the role of 
state curriculum supervisor. Since state supervisors are not a part of the 
school districts in which they serve, they have no status or power as defined 
hy that social institution. 
¥ithout power, the supervisor must use influence or a leadership style. 
Due to the stat.e curriculum supervisors' lack of authority they must enter a 
B Herbert SilllOn, ~dmi_nis_trative Behavior (2nd ed.), (New York Macmillan, 
1959), PP• xxx-xxxi. 
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school district as a guest offering assistance. The state supervisor must be 
extremely careful to set the proper climate so that he will be ctccepted.. Since 
there are a variety of ways of structuring relationships, this study was 
designed in part to identify those styles most appropr.iate to the role of the 
state curriculum supervisor so that he can effectively accornplish the goals and 
objectives of the state education agency. Style refers to the i11teraction that 
individuals employ in the social process of activating people to reach an 
objective. 
The other aspect in the analysis of role discussel'l in the literature 
refers to how one puts his objective£! into operation or what he does. This 
aspect of role will he referred to .ns "task" in th.ls study. 
Role refers to the total structural or normative components that outline 
job expectations. In this study, role will be considered in the dual nature of 
style and task as outlined above. 
Da.ta for this study we.re collectet~ with the dynamic, dual eharacte?: 
(i.e. role/status, task/style, obliqations/riqhts, objective/performance) of 
role in mind. The two sections of the survey instrument, ''Ways of Working in 
Supervision" and "Supervisory Activities," a.re each aimed at collecting 
information a.bout one aspect of role. 
The section "Ways of Working in Supervision" was designed to help 
determine which style would best fir the state curriculum supervisory function. 
The section was given prominence on the front of the form and was considered 
of pivotal importance in the role of state curriculum supervisors because the 
style or method of approach will necessarily influ~nce the task aspect of role. 
Task or the objectives aspect of role is involved with the "how" of role. 
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'!'he section "Supervisory Activities" was desi9ned to collect data concerning 
the task or what the role should involve. For example, if the findinqs 
concluded that state curriculum supervisors should have the skill necessary to 
instruct teachers in the use of audio-visual equipment, this task or obligation 
' 
would become one aspect of the role. The local curriculum supervisory leader 
would view his right to receive this instruction as an obligation or task of 
the state urriculwn supervisor. Thus, the role was defined in part by this 
task. If, on the other hand, the findings indicated that knowledge of audio-
visual equipment should not be an aspect of the role of the state curriculum 
supervisor, this task would become an aspect of the role of a specialist else-
where in the state agency or the service would be dropped. As he relates to 
this study, the above mentioned task only has relevance in terms of the role of 
the state curriculum supervisor. 
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HYPOTHESIS I 
Leadership Style 
A major portion of the analysis of data concerns the aspect of role 
related to style. Leadership style is an important aspect of the role of the 
state curriculum supervisor because the success or implementation of concepts 
such as individualization of instruction would be determined in a major way by 
a successful leadership style on the pa.rt of state curriculum supervisors. 
The success of the task aspect of role, then, would depend to a great extent 
upon style. 
Considering its importance, "Ways of Working in Supervision" was given 
prominence as the first section of the survey instrument. The type of informa-
tion being collected was explained and each category was thoroughly defined. 
The section was adapted from a survey by Frymer, "The Supervisory Reaction 
Test," to decrease the amount of pretesting needed to formalize the instrument. 9 
Further, the six styles of leadership used in this study cover a scope that is 
adequate for this study. The possible styles ranged from manipulative and 
directive to supportive and non-directive. 
Many authorities felt that the success or failure of an individual (role 
incumbent) was larqely the result of the effective integration of an appropriate 
style with the tasks or obligations of a particular role. The dual nature of 
the definition of role in terms of style and task was discussed above. Simon 
9 Frym.er, ~· cit. 
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illustrated this concept in the following manner: 
Personalityl Truly a magical slogan to charm away the problems that 
our intellectual tools don't handle •••• And if organization is in-
essential, if all we need is the man, why do we insist on creating a 
position for the man? Why not let each create his own position, 
appropriate to his personal abilities and qualities.lo 
Host organizations recognize the importance of leadership style and have, there-
fore, expended a great deal of time and energy in recruiting and developing 
employees with appropriate styles. 
Because of its practical application to this study, leadership style was 
of great interest. Also, the current commitment to research dealing with 
aspects of leadership style was significant. There was much evidence to 
indicate that the production or adoption of practices by a qroup depended to a 
9reat extent on the ma.naqer or supervisor. Victor Vroom has reviewed this 
literature quite extensively. 11 
Before World War II many theories of effective leadership style were based 
on the concept that great men lll&ke the times. Their successful style was 
attributed to the personal characteristics or traits of the leader. For example, 
contemporaries of Georqe washinqton considered him a good leader because of his 
bearing and stature. In his journals James Madison remarked that washinqton had 
little creativity, was not overly intelliqent and contributed few, if any, ideas 
during the constitutional convention. But he was the leader because he looked 
and acted like a leader. Thus, leadership style was considered a function of 
10uerbert Simon, Administrative Behavior (Macmillan, New York, 1959), 
p. 15. 
11v1ctor Vroom, Work and Motivation! (New York: John Wiley, 1964), 
Chapters 3 and 4. 
j 
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personal qualities and had little to do with the social structure, technology, 
or other actors involved. 12 
Since World war II, many theoretical schools or approaches to the study 
of leadership style have developed. Those which have significance to the 
develoi;:cnent of the hypotheses generated by this study were considered. The 
three approaches which are of interest are the behavioral approach, the 
situational approach, and the contingency model. Each of these approaches are 
discussed below. 
Dissatisfaction with the trait approach to studying leadership developed 
after world War II. As in the other social sciences, emphasis was given to 
empirical observations of behavior. Leadership behavior was viewed as the 
performance of certain actions which aided in the achievement of certain goals. 
Three major trends of thought developed from the behavioral orientation. 
Robert Bales' research at Harvard indicated that any member of a group 
may exhibit leadership behavior, but early in interactions certain people 
exhibit leadership traits more often than others. By means of detailed 
observations of newly formed laboratory groups, he observed three distinct 
facets of leadership behavior - activity, task-ability, and likability. 
Bales concluded that the individual who created the best ideas and was the best 
liked was the best leader. 13 In a context more closely related to style, Bales 
12
oarwin Cartwri9ht and Alvin Zander, Group Dynamics (New York; Harper 
and Row, 1968), pp. 301-318. 
13Robert F. Bales and Philip Slater, "Role Differentiation in Small 
Decision-Making Groups," in Talcott Parsons, et. al. (eds.) Famij.x_ 
Socialization and Interaction Process (Glencoe, Illinois, The Free Press, 
1955). 
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found two types of approaches: socio-emotional leadership supportive of group 
!llAintenance, and task leadership oriented toward getting the job done. In 
qeneral he found that individuals have one style or the other but not both. 14 
A different approach was taken by c. L. Shartle at Ohio State University. 
His source of data came from the "Leader Behavior Description s;~uestionnaire:" 
which was distributed to group members who rated how often their leader used 
certain behavior patterns. This work has generally been done in organizations, 
and the leader who rated high on two main facets, consideration for his 
employees and initiation of structure, was seen as generally more effective than 
those who were seen as being deficient in one or both of these traits. 15 
A third behaviorialist approach was that of Rensis Likert and his asso-
ciates at the University of Michigan. His approach was similar to that taken 
by Shartle, but infomation concerning leadership behavior was, in many cases, 
collected from leaders rather than personnel. The main characteristics of 
leadership style identified by Likert were "job centered" and "employee 
centered." In the job centered style the leader was more concerned with 
production or finishill<J the job. The employee centered leader was also 
interested in ends, but he tried to provide means for employees to feel more 
comfortable in the work environment. In general, Likert found that the 
14Robert Bales, "Task Roles and social Roles in Problem-Solving Groups," 
in Readings in social Psychol5>il, Eleanor Maccoley, et.. al. (eds.) (New York: 
Holt Rinehart and Winston, 1958), pp. 437-447. 
15c. L. Shartle, Executive Performance and LeadershiJ2 fColumbus, Ohio State 
University Research Foundation, 1952). 
16 ein~loyee centered leader tended to be more productive. 
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Behaviorialists seems to aqree that there are essentially two facets to 
the leadership role - a task orientation and on interpersonal orientation. 
Althouqh there is minor disagreement over specifics, the behaviorialists would 
probably agree on the conceptual similarities of the styles. 
Basically there are two problems with the behavior approach. To compare 
the results of the different researchers is difficult because they used 
different sources to assess leadership - leaders, employees,and supervisors. 
In any subjective situation, perceptions from different orqanizational levels 
tend to differ. Additionally, there is some disa9reement as to what emphasis 
was the most effective - task or interpersonal. None of the investi9ators 
attempted to consider the varying situations in which the behavior occurred. 
A second theoretical position that developed after World War II, the 
situational approach, attempted to integrate the dynamic character of behavior 
17 
and situation. As outlined by Daniel Katy and Robert Kahn, this approach 
combined information concerninq the leader with the situational context. The 
theory or "open-systems" approach considered leaders as actors in an org-aniza-
tional settinq who were interfaced with their environment. 
This theory is broad and to date no conclusive data have been gathered to 
test the theory adequately. ~'vidence that does exist suqqests that at 
different levels of abstraction, policy level administrators to line employees, 
16Rensis Lik.ert, "An Emerqiiy Theory of Organization, Leadership an!!, 
~a.9ement," in L. Petrullo and B. Bars (eds.) Leadership and_!!!~rso!lal 
~ehavior (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1961), pp. 209-309. 
---
17oaniel Katy and Robert Kahn, The Social Psychol09y of O:r;qanization!, 
(hew York, John Wiley, 1966). 
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different styles may be more effective. Skills at the interpersonal level may 
be more appropriate at the policy level, whereas a task oriented approach may be 
1110re appropriate at the line level. This theory sugqests that adapta.bility to 
different situations would be very significant. 
A third major approach to leadership style that developed after World War 
II was the Contingency Modal of Leadership Effectiveness developed by Fred 
Fiedler. This model suggested that an effective leader must adapt his style to 
the particular situation. To develop the model, Fiedler developed definitions 
18 
of effectiveness, leadership, style and situational factors. 
Lffectiveness is considered by Fiedler to mean that the group has 
performed well. In terms of leadership style Fiedler studied relationship-
orienten versus task-oriented leadership. By using the Least Preferred Co-
worker scale, Fiedler found that a favorable description of the least preferred 
co-worker indicated a relationship-oriented style, and an unfavorable descrip-
tion indicated a task-oriented style. This model has been applied to :many 
situations, but results have failed to indicate that one leadership style is 
con~istently better. The results must be considered in tenns of the situation.19 
Fiedler argued that the basic component of leadership was influence. In 
any one situation, a leader can have more influence with various styles from 
which to choose. He found that task-oriented leaders were more effective in 
situations in which the leader has very little or very much influence. The 
relationship-oriented leader was most effective in those situations which 
18Fred Fiedler, A Theo!)' of_Leadership Effectiveness (New York,-
McGraw-hill, 1967). 
1~Ihid. 
20 
"'ere only slightly favorable to the leader. 
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Critidsm could be made of t:.he model concerning the choice of leadership 
styles, the concept of effectiveness, anJ. methodology; but the model presents 
certain useful ooncefts in terms of this study. As in the behavioral and 
situational approach, l6adership style was considered in tenns of two aspects. 
Also, as in the situationol approach, the setting of an interaction was 
important in determining style. This was true of an administrative position 
within an organization or in a supervisory or consulting position. 
A distinction must be made, as James Lipham suggested, between administra-
tion and leadership. 21 Administrators in general work within an organization to 
maintain the structure and accomplish organizational goals, objectives and 
plans. It is the latter activity that represents leadership whether seen as a 
part of or separate from administration. This type of activity is what state 
curriculum supervisors do when they attempt to influence local curriculum 
supervisory leaders to adopt the goals and objectives outlined by the Illinois 
22 Education Agency. In order to influence the adoption of these goals and 
21
.rames Lipham, "Leadership and Administration," Behavioral Science and 
Educational Administration, i-lational Society for the Study of Education Year-
book, t'i!irt II (Chicago, University of Chica90 Press, 1964), Chapter 6. 
22
.Action Goal_s for the seventies, ~-· ci~. 
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objectives which will result in desired chanqe by the state agency, the state 
curriculum supervisor must, in w.G. Bennis' terms, engage in the " ••• process 
by which an agent induces a subordinate (in terms of the state agency) to behave 
in a desired ma.nner." 23 
In tenns of the state agency the social functions of leadership, as stated, 
would be to promote the goals of the aqency. 24 There will be some difficulty in 
working with local curriculum supervisory leaders because their group is not 
homogeneous. In order to have positive outcomes in terms of the state agency, 
state curriculum supervisors will not only need to present programs in a 
positive manner, but will also need to deal with the self-needs of the loc 
curriculum supervisory leader. When people have their self-needs "satisfied 
through rewardin9 personal inter-relations," as Barry Collins and Harold 
Guetzkow reported, "there (was) a significant tendency for the group to achieve 
consensus especially when intense conflict prevails." A positive manner and 
pleasant atmosphere could create "a climate conducive to agreement." 25 
23w. G. Bennis, "Leadership Theory and Administrative Behavior," in Bennis, 
et. al. (eds.), The Planning of Change, (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 
1961)';'" p. 440. 
24
.Action Goals for the seventies, ££.· cit. 
25sarry Collins and Harold Guetzkow, A Social PsrcholOSJY of Group 
Processes for Decision-Makin9, (New York, John Wiley, 1964), pp. 109-11. 
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Effectiveness of the state agency, then, would be determined in a major 
way by how successful the state curriculwn supervisor was in choosing an 
appropriate leadership style and in choosing appropriate tasks to implement the 
role. Since the state curriculum supervisor is the major link in the curriculum 
process between the state agency and local district, the supervisor must under-
stand his role well and perform that role for the agency to be successful in 
influencing changes in curriculum. The perceptions of local supervisory leaders 
are important in developing a concept of what the state curriculum supervisory 
role should be. To explore such a possibility the survey instrument for this 
study was developed to determine the most effective tasks and style for the role 
of state curriculum supervisors as perceived by local curriculum supervisory 
leaders as well as state curriculum supervisors. 
As Andrew Halpin and others have pointed out, behavior can vary widely 
26 from one situation to another. Thus, state curriculwn supervisors have a 
variety of possible styles in structuring relationships and exerting leadership 
with local curriculmn supervisory leaders, teachers, and others to achieve 
educational purposes and goals. In this study six alternative leadership 
styles were presented to describe the range of possible styles available. In 
the research hypothesis for this study it was theorized that state curriculum 
suvervisors and local supervisory leaders would perceive the way state 
supervisors worked with different criteria. Further, it was theorized that the 
desired style preferred by both groups would be significantly related, but no 
direction was postulated. It was also theorized that the task aspect of the 
··----------
26Andrew Halpin, :Fheory and Research in Administration (MacMillan, New 
York, 1966), p. 83. 
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role of state curriculum supervisor would be significantly related, but again no 
direction was postulated. 
A decision not to predict direction was made for one reason. Prom the 
results of this study, decisions would be made concerning performance and the 
possible need for staff development activities. The possibility must be left 
open to identify either a positive or a negative relationship. Either eventually 
would be important in texms of the decisions that would be made. 
From the above mentioned research hypothesis that there would be a 
relationship between data concernill9 leadership styles, a statistical hypothesis 
was generated to be either confixmed or rejected through an analysis of the data. 
The statistical hypothesis is as follows: 
Hypothesis I 
There is a significant relationship between what local curriculum 
supervisory leaders report as the desired aspects in the leadership 
style of the state curriculum supervisor and what state curriculum 
supervisors report was their actual leadership style. 
This relationship was considered to get at both the past performance 
aspect of the behavior of the state curriculum supervisor and the performance 
desired by the local curriculum supervisory leaders. Other comparisons were 
considered in analyzing the data, but the relationship described in the 
statistical hypothesis provided a basis to make a decision on future staff 
development activities. 
In order to test the statistical hypothesis, a null hypothesis of no 
difference was postulated with a level of significance at .OS. If the 
hypothesized relationship is significant at the .OS level, the null hypothesis 
of no difference will be rejected and the statistical hypothesis will be 
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accepted. 
The .05 level of significance was chosen because it presents an acceptable 
risk in the }>OSsibility of rejecting the null hypothesis when it is in fact true. 
This is referred to as a Type I error. Sidney Siegal presented a detailed 
i f h . f . k 27 discuss on o t is type o ris • For the same reason, the .OS level of 
significance was used in testing the other hypotheses of this study. 
After the data from the survey instruments had been received and corrected 
as explained above, the ranks for each category on the survey instrument were 
summed. These sums are as follows• 
Chart l 
Local Curriculum Supervisor 
How Su_k)ervisors Eow supervisors 
Actually Function Should Function ·~~~~~~~-~~~~--~~~~__:::.:~~~~~~~~~ 
434.5 Directive213 647 
512 Discussive 367.5 
487.S Manipulative 665 
630.5 Non-Directive 609 
518 Persuasive 541.5 
551.5 Supportive 416 
State Curriculum Supervisor 
How supervisors How Supervisors ~ctuallv Function 
.. , .. _, _ --4 ... --·---.. - ......... ----~--· ·--·-----------·-·--.?.E..~\1±~-!:~£~Jo!1 
131 
82.5 
--------
Directive 
lJiscussive 
27si~gal, ~· ~it., pp. B-11. 
125 
7G.5 
28For a cor.1plete description of categories, refer to Appendix II. 
Ii 
. ~ 
132 Manipulative 
161.5 Non+D1rective 
88 Persuasive 
83 Supportive 
These sums were ranked as follows: 
eow Supervisors 
Actually Function 
l 
3 
2 
6 
4 
s 
How Supervisors 
Actuallr F.anction 
4 
1 
5 
6 
3 
2 
Looal CUrriculum Supervisor 
Directive 
Discussive 
Manipulative 
Non-Directive 
Persuasive 
Supportive 
State CUrrioulum Supervisor 
Directive 
Diacusaive 
Manipulative 
Non-Directive 
Persuasive 
Supportive 
57 
127 
154 
89.5 
83 
How Supervisors 
Should Function 
5 
l 
6 
4 
3 
2 
How Supervisors 
Should Function 
4 
l 
5 
6 
3 
2 
In the comparison of what local curriculum supervisory leaders reported 
as the desired leadership style of state curriculum supervisors and what state 
curriculwn supervisors reported as their actual performance, it was found that 
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there was a rank correlation of .83. This correlation is significant at the 
.05 level so the null hypothesis of no relationship was rejected. Thus, the 
statistical hypothesis that there would be a siqnificant relationship was 
accepted. 
A preference was probably given to the discussive and supportive leader-
1 bip styles rather than directive because of the situation involved. state 
curriculum supervisors are not a part of the orqanization of the local school 
district in which they work with local curriculum supervisory leaders. Since 
they have no authority in the orqanization, the only approach available to 
them would seem to be discussion and support. 
In surveying the literature that was concerned with a more directive 
style, it was obvious that situations were considered in organizational 
settinqs. James Liphall describes successful principals as beinq more forceful 
in their school with a more directive style. 29 Chester Barnard noted several 
decades aqo that, in an effective organization, the leader directed progress 
and achieved the purposes of the orqanization. 30 J. w. Get.zels and E. Guba 
stressed the ability of a leader to manipulate social relationships to 
accomplisb meaninqful purposes. 31 Andrew Halpin stressed the concept that 
29James Lipham, "Personal Variables of Effective Administrators, 
Administrator's Notebook (Vbl. II, no. 1, September, 1960), pp. 1-4. 
30Chester Barnard, The Functions of the Executive (Howard University Press, 
Cambridge, 1938). 
31J. w. Get&els and E. Guba, .. Social Behavior and the Administrative 
Process," School Review (Vol. 65, No. 4, Winter, 1957), pp. 423-441. 
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delllOcratic leadership would lead to ineffectiveness. 32 Daniel Griffiths also 
1 tressed a directive approach in his discussion of administration. 33 
At this point the reader should become aware of the merits of a directive 
leadership style approach. This study has revealed that in the role of the 
state curriculum supervisors the directive approach was not a highly desirable 
one. However, the literature indicated many theorists and practitioners who 
have written and spoken about the distinct advantaqes of a direct approach. The 
educators identified in the paragraph above provide a range of positive re-
actions concerning directive leadership style. 
In working in a directive framework the most obvious advantage is that 
tasks are identified and clarified much more quickly. Two or more people inter-
acting would more readily be presented with an issue if all parties were 
operating in a directive manner. Numerous local educators in this study 
supported a directive style for the superintendent and principal. The local 
curriculum supervisors were quick to point out, however, that because of their 
authority relationship to a looal district state curriculum supervisors should 
not be directive. The most widely offered reason was that state supervisors 
"do not have specific line authority at the local district. By lacking this 
relationship with a local district staff the state curriculum supervisor must 
refrain from using this (directive) leadership style." 
32 Andrew Halpin, The Lead~rship Behavior of school Su~erintendents, 
Studies in SCbool Administration, MoJl()<Jraph No. 6 (Chicago, Midwest Administra-
tion Center, University of Chicaqo, 1959). 
33oaniel Griffiths, Administrative Theorr., (New York, Appleton-Century-
Crofts, 1959). 
1. 
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The literature stressed the fact that in a line relationship, an effective 
exercise of authority demanded a directive leadership style. The state curr-
, iculum supervisor operated in a role that was more nearly a staff or consulting 
function. Since authority was not delegated by the local school district 
administration to the state curriculum supervisor, to be effective the state 
curriculum supervisor must adopt a more discussive and supportive leadership 
style. 
As mentioned earlier a number of local supervisory leaders indicated that 
some of the state supervisors are too direct in their approach. One superinten-
dent mentioned that "state people come in and they just have an air about them. 
They seem to be pushing a particular point all the time. And, I do t:tean push." 
Another superintendent in the central part of the state was quite irate as he 
related the following incident. "Not too lon9 aqo one of your people came into 
my office. His manner was so bold and so rude that I just had to tell him that 
I was not pleased with his attitude. From the smirk on hiu face I realized that he 
was insulted that I even questioned him. Finally, I told him to leave the building 
and to COUle in again like a 9tmtleman. He left the building but he did not come 
in a.gain." At least three local curriculum supervisors expressed a desire that 
state supervisors when they worked at the local level should develop "a. let's 
talk it over approach." 
In checkill9 the data it is interesting to note that the state curriculum 
supervisors reported that their perceptions of performance and their conceptions 
of desired role correspond. Each column of data indicated that they prefer the 
discussive and supportive leadership style. Advocating a more discussive and 
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supportive style ~~s generally the po$ition taken by Chris Argyris. 34 
Also, the local curricull.D\ supervisory leaders indicated, in Chart l under 
local curriculum supervisor, that state curriculum supervisors were more 
directive and manipulative, b1;1t should be :more discussive and supportive. The 
correlation between what local curriculum supervisory leaders believed was the 
performance of state curriculum supervisors and ·the desired leadership style 
indicated by local supervisory leaders was -.37. This correlation indicated 
some disa9reement over the obsexved performance of state curriculum supervisors. 
It could indicate that the state supervisors view their performance as beinq 
more discussive and supportive than was actually the case. Or the correlation 
could indicate that the local supervisory leader was biased somewhat in his 
observations. It probably indicates variation in performance. This explana-
tion would be consister.t with the discussion above which concluded that 
leadership style must be adapted in some instances to the situation. 
This position is supported in the research in the followinq manner. 
Local ourriculu:n supervisors reported that the state curriculW!l supervisors 
were too directive and too manipulative. One curriculum director noted this 
behavior from the state curriculum supervisor. "The supervisor was working with 
the science teachers at the high school when I walked into the room. The 
supervisor from Springfield was emphatically telling the teachers that there 
was only one science proqram worth utilizinq. I felt that he didn't give these 
teachers alternative approaches." A downstate superintendent reported the 
34
chris Arqyris, ~!!!S...~!!.~.~~5!. 0>;9•~!,~~!~nal De!~l?,~eE!, (New York, 
McGraw-Rill, 1971). 
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following, "You people have a major problem as I see it. You hire too many 
young kids right out of graduate school. These people are just too damn 
idealistic. I had a qal in from your library department. She had so many 
brilliant ideas. But, they all cost more money. This librarian seemed to think 
I was lying when I told her we didn't have the money to carry out her sugges-
tions. She insisted to explain how it could be done. I turned her off at that 
point. I really don't know why I even listened to her." One principal offered 
this comment; "A couple of your supervisors have been here (the local district). 
They all seem to be forcing one idea. I wonder when they leave if the reason 
why they do that is because that's all they know." 
A non-directive style was not considered to be a desirable alternative in 
dealing with teachers. The same superintendent who clearly stated that the 
state curriculum supervisors should not be "pushy" also contributed this state-
ment. "The state people (curriculum supervisors) do have a job to perform. 
Just because I believe they should not be too forceful or demanding neither do 
I believe that they should come in and be passive. Somewhere in the middle lies 
a happy compromise." A junior high principal remarked, "I worked with one of 
your industrial arts consultants last year. Frankly, the man did an excellent 
job. We very much needed some help in our school and he provided that help. I 
don't think my staff would have benefited that much if this consultant just 
listened and didn't offer some leadership." 
Concerning the manipulative style the findinqs showed that most local 
educators looked negatively at this style as a way state curriculum supervisors 
should function. "Manipulation is a dirty word around here." OUr local 
educator noted. "It (manipulative) implies underhandedness. And, this is one 
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thing the state people don't need." A suburban superintendent concluded, "I 
suppose 1 see myself as beinq somewhat manipulative in my activities from time 
to time. However, I think I can get away with it. People in general trust me. 
I don't think state supervisors could get away with it. Besides if anyone 
suspected this was oceurrinq any trust that was established '-'OUld be lost." 
A final comparison of the ranks of data is that between what the local 
curriculum supervisory leader and what the state curriculum supervisor stated 
actually occurred. The correlation of .09 is not significant at the .05 level. 
This correlation indicated that there was no aqreement concerning the actual 
performance of the state curriculum supervisor. The disagreement can probably 
bo attributed to a variation of style in different situations and to a possible 
tendency of the state curriculum supervisor to be more directive than he 
perceives. 
Significantly, in each case concerning desired performance, the discussive 
style was rated "l" and the supportive style was rated "2." Also, the state 
curriculum supervisors indicated that the actual performance was one discussive 
and two supportive. The local supervisory leader concerning actual performance 
rated diacussive "3" and supportive "5." These ratinqs further confirmed that 
the discussive and supportive styles were preferable. 
Several styles that were indicated as least preferred on the survey 
instrument were the manipulative and non-directive. Since the two styles are 
almost distinct opposites, this was an interesting occurrence. Further, the 
two styles were extremes of the six styles presented ranging from unconcern with 
What teachers do to determination of what teachers do. They apparently were 
rejected as alternatives just because of their extreme nature. Almost all local 
I 
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curriculum supervisory leaders and state curriculum supervisors were heavily 
comroitted to the profession of teaching. These styles, unlike the discussive and 
supportive, are usually considered anathema to good teaching. 
Rated between preferred and least preferred by both groups were the 
directive and persuasive styles. Each style, unlike the discussive and 
supportive, was based upon the fact that the consultant or state curriculum 
supervisor should control the situation and present alternatives. This position 
was not acceptable in light of the professional bias that the teacher should set 
the goals and means in the educational process. 
Our findings shewed that the local supervisory leader indicated that the 
state curriculum supervisor was directive in his approach. The intent of the 
state aqency was to suggest what should be accomplished and, in some cases, how 
it should be done. Since this approach was not ~esired but was an objective of 
the state agency to suggest outcomes or accomplishments, the state curriculum 
supervisor must use his intelligence in a discussive way to suggest outcomes 
desired by the state agency that conform to what the teacher is doing. 
The interviews confirmed that the data collected from local supervisory 
leaders concerning desired leadership style were sound. The trend was to favor 
a leadership style that involved much discussion and support for local efforts. 
One rural superintendent stated, "There has qot to be a lot of interaction with 
the staff (Local) to qive staff the opportunity to discuss curriculum, discipline, 
anything that is going on in the schools." He also admitted in some situations 
a more directive approach must be taken. He stated that sometimes supervisors 
"try the democratic approach, but it doesn't always work.'' Another rural super-
intendent stated: "The first thinq is to let the teacher do a little talking ••• 
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find out what the teacher is dealing with in their setting.' Again this super-
intendent stressed discussion with teachers. 
111 adopting a more discussive style, local supervisory leaders stated that 
state curriculum supervisors would need to be more familiar with the local ! situation. They indicated that the sporadic system now in operation would not 
! be conducive to a disoussive and supportive style. One respondent stated: 
"The state should maintain two-way communication with the districts. '!'he way it 
is now we only hear frOll'I the state by letter. What's needed is a person to visit 
the schools and keep the state aware of local needs." 
In the larger and suburban districts the emphasis was also on discussion 
but with the supervisory staff and not individual teachers. One curriculum 
director suggested that the local curriculum leader could "pave the way" for the 
state supervisor. A principal stated that discussion concerning the local situa-
tion was important, but the approach should be through the local curriculum 
leader. 
This suggestion was also accompanied by the comment that the state 
curriculum supervisors attempted to contact too many groups connected with the 
schools, thereby havinq little overall effect. A number of local curriculum 
supervisory leaders referred to this as a "shotgun effect." One assistant super-
intendant commented: "Your people operate by a shotgun effect and try to hit 
everyone. But how much effect can noe teacher make if he is sold on a program. 
If the state wants to chanqe education in ••• (Name of city), the supervisor 
•hou.J.d sell me. If I i\C:Cept a pro<]ram, I will implement it in every classroom -
not just one or two." 
In discussing thti same situation, a superintendent stated that " to get 
bn 
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anywhere you need to touch those who can influence teachers and classroom 
i " oper ences. He also suqgested that state supervisors should be "practical 
and suggest improvements." 
One additional. comment, or criticiS!I\, relating to supervisory skills was 
that too few state curriculum supervisors had experience as local curriculum 
1upervisory leaders. Those respondents that mentioned this point indicated 
that many state curriculum supervisors did not completely understand the 
principles of supervision. They suggested that inservice be provided state 
curriculum supervisors on such techniques as effective discussion, assessment, 
and performance evaluation. 
The concept of workinq with those persons within the local school district 
responsible for curriculum seemed to be a common theme expressed by local 
curriculum supervisory leaders. To summarize this point, then, the local 
respondents interviewed suggested that the state agency work with the local 
curriculum supervisory leader to influence educational improvement on the local 
level. 
There are several implications in accepting the statistical hypothesis. 
Pirst, in considering staff development programs, the agency can assume that 
state curriculum supervisors generally have developed an acceptable leadership 
style. This will enhance the prospects of implementing programs advocated by 
the agency. Also, in considering the remaining five hypotheses the leadership style 
is important to keep in mind that the supervisors have been approaching each with 
an acceptable concept of style. 
If one point concerning leadership style was stressed in a staff develop-
•ent activity that point would involve adapting styles to meet the situation. 
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AlthOUgh the findin9s showed that local curriculum supervisory leaders preferred 
the more discussive and supportive style, one may need to be more directive in a 
situation to accomplish an objective. 
To support this position the following example is cited. State curriculum 
supervisors due to their obvious lack of any authority must first enter a school 
district as a guest offering assistance. The state supervisor must be extremely 
cautious in setting the proper climate so that he will be accepted. As pointed 
out before, local curriculum leaders are not impressed with arrogant, rude 
people from the state off ice of education. The example cited had a superinten-
dent askill9 a state supervisor to leave... Nevertheless, once the supervisor has 
been invited into the district and acceptable to the administration a different 
approach, namely a more directive style, may be worth pursuing. Earlier in this 
chapter a number of prop<>nents of a directive leadership style were cited. At 
that time the directive approach was pointed out as one which can often be very 
useful in finalizing a point and in interacting with others to more readily 
understand a direction that should be taken. There are times when the state 
curriculum supervisor, as he functions with local educators, might be more 
effective if he becomes more directive in his approach. Also, be so doing he 
may save the local educators, as well as himself, valuable time. The important 
concluding point here is that leadership style does not have to be an either -
or proposition. The most effective state curriculum supervisors probably use a 
combination of styles. 
Both the ranked and interview data indicated that the state education 
agency should encourage state curriculum supervisors to strengthen their dis-
cussive and supportive leadership styles. Both state and local respondents 
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indicated that this style would be desirable. In addition, state curriculum 
.upervisors perceived their performance as beinq more discussive and supportive. 
These reactions were probably due to the type of setting in which the 
state curriculum supervisor works. He has no authority in the school district 
and must enter as a quest offering assistance. The state curriculum supervisor, 
therefore, must be very careful to set the tone of the interaction so that he 
will be accepted by the local personnel. In this way the goals and objectives 
ot the state a~ency have a much better probability of being accepted. 
This discussion found that hypothesis I was accepted. The leadership 
styles employed by the state curriculum supervisors and the style desired by 
local curriculum supervisory leaders were almost identical. A discussive style 
was considered the most desirable. The manipulative and non-directive styles 
were reported as least desirable. 
Hypothesis II 
Individualization of Instruction 
Such teJ:111s as democratize, humanize, and individualize have been directed 
at the educational system in recent years by both professional educators and 
laymen. Demands for individualizing the instructional process seems to form a 
basic theme for these demands. The Educational Proqram survey conducted by the 
Office of the Superintendent of PUblic Instruction substantiated this concern. 
Of the school districts reportinq for the 1970-71 school year, only ninetten per-
cent indicated any form of individualized instruction. Only twelve percent 
rePorted the operation of interdisciplinary curriculum teams. 35 
35Action Goals for the seventies, ~· cit., p. 95. 
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In hearings held by the Illinois Superintendent of Public Instruction 
cSUring the summer of 1971, the demand for individualization was a major concern. 
fbe idea that all children are not the same and need different educational 
eJtperiences has reached parents. As Herbert A. Thelen stated: "Since no two 
itudents are identical, no two will react in the same way and no two will have 
identical experiences. By the same token, different teachers will affect 
c!ifferent students with varying degrees of impaot.•• 36 
To meet the challenge, the Illinois Superintendent of Public Instruction 
outlined a goal for individualizinq instruction. As stated, the goal is that 
•sy 1980, every school district in the state will have an individualized 
37 instruction curriculum." In order to plan for the attainment of this goal, 
certain considerations were made. 
Individualization is not an all-or-nothing proposition. Individualization 
can exist in various forms and to various d99rees. Some individualization occurs 
when a teacher gives individual attention to a student. Yet, responding to one 
1tudent at a time means that other students will be denied attention. This poses 
the central problem of individualization: how is it possible with a student/ 
teacher ratio of 20 to l or higher, for each student to receive individual 
attention? The key to this problem is student self-direction with students 
learning effectively without constant teacher attention. This can be 
accomplished through such devices as pr09rammed learning materials, peer tutor 
3bHerbert A. Thelen, "Matching Teachers and Pupils," N.E.A. Journal 56 
(April 1967), p. 20. 
37 Action Goals for the seventies, ~· cit., p. 98. 
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groups, or individual planning and learning by the student. This is not to 
preclude that the teacher role is of critical importance in any learning 
iituat.ion. 
In the recent past, the state education agency proposed the model of 
individualization as developed by the Wisconsin Research and Develo.pment Center 
38 )tnown as IGE/MUS-J:::. In this program schools attempt to create a certain educa-
tional climate as the scbool chanqes from the traditional system of age-graded, 
self-contained classrooms. The emphasis is on the individual learner with 
curriculum •11aterials selected to accommooate varying learning styles. Also, 
instruction units are non-graded groups nf from seventy-five to one hundred 
students who are taught by a team of teachers and aides. Certain staff organiza-
tional patterns are also identified with this program. Additionally, a great 
4eal of planning is required for the pr09ram to operate properly. Since 
individualization is lllOre than the systematic framework and method of pacing 
1u99ested by the model, IGE-MUS-E has become one alternative to individualization 
rather than the only alternative suggested by the 9tate agency. Some school 
districts may have this alternative while others may develop an open school or 
progress as far as a personalized educational concept. 
In considering many alternatives, the problem arose of exactly what was 
meant by individualized education. A general definition was developed as follows: 
"Individualized education consists of planning and con<'!ucting, with each student, 
9eneral ~roqrams of study and day-to-day lessons that are tailor-made to suit his 
---~--·---
38 Herbert Kl.ausmeier, ~· ~- Individually Guided Education and the Multi-
llnit Elementary school (Wisconsin Research and Development Center, Madison, 
1971). 
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39 iearr.ing n~;eds and his characteristics as a learner." This definition 
necessitated starting with the individual anci not the group in planning what to 
teach. rr~sently, most instruction is planned for groups. 
;r) ;,ypothesie of this study concerning individualization was formulated to 
identif:l those tdsk asi;•ects of the :role of state curriculuxri supervisor which would 
be post appropriate to influence local curriculUlll supervisory leaders tc 
inJividualize the curriculum in their school district. If the state curriculum 
supervisor was to be successful in accomr·lishing the goal mentioned abovE\, the 
appropriate task aspects of the role must l>e employed. 
Im110rtantly, the leadership st~·le aspect of the role of state curriculum 
suparviuor was found to be appropriate according to local curriculum leaders. 
If a:f',pro.priate tasks were undertaken with an appropriate style, the prospects 
cf influencing local curriculum supervisory leaders to individualize would be 
increased. Also, if the state curriculum supervi1ors were knowledgeable con-
cerning individualizing the curriculum, their suocess should be more likely. 
Seven tasks identified in the 'llb-section of the survey instrument 
dealing with the individualization of instruction were selectP.d becnuse tlv"'y 
cover the rango of possibl\t activities. For example, providing encouragement 
would apply to cases in which the school district had attemptPd a program or was 
attempting to develop a program with outside assistance. Also, providing 
materials and informing teachers about materials could be of practical val~e in 
illlplementinq a program. 
39 Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, Position Paner and 
~idel.!E!l!i.l_.!~~J.vidE-alized Instruction, (mimeoqraph, August-;-·1972)-. -"'·-------
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To identify tasks which would be most appropriate to the role of state 
curriculum supervisor in assistinq local districts to individualize instruction, 
the following hypothesis was developed. Also, comparing the sets of ranks would 
assist in evaluating the past performance of the state curriculum supervisor. 
Hypothesis II 
There is a significant relationship between what local curriculum 
supervisory leaders report as the desired aspects of the role of 
the state currioulwn supervisor in individualizing instruction and 
what state curriculum supervisors report was their actual role in 
individualizing instruction. 
When the survey instrwnents were returned from the local curriculum 
supervisory leaders and the state curriculum supervisors, the sums in Chart 2 
were computed. As was the case with the other hypotheses, a null hypothesis of 
no difference was formulated. The relationship was tested at the .OS level of 
significance. 
549 
371 
615 
576-5 
469 
sao.s 
sos 
chart 2 
Local curriculum supervisory Leaders 
Aid teachers in developinq new materials. 
Inform teachers about available materials. 
~rovide self-evaluation materials. 
Provide remedial instruction materials. 
Offer encouragement and support to teachinq staff. 
Provide diagnostic tests to discover specific pupil 
weaknesses. 
Provide encouragement and support to the administrative 
staff. 
498.5 
486 
643 
722.5 
485 
672.5 
719 
1.1! 
~ ~ r 
~ 
120 
64 
160.5 
156.5 
83 
167.5 
126.S 
4 
1 
7 
5 
2 
6 
3 
3 
l 
6 
s 
State Curriculum supervisors 
Aid teachers in developing new materials. 
Infonn teachers about available materials. 
Provide self-evaluation materials. 
Provide remedial instruction material. 
Offer encouragement and support to teaching staff. 
Provide dia9nostic tests to discover specific pupil 
weaknesses. 
Provide encouragement and suppor~ to the 
administrative staff. 
The sums in each cateqory were then ranked as follows: 
Local curriculum Supervisory Leaders 
Aid teachers in developing new materials. 
Inform te.chers about available materials. 
Provide self-evaluation materials. 
Provide remedial instruction material. 
Offer encouragement and support to teaching staff. 
Provide diaqnostio tests to discover specific 
pupil weaknesses. 
Provide encouragement and support to the 
administrative staff. 
State CUrriaulum supervisors 
Aid teachers in developing new materials. 
Inform teachers about available materials. 
Provide self-evaluation materials. 
Provide remedial instruction materials. 
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101.5 
76.5 
145 
168.5 
70 
154.5 
121 
3 
2 
4 
7 
1 
! ! 
5 ~ 1 I~ 
l 1.· J 6 ~II ~ 
3 
2 
5 
7 
2 
1 
4 
Offer encouragement and suprJOrt to teaching staff. 
Provide diagnostic tests to dincover specific pupil 
weaknesses. 
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Provide enc:ouraqement and support to the administrative 
staff. 
l 
6 
4 
The findinqs showed that the correlation between what local curriculum 
supei.visory leaders report as the desired aspect of the role of the state 
curriculum sup~rvisor in individualizing instruction and what state ~urriculum 
supervisors report was their actual role in individualizing instruction was .68. 
At the .OS level of significance, this correlation coefficient was not signifi-
cant. Thus, the null hypothesis of no difference was accepted and the 
statistical hypothesis was rejected. 
Even though the hypothesis was rejected, there are several useful points of 
information that can be extracted from the data. In the two sets of ranks, the 
itetii which were ranked 'l" and ''2" were the same; althoU<.:Jh, the order was 
reversed in the two sets of ranks. 
Many local administrators focused on the probes dealing with informing and 
encouraqing teachers in improvin9 the skills of local teachers in individualizing 
instruction. one rural superintendent expressed this concern. "You hear so much 
about individualization these days. We all can read about it but no one around 
here knows how to put it to use. Maybe those people from Sprinqfield can help 
them (teachers)." A principal of an elementary school who announced that he had 
been in education "longer than you (the interviewer) have been born" commented, 
hHell, I remember when teachers individualized out of necessity. I'm from the 
one room school era and I tauqht all twelve grades at the same time. If you 
don't think that's individualizing ••• " 
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A number of curriculum leaders in the suburban area were frustrated and 
hOpeful about individualization. Many curriculum leaders said that individual-
ization was "good., and that there should be more "encouraging" of teachers to 
p,:-oceed in that direction. One woman supervisor said that "it's 
(individualization) as safe as apple pie and the flag." A suburban superinten-
dent offered, "You and I both have seen an enormous amount of proof that 
individualization of instruction is worthwhile. The journals have done us a 
9reat service in their ample eovera9e of the topic. Mostly, however, the 
articles and the speeches are philosophical in nature. They (writer and 
speaker) are still tryin<J to sell us when it's no longer necessary. I'm sold, 
my teachers are sold. What I need now are materials and perhaps a good in-
service program that will help the teachers implement the idea." 
Additionally, the item "pr<>1'1de remedial instruction materials" was ranked 
"7" by local supervisory leaders and ranked "5" by the state curriculum super-
visors. careful analysis indicated an interesting finding in exploring those 
areas which were not included in the statistical portion of the study. The local 
curriculum supervisory leaders had ranked providing remedial instruction 
material "5" when asked how the state supervisors actually functioned. corres-
pondingly, when the state supervisors wera asked how they should function they 
ranked providing remedial instruction material "7". When asked about past 
and future role in providing remedial instruction materials, state supervisors 
and local supervisory leaders were in agreement. 
only a few comments were made concerning remedial instructional materials 
during the interview sessions. one state supervisor who had been in a state 
supervisory position for over five years noted a reason tor this low ranking, 
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"'l'he publishing and commercial houses seem to be very effective in providing 
these kind (remec1ial) of materials." 1\ high school principal noted that he had 
"several teachers who only did remedial work." One suburban elementary 
principal stated, "A feu years ago we had a stronq push for remedial reading 
and mathematic teachers. F::Ven in tight financial times if board of education 
is willing to support remedial programs." 
The data suggested that curriculum supervisors probably do not need to 
concern themaelves with provid.ing reniedial instruction materials. This is in 
keeping with tha fact that local districts are hirin~ more teachers for 
remedial roles. 
Further support was given to the above suqqestion through a comparison of 
how local curriculum supervisory leaders and state supervisors felt state 
curriculum supervisors should perform. Those data are given below. 
Local Curriculum state Curriculum 
Supervisory Leaders supervisors 
3 
2 
4 
7 
l 
5 
6 
Aid teachers in developing new materials 
Infoxm teachers about available materials. 
Provide self-evaluation material. 
Provide remedial instruction materials. 
Offer encouragement and support to the teaching 
staff. 
Provide diagnostic tests to discover specific 
pupil weaknesses. 
Provide encouragement and support to the 
ac.J'\inietrative staff. 
3 
2 
5 
7 
l 
6 
4 
The items ranked "l," "2," "3,'* and "7 .. were the same in both sets of 
data. By using the Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient test if was found 
l·,1 Ii 
'l·i·· 
11 
I',, 
•, 
:i 
! 
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that .89 was the correlation between the ranks. At the .OS level that is a 
significant correlation. This relationship also suggested that priority be 
given to informing teachers about materials and offering encouragement and 
support to the teaching staff. 
During the interviews, the state curriculum supervisors lent support to 
the above items as a priority. The general feeling was if the state education 
agency was to assume a leadership and service role, information and encourage-
ment would have to be the basis of an effort to encourage individualization. 
In terms of the interviews with local curriculum supervisory leaders. 
Much of the discussion on individualization concerned what the local district 
was doing in individualization and what programs they were about to attempt. 
Some of those were an innovative vocational proqram, an individualized language 
arts program for grades one through six, a modern media center program, and the 
basic compoaents of the IGE/MUS-E proqram developed at the Wisconsin Research and 
Development Center. Clearly, from the discussion, the meaning of individualiza-
tion varied tremendously. This suqqested that state curriculum supervisors 
should make an effort to info:r:m local district personnel of the many individual-
ization options and the general meaning of individualized instruction as defined 
by the sta.te education agency. 
To lend credence to the above suqqestion one principal made the following 
statement: "It is the state's function to explain if we (the local district) 
have a need in an area and be able to explain why we should go in a particular 
direction." several other local curriculum supervisory leaders also mentioned 
the fact that state curriculum supervisors should be better trained in program 
assessment skills. One curriculum director stated that "the first principle of 
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supervision is observation. If your people can not observe a situation and make 
suggestions, they are not help to us." Also, every local curriculum leader felt 
that state curriculum supervisors understand and be able to explain and defend 
the programs advocated by the state education agency. 
Significantly, the correlation between what local curriculum supervisory 
leaders and state curriculum supervisors reported as actual performance is .93 
at the .OS level. The task of informinq teachers about available materials was 
ranked "l" by both groups. Ranked "2" by both groups was offering encouragement 
and support to the teachinq staff. AlthoU<.:Jh reviewed in order, those tasks 
ranked "6" and "7" were providing self-evaluation materials and providing 
diagnostic tests to discover pupil weaknesses. These ranks correspond to those 
compared in hypothesis II. 
There were several opinions on how information and encouragement could be 
provided. Many local curriculum leaders were interested in assistance with plan-
ning, specifically in developing goals and in writinq performance objectives. A 
few mentioned that model curriculum 911ides would be helpful; although, several 
indicated that curriculum guides would be a waste of time if adequate planning is 
done on a system basis. One curriculum director thouqht that workshops were the 
best medium of information exchanqe. He stated: "All we want from your office 
is people for workshops. It saves us a lot of money ... A principal stated that, 
" ••• your greatest service is in workshops because they are always done well." 
Others indicated that materials distributed to districts would be helpful 
because many teachers "do not have the time to keep ·;;p with the latest things." 
A difference was indicated in those items least preferred as supervisory 
tasks. The desired task ranked "7" vas providing remedial instruction materials. 
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In terms of observed perfoxmance, that task was ranked "5." It was also ranked 
"7" as least preferred by state curriculum supervisors. This item was probably 
ieast preferred because educators see this task in the role of one in special 
education. 
As was the case with leadership style, the state curriculum supervisors 
ranked their actual and desired task perfo:r:mance very nearly the same. At the 
.os level of significance the correlation coefficient was .93. This correlation 
proved to be significant. This hi9h correlation was not surprising. The state 
curriculWll supervisors have a very strong commitment to individualizing instruc-
tion. Since they tried to perceive themselves at doin9 a good job, the ranlts 
would tend to be similar. 
One additional comment by a local curriculum supervisory leader concerning 
individualization could also apply to other curriculum matters. A local super-
intendent suggested that an important task state curriculum supervisors could 
undertake would be to describe successful programs operating in other schools, 
especially in the same socioeconomic settinq. He stated that "it is important to 
find out about good programs. It may be something we could try." 
An analysis of the probe dealing with providing encouragement and support 
to the administrative staff is worthy of further discussion. Local curriculum 
supervisory leaders when asked how state supervisors functioned in this 
encouragement and supportive role to administrators ranked the task "3. ;• Then, 
when asked to suggest how state supervisors should function the task was ranked 
"6." During the interviews local leaders were open in their remarks. "We never 
see state people." one suburban superintendent noted, "If they (supervisors) 
ever do get to my district they can work with my teachers not with me." 
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AnOtner superintendent stated, "Everybody around here keeps talking about how 
young the people in Springfield are. I've been in this business a long time. 
Th• last thing I need is for a young kid out of graduate school to come in and 
tell me how to do my job." Still another superintendent from an affluent 
suburb remarked, "We are doing very nicely in this district. I do not need nor 
do I desire help from the state office. Why don't you do yourself a favor and 
send your supervisors where they'll be appreciated." Generally local supervisory 
leaders do not want assistance at the administrative level. If supervisory help 
was desired it was generally for and with the classroom teachers. 
One final probe analysis was essential for a complete treatment of the 
Hypotheses dealinq with individualization of instruction - "Provide self-
evaluation materials." When local supervisory leaders were asked whether state 
curriculum supervisors provided self-evaluation materials the local supervisory 
leaders ranked the task "7. 11 However, when asked if state curriculum 
supervisors should provide self-evaluation materials the local supervisory 
leaders ranked the probe "4." This was a clear indication that local super-
visors are concerned with self-evaluation materials. Not all the local educa-
tors interviewed addressed themselves with the self-evaluation task. Some of 
the comments are worth noting. A downstate principal explained, "Everywhere 
I 90 I hear about evaluation and accountability. Somehow I have to be better 
in evaluating or my superintendent is going to think I'm not doinq my job. 
Perhaps if we could have some kind of device that helps teachers evaluate them-
selves maybe we all will be a little less frustrat<J." A superintendent-
Principal from a rural district stated, "I'm always interested in something that 
makes my job easier. I only have a few teachers compared to city districts, but, 
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I have to be the superintendent and the principal and the bus driver. If 
teachers could evaluate themselves it would make it a lot easier. And, they 
(teachers) might just get better." 
There was a clear indication from the data that there was some difference 
of opinion between what local curriculUtn supervisory leaders and state curric-
ulum supervisors recommended as tlie task aspects of the role of state curriculum 
supervisor in influencinq local districts to individualize instruction. However, 
based upon the data three conclusions were drawn. First, the major task of the 
role should involve providing infonnation about materials and offering 
encouraqement and support to the teachinq staff. State curriculum supervisors 
need not be concerned with providin9 remedial instruction materials. Third, any 
inservic::e planned concerninq tasks necessary to influence the adoption of 
individualized instructional techniques should emphasize modes of individualiza-
tion and in¥onnation concerning successful individualized programs. 
Hypothesis II was rejected. State curriculum supervisors were not 
performinq in their role as desired by local curriculum leaders. 
curriculum supervisory leaders desired the state curriculum supervisors to 9ive 
more encouragement to teachers. 
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HYPOTHESIS III 
In the past and at the present time one legitimate response to social 
cha11<JEI and the concomitant requests for institutional change has been the 
ctevelopment of programs to alleviate all or part of the problem. The educa-
tional institution is no exception. 40 With Francis J:.eppel's call for a 
revolution of quality and citizens' calls for a more relevant educational process, 
chanqe in the illstructional prcqram has been rapid. The cha.nqe in programs was 
the easier response compared to changing the entire system. •rhis answers Jerome 
s. Bruner's question given below: 
American educational reform in the early sixties was concerned 
principally with the reconstruction of curriculum. The ideal was 
clarity and self-direction of intellect in the use of mod~rn knowledge •••• 
In the second half of the decade, ••• deeper doubts began to develop, 
Did revision of curriculum suffice, or was a more fundamental restruc-
turi09 of the entire educational system in order141 
Many fundamental chan<Jes must be ma.de in the educational system. As 
discussed above, the individualization of instruction may be one of these 
changes. ~'he proqrams in thia section represent additional possibilities for 
1110re immediate action. Aiding school districts in the initiation of any one of 
the proqrams would involve the task aspect of the role of state curriculum super-
visor. As in the other sub-sections dealing with tasks, the major activities 
4
°Francis Keppel, '.l'he Necessary Revolution in American Education, (Harper 
and Row, New York, 1966). 
41 Jerome s. Bruner, »The Process of Education Revisited,u Phi Delta 
!t.!ppan_, (September, 1971), p. 19. 
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vould involve provi~ing information, models and encouragement to develop the 
programs indicated as most desirable. 
one program that has backing from legislators, educators, and laymen is 
career education. As Bruner suggested, "We might put vocation and intention back 
J.nto the process of education." 42 In addition to preparation for a vocation, 
career education is preparation for a working career. Also, each teacher 
einphazizera the relevance of subject matter to a successful career. 
Fron th0se concepts it is clear that career education would not be presented 
as a one time segtnent in the educational program. lt is more a philosophy of 
education which stresses that which is practicable, achievable, and measurable but 
not to the exclusion of other leqitimate objectives. In short, then, career 
education at present is a concept or philosophy in search of a definition. 43 
Another program that may be implemented more and more as building bond 
issues contLme to be defeated is the year-round school concept. Operating 
echools all year seems to i.'lAny pEtople a more rational and econom.lcal approach to 
operating the schools. In addition, the year-round school allows many innovations 
in terms of curricular reform. 44 ".l'his approach was taken by the Illinois Office 
of the Superintendent of Public Instruction when considering the possibility of 
year-round education. 
--------
42!._bid., p. 20. 
4loffice of Education, fareer Edu~!ti~- A Handbook for Implementation, 
(Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Washington, o.c., 1972), p. 8. 
44National School Public Relationas Association, Year-Round School 
(National school Public Relations Association, Washington, o.c., 1971). 
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Three bills passed recently by the Illinois legislature permitted the 
operation of a year-round school. In 1969 a bill changing the method of 
0omputing state aid payments to be based upon the average daily attendance for 
the best six months of the fiscal year was passed. In 1970, the legislature 
passed a law that permitted districts to operate schools on a full year basis with 
the approval of the Superintendent of Public Instruction. This bill required 
that students be in attendance for a minimum of one hundred eiqhty school days 
and that teachers not be required to teach more than one hundred eighty-five 
days. Additionally, a bill was passed in 1971 that would provide funds for 
school districts to conduct year-round school feasibility studies. Also, the 
bill was designed to provide some funds to local districts for transition costs. 
These recently passed laws have made the twelve-month school year a reality. 
IGE/MUS-E was a proqram designed to individualize instruction that was 
discussed previously. As was indicated, many prominent educators believe this 
program is "the way" to individualize. The state agency has taken the position 
that there are many models and degrees of implementation that can result in the 
individualization of instruction. One of these models is the open classroom 
concept which was also given as a choice in this section. 
Three other choices were pr09rams that have, to a large extent, been 
developed by the state agency; although, instruction in health education is 
mandated by law. The low-c culture foreign language program was designed to 
give students an appreciation of the cultures of those people whose language 
was being studied. This is accomplished through study of the culture of the 
area from which the language originated. Also, the concept of the individual 
and his use of the language is stressed. Ethnic studies is also concerned with 
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people with different cultural and ethnic backgrounds. This is not a program of 
black studies, but a program which emphasizes the important contributions made 
to the United states by all ethnic groups. '!'he major emphasis of the program is 
to create an awareness of the full contributions of ethnic and cultural diver-
sity in American society. 
A health education program was mandated by the "Critical Health Problems 
and comprehensive Health Education Act" of 1971. Major objectives of the 
program were to assess the current status of health education and distribute 
quidelines for health education programs. A major aspect of the program is to 
develop materials and programs to aid in establishing programs in drug abuse 
education. 
All of the above proqrams were chosen to be considered in this study 
because they are the main programs now being considered by tbe state agency. 
Also, they represent very different aspects of the curriculum which ranqe from 
concepts or philosophies of education to a particular subject. matter. 
Theoretically, there should be some a9reement between state curriculwn 
supervisors and local curriculwn supervisory leaders on what the role of the 
state curriculum supervisor should be in implementing new programs. Also, there 
should be some aqreement on what tasks should be undertaken to implement certain 
programs. To test this proposition, the following statistical hypothesis was 
formulated. 
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Hypothesis III 
There is a siqnif icant relationship between what local curriculwn 
supervisory leaders report as the desired aspects of the role of the 
state curriculum supervisor in implementinc; new state programs and 
what state curriculum supervisors report was their actual role in 
implementing new state programs. 
In order to test the hypothesis, a null hypothesis of no difference was 
formulated. As was the case with the other hypotheses, the .05 level of 
signif ieance was used. The data collected to test the hypothesis are given 
below with the sums first and then the ranking of those swns. 
Chart 3 
Local Curriculum Supervisory Leaders 
336 Career Education 431 
604 Twelve-month school 754 
486.5 IGE/MlJS-E 454.S 
583 Low-c foreiqn language 720 
557 Open classroom 532 
462 Health education 509.5 
516.5 Ethnic studies 637 
State curriculum Supervisors 
86 Career education 74 
98 Twelve-month school 91 
60.S IGE/MUS-E 58 
105.5 Low-c f orei9n lan9Uaqe 120 
Open classroom 59.5 
73 Health education 78.5 
I 
I 
I 
ii 
:!I' 
4 
4 
6 
l 
7 
2 
3 
s 
Ethnic studies 
State Curriculma supervisors 
Career education 
Twelve-month school 
IGE/MUS-E 
Low-c foreign language 
Open classroom 
Health education 
Ethnic studies 
5 
3 
5 
l 
7 
2 
4 
6 
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A correlation coefficient between the two sets of ranks was .715 which was 
significant at the .05 level. Thus, the null hypothesis was rejected and the 
statistical hypothesis was accepted. This indicated that the state curriculum 
supervisor and the local curriculum supervisory leader were in agreement as to 
what state programs should be encouraqed. 
Interestingly, local curriculum supervisory leaders indicated that state 
su,pervisors have been more involved in impleaentinq career education th.an any 
of the other programs. This may be an indication of either a wish or an 
emphasis upon which the local supervisor focused. 
In both eases the twelve month or year-round school was ranked as low 
priority. Since few curriculum people are interested in this pr09ram, one or 
two people stationed in the state education aqency office should have 
responsibility for this pr09ram in addition to other duties. In this way 
districts interested in the program could obtain services if desired. 
Also, ethnic studies was ranked as a low priority in this section and in 
the section on integrating curricular offerings. Rural educators, as indicated 
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'DY the interviews, thought that ethnic studies was only concerned with blacks 
who are mostly in large cities. They also indicated that they were not prepared 
to deal with the controversy involved with the proqram. Local curriculum 
supervisory leaders in suburban areas i.ndicated interest in ethnic studies, but 
some did 110t seem to indicate a willingness to become involved in controversy. 
one curriculum director was in the process of obtaining approval for an ethnic 
studies text. He stated that "the pr09ra:m is needed and the problems must be 
solved." 
In addition to the correlation examined in the above hypotheses, there are 
several correlations which are useful in detei:m!nin9 which programs should be 
dealt with in terms of state curriculum supervisory tasks. The first of these 
is the correlation between what both local curriculum supervisory leaders and 
state curriculum supervisors desire as functions of the state curriculum 
supervisor. In composing those sets of ranks a correlation of .74, which was 
significant at the .OS level, was found. This correlation indicated that the 
two groups were in general agreement as to what they desired in terms of new 
state programs. 
In this case twelve-month school, low-c culture foreign lanqua9e, and 
ethnic studies were ranked as the lowest three priorities. This indicated as 
in the hypothesis above, that these proqrams were seen as being low priority 
by both groups. 
A similar t.rend was indicated ~:n the correlation between what the local 
curriculum supervisory leaders and the state curriculum. supervisors indicated 
as was actually occurring. The si9nificant correlation of .93 was found at the 
.os level. The same low ranks were in evidence as those explained in the 
I 
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previous paraqraph; although, ethnic studies was ranked "4" by the local 
curriculum supervisory leader rather than "5." 
Lack of interest in these programs rnay be explained in a number of. ways as 
indicated in the interviews. 
In a nuzuber of interviews the twelve-month school year was discussed. One 
superintendent pointed out that "the people in this district would never buy it 
(twelve-month school year)." A suburban curriculum director offered the follow-
ing comment: ''This community is extremely concerned about the public schools. 
still I believe that as sophisticated as many of the parents are they would be 
generally unwilling to accept year round schools for their youngsters." A down-
state superintendent noted that his school district was considering the twelve-
r.ionth school year as an organizational possibility. The superintendent stated, 
'I even went so far as to invite someoo'-" from the Office of the Superintendent 
of Public Instruction in to talk to my board of education. When they (board 
of education) !ound out that there would be no financial savings they (the board 
of education) dropped the idea completely.•• One additional superi.ntendent 
answer:fii the inquiry by askinq the interviewer these questions: "What would you 
do if you already had five school buildings in your district and a d~alining 
enrollment? Would you be thinking of a. year round pr09ram?" A number of local 
curriculum leaders considered their districts already on a year round education 
program with sunmer schools of a wide variety. several state curriculum 
supervisors approached the question with "it (the twelve-month school year) 
never comes up" and "I guess I just don't qive it any thought.~ 
Low-c culture foreign la1l9ua9e proved to be the least known of the new 
Prc>cJrams by local educators. Many local curriculum leaders had a vague notion 
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of what the proqram might involve by the title but were not sure. A curriculum 
director from the suburban area said, "I never heard of low-c culture as an 
approach to forei9n lanquage. And, I've been around a long time. " She then 
added, "Doesn't sound like a bad idea." One superintendent noted, "As you 
describe it (low-c culture) I am reminded of a course offered at the colleqe I 
attended. It was called culture studies or sanething. And, it took the place 
of the foreign language requirement. It was aimed at the kids who couldn't 
learn a foreign lanqua9e. Who knows it might be a useful alternative in our 
high schools." An elementary principal claimed that she "never heard of it 
(low-c culture)." Then added, "I don't think this district would ever agree to 
introduce such a program (low-c culture). There is a great concern amon9 our 
parents that our yoUD<.iJsters are not readin9 the way they should be. They (the 
parents) want us to improve and increase our reading proqram. This foreign language 
program you describe would just take away from the school day. '' 
State supervisors, generally, were neither concerned nor supportive of the 
low-c culture foreiqn language program. As expected the foreign language 
supervisor was concerned. "I am shocked but not surprised by the responses you 
received from local educators. I have been aware for some time that foreign 
languaqes have dropped considerably in many school districts. What I am shocked 
about is that in this day and age, with the world shrinking as it is, how so many 
people are not concerned that our yoWlqsters have a better understanding of other 
people. Low-c culture foreign langua.qe offers that." 
As has already been mentioned above, many people equated ethnic studies with 
black studies. A downstate principal said, "We don't have any colored people in 
the district so we have no need for it (ethnic studies)." A suburban superinten-
dent offered the following• "Ethnic studies certainly sounds like a great idea. 
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r would not deny that our young people should know more about the diverse 
groups that make up this nation. However, I am frustrated. I don't know where 
to begin or who to leave out. If we took all the different nationalities and 
races and gave them equal time we would spend more time on ethnic studies than 
we do on math&111atic:s." The state curriculum supervisors did not offer reasons 
why ethnic studies were such a low priority. Noteworthy, however, is that 
since ethnic studies is such a new undertaking by the Office of the superinten-
dent of Public Instruction that the two ethnic studies supervisors were not 
included in the study. Both ethnic studies supervisors were employed less than 
six months. 
The ranks of new state programs preferred by local supervisory leaders 
and state curriculwn supervisors differed in some respects; althoU<Jh as 
indicated above, the correlation coefficient between the sets of ranks was .74. 
The local supervisory leaders preferred career education as "1• IGE/MUS-E as 
"2" and health education as "3." The state curriculum supervisors preferred 
IGE/MUS-E as "l" and open classrooms as "2." Career education was ranked "3." 
Health education was ranked "4." 
Understandably, the state curriculum supervisors would rank the items 
dealing with aspects of individualization as "l" and "2." The topic has been 
frequently discussed and promoted by the state aqency. career education, 
in contrast, is not a viable state education aqency program at this time. 
The local curriculum supervisory leaders indicated interest in career educa-
tion as well as the IGE/MUS-E proqram. This indicated a willingness to change 
both orqaniaationally and proqrammatically. 
During the interviews with both the curriculum supervisors and the local 
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curriculum supervisor leader, greater insight was obtained into the reasons for 
the ranks. 
Career education as a curricular proqraa with which they desired more 
information was ranked first by local educators. An urban superintendent 
commented, "It's about time educators are beqinning to talk about careers for 
everyone. Por a lon9 time I've been sayinq that all youn9sters do not have to 
qo to college. Now I feel as if I'm no longer in the minority." A suburban 
curriculum director added this remark, "As I work with teachers, I find career 
education one of the easiest pr09raaa to sell." A suburban high school principal 
noted, "career education has been a widely discussed topic around here for about 
the last six months. My staff is ready for it. I do, however, believe we need 
more infomation on exactly where to qo once you accept the concept." several 
rural educators optimistically commented about career education. "I sure hope 
your staff can help us. Career education might be the best thing that we ever 
included in a proqram tor kids," said one principal. A superintendent added, 
"This thinq called career education just might help us from ha.vin<J all our yowiq 
folks pick up and 90 to colleqe and then leave for the city. Maybe we can now 
sell careers in farminr; without havin9 to apol()9ize for it." 
Career ed.uca~ion was ranked third by the st.ate curriculum supervisors. As 
the interviewer discussed the topic with state supervisors they generally said 
that they accepted the concept and understood it as well. There was generally 
very little conversation on the topic. The supervisor who has the res110nsibility 
for promotinq career education had this to offer. "Career education as a concept 
is one that most educators can relate to. However, there is such a difference 
between two schools of thouqht that career education may never get off the 
L 
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9round. I really don't know if the vocational educational people or the 
generalists are going to win." The difference was explained in this manner when 
a clarification was e .ked for. "The vocational people are pushing training 
youngsters for specific jobs usually beginning in the junior high. The general-
ists are promoting career education as a preparation for life-leisure time as 
well rus work. The generalists want career education to begin in the primary 
grades." 
"The best thing we ever did was becoming an IGE school." A suburban 
principal offered, "The kids love it (IGE), the teachers love it and I love it. 
I deeply appreciate (name of specific supervisor) coming to our school and 
hel?ing us get started." When asked whether additional help was given by the 
state curriculum supervisor, the principal commented, "Yes. Several times I 
called (nam~ of supervisor) on the telephone to seek her advice. Besides she's 
been out to my school at least three times and has been very helpful." There 
was only one local curriculum leader interviewed who was involved with an 
IGE/MUS-E situation. Nevertheless, local educators were enthusiastic about the 
program. A suburban superintendent commented, "We aren't utilizin9 IGE here but, 
we are individualizinq. If you mean do schools need more help from the Office 
of the Superintendent of Public Instruction people on individualization of 
instruction I would say yes. In fact most superintendents I know would take 
help from any source on individualization if it's good.•' An urban principal 
said, "Most educators have been hearing- about individualizing for a long time. 
I guess the best thing about IGE is that it places the theoretical into a 
px·aetice.l settin9. We don't use it here; but we are incorporatinq some of the 
techniques into our instructional program." 
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Health education was generally not as widely discussed during the inter-
views. Several comments are worth noting. A suburban high school principal 
said, "We have a. drug problem here. Everybody 1'"..nows it, but nothing' s being 
done about it. I don't know how long people are going to ignore it. If your 
offic~ could send us someone who could help us with training our teachers in 
drug prevention that person would be doing this community A. bip; favor." 
3evera.l local people did equate health education and drug education A.S being 
synonymous. A. down stA.te suneri ntendent offered these remarks. "Your man vas 
down to a county institute last year. He did a real good Job. I asked him to 
come and help the teachers in our district vhich he did. He did a good job. 
The onl~~ problem I e~e is that e. one-day program, no matter hov good it is, can 
only have limited results. Ri~ht now I'm not sure if anv ot m.y teachers 
re"'leml:)er what your supervisor said. a 
Two additional correlations indicated the validity of the ranked data. 
These correlations are between what vas actually occurring and wh~t was desired 
as indicated by both groups. In each case the correlation of .93, si~nificant 
at the .05 level, was round. This indicated that the data were consistent with 
vbat was indicated in the other correlations. 
Apparently, state curriculum supervisors should not concern themselves 
vith the twelve-month school, lov-c culture forei~n lnn~ua~e or ethnic studies. 
Various reasons vere indicated for these conclusions. Also, the data indicated 
that state curricullll!l supervisors should be concerned vith performing tasks 
related to the implementation of career education programs. Additionally, data 
from this sub-section correlated with data in the sub-section on individualiza-
tion vhich indicated state curriculum supervisors should implemept tasks 
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directed toward the individualization of instruction. 
Hypothesis III was accepted. A significant relationship exists between 
what local curriculum supervisory leaders reported as the desired aspects of the 
role of the state curriculum supervisor in implementing new state programs and 
what state curriculum supervisors reported was their actual role in implementing 
new state programs. 
HYPOTHESIS IV 
Improvement of Instructional Skills 
one of the most important, if not the rnost important, aspects of the educa-
tional program is the type and quality of instruction that is provided. Instruc-
tion depends to a great extent, upon the skill of each individual teacher. What 
is being done and how instruction is accomplished is being frequently questioned 
as indicated in the following passage: 
••• much of what we do as teachers must be reexamined. It seems otvious 
that our traditional curriculum -- our time-honored notions about the 
structure and sequence of content•. '_:_our preference for seated, indoor 
verbal learning activities; our limited respect for the human potential1 
our undemocratic manipulation of other people's choices; our procedures 
for being helpful; our concept of the teacher's role -- these deeply 
entrenched aspects of teaching grow out of archaic notions about human 
behavior and human learning that are no longer acceptalile.45 
In some instances experts feel that the failure of a child can only be due 
to the instructional program. 
45Rodney A. Clark and Wolcott Beatty "Learning and Evaluation," Evaluation 
as Feedback and Guide (N. E. A., 1967 Yearbook), p. 65. 
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serious is wrong with his instructional program or the way it is 
being conducted. Either the student is being taught the wrong 
thing, or it is being taught him in the wrong way.46 
In any case, the instructional program is one of the most important aspects of 
the educational experience. 
The tasks considered in this sub-section were chosen because they could 
lJe implemented by state curriculum supervisors. The categories represented 
both offering info:tmation and demonstrating the use of instructional materials. 
A prediction was made that there would be some concensus of opinion 
between local curriculum supervisory leaders and state curriculur.l supervisors 
on the .role of the state supervisor in the improvement of instructional skills. 
'l'he following statistical hypothesis was fonnulated to test this relationship. 
hypothesis IV 
'there is a significant relationship between what local supervisory 
leaders report as the desired aspects of the role of the state 
curriculwn supervisor in the improvement of instructional skills and 
what state curriculum supervisors report was their actual role in the 
improvement of instructional skills. 
A null hypothesis of no difference was formulated to test the data at the 
.OS level of significance. After the data were collected and the sums found, 
each sum was ranked. These date are given below: 
46olen Heathers, National Planning in Curriculum and Instruction (N. E. A. 
1967,)p. 73. 
Chart IV 
Local Curriculum Supervisory Leaders 
57l Instruct teachers in the utilization of learning centers 
572 Instruct teachers in the use of audio-visual equipment. 
496.5 Provide suggestions on worthwhile textl.x>oks. 
536.5 Assist teachers in choosing supplementary materials as 
films, maps, records and reference l.iooks 
598.5 Provide information on new ways of ~easuring and reporting 
student achievement. 
595 
491 
127 
179 
Provide assistance in diagnosing student learning problens. 
Provide information on services available from county, state, 
and federal education agencies. 
State Curriculum Supervisors 
Instruct teachers in the utilization of learning centers. 
Instruct teachers in the use of audio-visual equipment. 
127.5 Provide suqgestions on worthwhile textbooks. 
90.5 Assist teachers in choosing supplementary materials as 
films, maps, records and reference books. 
97 
563 
763 
701.5 
634 
553.5 
452.5 
633.5 
106 
171 
150 
94.S 
131.5 Provide information on new ways of measuring and re.vorting 107 
student achievement. 
128.5 Provide assistance in diagnosing student learning problems. 
104.5 Provide information on services available from county, state, 
and federal education agencies. 
92 
93.5 
4 
5 
2 
3 
1 
6 
l 
3 
7 
4 
l 
6 
5 
2 
Local Curriculum Supervisory Leaders 
Instruct teachers in the utilization of learning centers. 
Instruct teachers in the use of aduio-visual equipment. 
Provide suggestions on worthwhile textbooks. 
Assist teachers in choosing supplementary materials as films, 
maps, records and reference books. 
Provide infonnation on new ways of measuring and reporting 
student achievement. 
Provide assistance in diagnosi119 student learning problems. 
Provide information on services available from county, state, 
and federal education agencies. 
State Curriculum Supervisors 
Instruct teachers in the utilization of learning centers. 
Instruct teachers in t.he use of aduio-visual equipment. 
Provide suggestions on worthwhile t?xtbooks. 
Assist teachers in choosing supplementary materials as films, 
maps, records and reference books. 
Provide information on new ways of measuring and reporting 
student achievement. 
Provide assistance in diagnosing student learning problems. 
Provide information on services available from county, state, 
and federal education agencies. 
98 
3 
7 
6 
5 
2 
1 
4 
4 
7 
6 
3 
5 
l 
2 
A correlation coefficient between the two groups was o. This indicated 
no agreement or a random relationship. Considering this correlation, which was 
not significant, the null hypothesis of no relationship was accepted and the 
statistical hypothesis was rejected. 
Although the hypothesis was not accepted, one useful conclusion can be 
drawn from these data concerning instructional skills. What was reported as 
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actually occurring by state curriculum supervisors was not satisfying the 
desires of local curriculum supervisory leaders. 
This tended to be confirmed by two additional correlations. One was be-
tween the sets of ranks concerning what local curriculwn supervisory leaders 
observed and desire. This correlation was .11 which is not significant at the 
.05 level. The other correlation was between what state curriculum supervisors 
report as the actual and desired aspects of their role in relation to instruc-
tional skills. A correlation of .54 was found which is not significant at the 
.OS level. Both of these cases indicated that what was actually occurring does 
not correspond with what is desired by the two groups. 
Each of the three correlations above indicated disagreement concerning 
the tasks emphasized in the role of state curriculum supervisor concerning 
instructional skills. This disagreement was also expressed during the inter-
views. 
A number of observations as reported by local curriculum supervisory 
leaders on how state curriculum supervisors actually function and should 
function should be noted. Local curriculum supervisory leaders reported that 
the state supervisors emphasized the aisseminatinrr of information on "worth-
while textbooks." The actual ranking is "2," "I don't r~.ed information on 
textbooks." one superintendent announced when questioned. "I get so many 
advertisements on textbooks that I can't remember all the names. we certainly 
don't need additional textbook information." Many of the participants believed 
that this aspect of the role of the supervisors was a major area of responsi-
bility. Thus, Ly ranking this category .. 2" local supervisors see the state 
staff spending considerable time in performinq the task of disseminating 
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information on textbooks. Then, when the same local curriculum leaders were 
asked to rank how they ~elt state curriculum supervisors should function as 
related to the texthoo task the local leaders ranked the category "6." 
several of the state curriculum supervisors were questioned concerning 
textbooks. "I always have given teachers information on the latest books in 
the field. I think it's part of my job. After all I get infonnation that 
teachers never see," commented one state supervisor. 1.nother state supervisor 
reacted this way. ''If the local people ranked this area (textbooks) low then I 
couldn't agree with them more. I almost never give out information on textbooks. 
In fact I ranked that area ''7." 
The difference in ranking between what state curriculum supervisors 
actually did and what local curriculum supervisors stated they should do in the 
area of providing assistance in diagnosing student learning problems was 
generally considerable. Several comments reflected local concern in this area. 
A suburban principal stated, "Of all the areas you suggested in this part of 
your survey (improvement of instructional skills section) the one point that 
would help us most is in diagnosing problems. If your people could help us or 
at least show us or tell us better ways and quicker ways to diagnose we would 
be deeply grateful." Then he added, "Can your supervisors do this?" The inter-
viewer asked several of the state curriculum supervisors this question - Can 
you help districts in diagnosing student learning problems. Generally, the 
responses were negative. One state curriculum supervisor remarked, "No. I 
guess I can't help with diagnosing problems. My background is science. I guess 
I'm a specialist." Another supervisor became somewhat irate as she answered. 
"I'm not a diagnostician. I don't have the expertise. I don't claim to have 
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exrertise. Naturally, when I'm working in a district I ignore diagnosing. I 
can't do everything. I give suggestions and advice to teachers. I think too 
many administrators expect us to do all the work when we're in their schools. 
Miracles can not be accomplished by a one or two day visitation." These 
comments were in the minority. The majority of the state curriculum super-
visors ranked the task providing assistance in diagnosing student learning 
problems as "l" when they were asked how they should function. One supervisor 
commented, "If I could l>e trained to help teachers diagnose youngsters' 
problems, I would probably be doing the teachers a great favor. I certainly 
do think it's an area we should Le more involved in." Another supervisor noted, 
"Yes, I do believe that teachers want and neec help in diagnosing problems in 
the classroom. If I were trained to do it I'm sure I would be a big help to 
teachers." Lastly, another supervisor remarked, "If we could help teachers in 
diagnosing student learning problems, ~e would be very popular when we went out 
to visit schools." 
A further analysis of the different opinions betwc;aT local curriculum 
supervisory leaders and state curriculum supervisors in the area of instruc-
tional skills should Le discussed. First, local curriculu.~ leaders when asked 
whether state supervisors should assist teachers in choo:..ing supplementary 
materials ranked the task "5." A principal of an elementary school commented. 
"I don't need the state supervisor to help us with supplementary materials. 
We have a very fine media center and librarian. She (the librarian) does a very 
fine job in that respect." A downstate superintendent noted, "I think the 
supervisors like to get involved with supplementary materials. Maybe the 
reason is that it makes them feel as if they're doinq something." 
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When they were asked what they actually do in the instructional skills 
area state curriculum supervisors ranked supplementary materials as "l. '' There 
was much agree~ent among the state supervisors. A few typical comments follow: 
"Yes, I do give out supplementary materials. This is what the teachers want." 
"I am asked if I have handouts practically everywhere I go." "Especially in 
my area (science) teachers want to know what new films and filmstrips are 
available." 
A second point of disagreement was in the area of providin1 !nf ormation on 
new ways of measuring and reporting student achievement. Local curriculum 
supervisory leaders ranked measuring and reporting student achievement "2." 
A suburban principal explained, "This community is questioning the grade report-
ing system. v:e are in the process of doing away with the old "1\-F" type of 
9rading. If the state office could give us assistance it would be a great help." 
This is another instance of the state a.;;.~ncy and the state supervisors being more 
desirable when a local district needs help in a specific area. ~ rural principal 
commented, "The teachers here would certainly appreciate help in this area 
(measuring and reporting student achievement). Just send them (state 
supervisors) over. We'll use them." 
The state curriculum supervisors ranked the task mc.isuring and reportinq 
student achievement "6" when questioned how they actually function. One 
supervisor said, "If I had the time I would probably help more, but I just don't 
have that kind of time when I'm working with teachers." Another supervisor 
commented, "It is not a high priority for me." 
In tenns of what is desired by both state curriculum supervisors and 
local curriculum supervisory leaders, some positive conclusions can be made from 
the ranked data. When comparing the sets of ranks between what state curriculum 
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supervisors and local curriculum supervisory leaders desired, a correlation 
coefficient significant at the .OS level was found to be .74. This correlation 
indicated that there was general agreement concerning the desired tasks in the 
improvement of instructional skills. 
For example, providing assistance in diagnosing student learning problems 
was ranked "l" by both 9roups. Also, both groups ranked instruction in the 
use of audio-visual equipment and suggestions on worthwhile textbooks "7" and 
"6" respectively. From these data the role of the state curriculum supervisor 
should include tasks related to providing assistance in diaqnosing student 
learning proLlems. Tasks related to audio-visual equipment and suqgesting 
textbooks should not be an aspect of the role. 
More definite statements on the ranks of other items could not be made. 
t~ore insic_;·ht into why these items were ranked as they were came from the 
interviews. 
Several of the tasks should be analyzed further. When considering how 
both the local curriculum supervisory leader and the state curriculum super-
visors expr~ssed the desired way state curriculum supervisors should function 
two of the task rankin9s need further clarification. ooth the state supervisors 
and local curriculum leaders when askoa about instructing teachers in the use 
of aduio-visual equipment ranked the task "7." Very few comments concerning 
audio-visual materials were given to the interviewer by either the state or 
local educators. The most typical comment was, "No, we do not need help." 
Instructing teachers in the utilization of learning centers was one task 
that had a wide range of varying opinions. The state curriculum supervisors 
and the local curriculum supervisory leaders ranked the learning center task 
1()4 
"4" and "3" resfiectively. Sorne of the more interesting conunents follow. "Since 
we put in a learning center in our school," said one principal, "teachers and 
students have changed greatlyy I believe in learning centers and any help your 
people can give us would be appreciated." 'I\ downstate superintendent remarked, 
"r·ie have libraries in both schools and a librarian who divides her time between 
the two schools. v!e have a lot of good books. we have been participating in 
Title II for a long time. I don't know though if the kids use the libraries 
any more." An urLan superintendent noted, "I alll very pleased to see that your 
office is going to distriLute standards for media centers. I hope they're tou9h 
enough. You have my support." Finally, a downstate superintendent said, "I've 
seen some of those learning centers and the last thing I saw t .1ere was learning. 
It seemed raore like mass confusion." 
The state curriculum supervisors were less verbal when questioned about 
learning centers. Many felt the task was ifl1portant but that they had other 
priorities. One supervisor reacted, "Maybe I assume too much. I feel that most 
teachers believe in libraries and learning centers and do know how to use them." 
Another state supervisor stated, "When I work with a teacher it's usually in a 
classroom. Perhaps I should try to have some conferences in the library." 
A final correlation of the sets of ranked data that could be made yields 
.ittle useful information. In comparing what local curriculum supervisory 
leaders and state curriculum supervisors reported as what was actually occurring, 
a correlation of .54 was found. This correlation coefficient is not significant 
at the .05 significance level. This correlation further indicated that there was 
disagreement concerning the role of the state curriculum supervisor in the 
improvement of instructional skills. 
I 
I 
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An additional point of interest was discovered concerning instructional 
skills durinq the interviews with local curriculum supervisory leaders. The 
respondents indicated that teachers already have the skills necessary to teach 
or they would not be retained on the staff. This may not really be the case. 
ror example, implications of Illinois tenure laws must be considered. Also, the 
local supervisory leaders su9qested that skills varied, but adequate performance 
was all that was necessary. 
In applying this to the role of the state curriculum supervisor, one point 
is clear. State supervisors need to become much more knowledqeable in the area 
of assessment and performance evaluation. The focus should be both in terms of 
the individual student and the entire instructional program. 
In examining the data, hypothesis IV was rejected. There was no 
siqnif icant relationship between what local curriculum supervisory leaders 
reported as the desired aspects of the role of the state curriculum supervisor 
in the improvement of instructional skills and what state curriculum supervisors 
reported was their actual role in the improvement of instructional skills. 
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HYPOTHESIS V 
Inteqration of CUrriculU111 Offerings 
The development of a curriculum depends upon many value judgements and 
theories of learninq, purposes of curriculum, and natures and uses of knowledge. 
These three elements are so interrelated in curriculum theory that they cannot 
be easily separated for analysis. Further, current practice has been eclectis 
to the point that some features are incorporated in the curriculum that are 
inconsistent, if not contradictory. 
Many experts have attempted to deal with these prob-lems with little 
success. Dr. James B. Conant's work, tbou9h valuable, has not resolved any of 
these basic issues. In The American Hi9h School 'l'oday, 47 Conant produced a 
series of recommendations based on the premise that the American high school 
must provide a good general education, provide programs to develop useful 
skills, and educate those able to handle advanced academic subjects. Further, he 
has described the basic elements of a curriculum of quality in terms of 
current practice, but he has not provided a basic rationale for curriculwn. If 
his sugqestions were taken as norms and followed with no questions, they would 
become doctrine as ri9id as is now in existence. If, on the other hand, they 
were taken as suggestions along with many other points of view, a base for 
constructive curricular revision could develop. 
Even thouqh traditional curriculum theory remains strong, scne significant 
modifications have been made in teJ:mS of content c,urinq the last decade. Course 
offerings have been broadened to include more than the liberal arts offerinqs. 
Vocational, commercial, consumer and health oriented courses have been added as 
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as well as courses of personal interest such as chess, handicrafts, and 
creative writing. These latter developments have been piecemeal additions, in 
many cases, to the curriculum with little consideration to their theoretical 
contribution. They have been to a great extent qrafted onto the existing struc-
ture. 
New approaches to organizing the curriculum have been most apparent in 
science and mathematics in response to the Russian space program. Although 
changes bave been made in areas such as English and social studies, they are 
less dramatic. The approach to curriculum refoxm through separate subjects 
is not a sufficient response to major curriculum problems. 
What is needed is a curriculum designed so that school districts can 
achieve organized, coherent, and effective patterns of instruction relevant to 
the local socio-economic setting. A central issue in curriculum is whether 
traditional subjects should be tauqht or new ones organized in new ways. 
In te:cms of integrating the curriculum, a number of educators have 
advocated a program of instruction in which concepts carry over discipline 
lines. A proqram where each course or aspect of the instructional programs 
would relate to other aspects and relate to the life of the student. 
The above consideration was ma.de when this sub-section of the study was 
formulated. It was necessary to identify those tasks involved in the role of 
the state curriculum supervisor which would contribute to the integration of 
curricular offerings. This information combined with conclusions derived 
from the analysis of data concerning the implementation of new state proqrams 
should give an indication of what aspects of the curriculum should be more 
adequately integrated into the curriculum. 
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:Prom the theoretical position or research. hypothesis of this study, it 
was suggested that there would be a relationship between what local curriculum 
supervisory leaders and state curriculum supervisors report as the desired 
aspects of the role of the state supervisor in the integration of curricular 
offerings. From this position, the following statistical hypothesis was 
generated: 
Hypothesis V 
There is a siqnif icant relationship between what local curriculum 
supervisory leaders report as the desired aspects of the role of 
the state curriculum supervisor in the inteqration of curricular 
offerings and what state curriculum supervisors report was their 
actual role in the integration of curricular offerings. 
The items for this section were chosen because of their relevance to 
today's educational system. Also, the tasks related to aspects of the 
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curriculum were those described in Action Goals for the Seventies as the 
desired developments i1. the curriculum for the seventies. 
The sums of each category are given below. Also, the ranks of the sums 
are given. 
How Supervisors 
Actually;Fllnction 
441.5 
soo.s 
536.5 
581.5 
573.5 
582 
473.5 
Chart 5 
Local Curriculum Supervisors Leaders 
Career Education 
Health Education 
Environmental Education 
Ethnic Studies 
Core Courses 
Safety Education 
Consumer Education 
How Supervisors 
Should Function 
493.5 
565.5 
584 
747.5 
513.5 
725 
634.S 
48 Action Goals for the seventies, 2£• cit., pp. 95-105. 
125 
119.5 
lOS 
132.5 
85 
126.5 
96 
l 
3 
4 
6 
5 
7 
2 
5 
4 
3 
7 
l 
6 
2 
State Curriculum Supervisors 
career Education 
Health Education 
Environmental ~ducation 
Ethnic Studies 
Core courses 
Safety Education 
Consumer Education 
Local CUrriculwn Supervisory Leaders 
Career Education 
Health Education 
Environmental Education 
Ethnic Studies 
Core Courses 
Safety Education 
Consumer Education 
State Curriculum Supervisors 
Career Education 
Health Education 
Lnvirorunental Education 
Ethnic Studies 
Core Courses 
satety Education 
Consumer Education 
109 
94.5 
109 
89.5 
119 
78 
123 
92 
l 
3 
4 
7 
2 
6 
5 
4 
5 
2 
6 
1 
7 
3 
To test the statistical hypothesis a null hypothesis of no relationship 
was formulated. The correlation coefficient at the .05 level was .5 which is 
not significant. Thus, the null hypothesis of no relationship was accepted and 
the statistical hypothesis was rejected. 
State curriculum supervisors and local curriculum supervisory leaders were 
in disagreement as to the role of the state curriculum sq>ervisor in the 
integration of curricular offerings. The local curriculum supervisory leaders 
were most interested in career education which Sidney Marland describes as: 
·.1'.'·I 
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••• a new orientation of education -- starting with the earliest 
grades and continuing through high school -- that would expose the 
student to the range of career opportunities, help him narrow down 
the choices in terms of his own aptitudes and interests, and provide 
him with education and training appropriate to his ambition. In many 
cases his training would certainly involve the "manipulative" skills 
commonly associated with vocational education. It would be strongly 
and relevantly underquided by education in the traditional academic 
subjects.49 
This finding was consistent with the section on "Implementation of New 
state Programs." Also, the survey instruments indicated that both state curr-
iculum supervisors and local supervisory leaders were not interested in ethnic 
studies. This was consistent with the data in "Implernentation of New State 
Programs." Also indicated as a low priority by both groups was safety education. 
Both groups also indicated an interest in information on integrating core 
courses such as reading with social studies, mathematics with industrial arts, 
and art with foreign language. This was indicated in the column headed "How 
Supervisors Should Function" in Chart 5. This reflected the contemporary interest 
in relating all aspects of the curriculum and de-emphasizing the traditional 
separation of disciplines and courses. 
Interviews with local curriculum supervisory leaders confirmed interest 
in career education. The feeling was as one principal stated. "This (career 
education) will fill in the gap between liberal arts and vocational education." 
Many local curriculum supervisory leaders indicated that students not interes-
ted in the university world "have more of a chance for a good job and a good 
life." Apparently many educators feel that career education may be an answer 
49sidney Marland, "Marland on Career E:ducation," American Education, 
(November, 1971), p. 27. 
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to the proLlem of relevant education for those students who do not chose to 
attend college. 
one superintendent offered this statement. "Career education is the most 
exciting idea to come out of Washington in a long time. t'1y only fear is that 
it'll die before it (career education) gets started." A suburban principal 
commented. "I don't know how we'll implement such a proqram, but career educa-
tion should help many of our youngsters." One urban high school principal 
reacted. "Will your state supervisor be able to help us in career education." 
If they can that'll be great." Another curriculum leader was not as enthusiastic. 
"I don't know what it all means. If career education means job placement I 
suppose it'll be useful. I don't think the state will have to worry about 
selling the idea, though, because sooner or later every publishing company around 
will be trying to sell career education materials." 
When the state curriculum supervisors were questioned on how they actually 
functioned they ranked career education "5. •· Some of the remarks received in 
the interview process follow. "No, I don't push career education," conlll\ented 
the mathematics supervisor. Another supervisor stated. "I'm a social studies 
man and I suppose I do occasionally suqgest career opportunities in the social 
sciences. But, I certainly don't do it on a reqular basis." A typical comJnent 
was, "I don't know what career education means. I'll wait until I know more about 
Ranked data that tends to reinforce the implications discussed above are I it." 
the actual and desired ranks indicated by the local curriculum supervisory 
leaders. Although the correlation of .65 was not significant at the .05 level, 
certain insights can be obtained from the data. 
I 
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In both instances career education was ranked "l.r. Even though local 
curriculum supervisory leaders may desire inteqrating career education into 
the curriculum, there is doubt that this emphasis could be ranked ''l" as 
actually occurring. The ranking may represent a wish rather than a reality. 
In contrast the state curriculum supervisors ranked career education "5" in the 
actual category. 
In referring to Chart 5, health education and environmental education were 
ranked "3" and "4" respectively in both cases. Also, ethnic studies and safety 
education were given the lowest ranks in each case. 
There was a general agreement that integrating core courses into the 
curriculum was a high priority item. The local curriculum supervisory leaders 
ranked inteyrating core courses into the curriculum "2". several of the 
comments given to the interviewer follow. "one superintendent said, "I think that 
integrating courses is the way to go. We just recently built two new buildings 
both with the open space concept. I think schools like that will facilitate 
the integrating of courses." A suburban principal commented. "For a while now 
we've heard of integrating programs. If this is what the state office is 
J?UShing, we will need some help." A suburban curriculum director noted. "This 
is an elementary school district. Our teachers have been integrating subjects 
all along. In fact, we are even integrating our youngsters." 
State curriculum supe:rvisors ranked integrating core courses into the 
curriculum '' 1." Though there were a number of specific comments, generally 
the state curriculum supervisors spoke very enthusiastically of integrating 
their particular specialty, e.g. Science, English, Industrial Arts, Music, etc., 
with other specific subject areas. 
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In correlating what the local curriculum supervisory leader desired with 
what the state curriculum supervisor desired, a ratio of .57 was found. Also, 
in correlating what the local curriculum supervisory leader actually observed 
witb what the state curriculum s~pervisor actually observed. A coefficient of 
.36 was found. Neither of t.~ese correlations were significant at the .05 
level, but the same as indicated above was observed. 
Local curriculum supervisory leaders were more concerned with career 
education and integrating core courses. The state curriculum supervisors 
indicated an interest in integratil'l{' core courses into the curriculum, but 
indicated environmental education as a more desirable alternative. 
In terms of environmental education, the interviews with the state 
curriculum supervisors illicited the greatest number of responses. The science 
supervisor explained. "The concern of scientists and science teachers with 
the conditions in our environment has resulted in an overwheL~ing emphasis on 
environmental education. Everywhere the concentration is on the environment, 
in the journals and in the new textbooks on the market. Whenever I go out to 
work with teachers their major request is for materials and information concern-
ing environment education." A social studies supervisor remarked, "Yes, I get an 
incredible amount of inquiries about environmental education. Five years ago 
hardly anything was being mentioned. Now times have changed. I suppose the 
major reason why this is happening is that teachers tell me young people are 
more turned on about environment as a topic than any other subject." The 
supervisor whose major responsibility is environmental education commented, 
"naturally I'm biased. I believe &nvironmental education is the most important 
area in the curriculum. As a topic environment can easily be inteqrated into 
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HYPOTHESIS VI 
Instructional Attitudes 
Many educators have stressed that the climate within a classroan and the 
rapport with the community is as important as the instructional proqram in 
detennining how and what children learn. In addressing himself to this issue, 
John Holt stated: 
Even in the kindest and gentlest of schools, children are afraid, 
many of them a great deal of the time, some of them almost all of 
the time. This is a hard fact of life to deal with. What can we 
do about it?50 
An answer to this question is given by the Illinois Education agency in 
two substantive goals for education: 
The educational system must provid.e an environment which helps 
students, parents, and other connunity members demonstrate a 
positive attitude toward learning. 
The educational. system must fosb?r a feeling of adequacy and self-
worth on the part of all student ,.51 
The objective of both of these goals is to encourage a statewide commit-
ment to an educational process which develops a climate of favorable attitudes 
toward learning. Also inherent in these goals is the desire for humanizinq the 
educational process. As stated i:t ~n Goals for the seventies, this will 
mean" ••• the educational system must orqanize experiences that will result in 
persons believing in themselves, understanding mistakes, thinking well of 
50John Holt, Why Children, Fail (Pitman, New York, 1964), p. 39. 
51Action Goals for tl1e seventies, ~· ~., Pi>· 59.60. 
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others, and developing the realization that their own well-being depends upon 
the well-beinq of others. 052 
In considering certain strongly held attitudes and beliefs state 
curriculum supervisors would find it very difficult if not impossible to change 
feeli119s concerning more emotional issues such as opinions on academic freedom 
and attitudes toward minority groups. This does not imply that state 
curriculum supervisors have been unsuccessful in influencing local educators to 
adopt new programs or try new instructional approaches. Changes in skills do 
not generally attack one's basic philosophical attitudes. The desired result 
would be to influence overt behaviors throu9h effectively distributing 
pertinent infonnation. Thus, the tasks described in this sub-section dealt with 
topics in terms of providinq info:rr.na.tion. 
These tasks were included because of their relationship to the goals of 
the state aqency. Also, the issues involved with the different tasks are of 
major concern to educators as indicated by topics in the major educational 
journals. 
To test the correlation between the perceptions of the two 9roups, the 
following statistical hypothesis was formulated. As was the case with the 
other hypotheses, a null hypct.1les;.a of no relationship was formulated to test at 
the .OS level of siqnificance. Hypothesis VI is given with the data in Chart 6. 
52 ~., p. 60. 
I 
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Hypothesis '\I 
There is a si9nif icant relationship between what local curriculum 
supervisory leaders report as the desired aspects of the role of 
the state curriculum supervisor in providing information on 
instructional attitudes and what state curriculum supervisors report 
was their actual role in providinq inf o:r:mation on instructional 
attitudes. 
How supervisors 
Actually :Function 
660.5 
451.5 
619.5 
535 
440 
539.5 
464.5 
165.5 
92.5 
157 
110.S 
82 
167 
84.5 
7 
2 
6 
4 
1 
5 
3 
Chart 6 
Local Curriculum supervisory Leaders 
Pressure Groups 
Different ability 9roups 
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The correlation coefficient between what local curriculum supervisory 
leaders reported as the desired aspects of the role of the state curriculum 
supervisor in providing information on instructional attitudes and what state 
curriculum supervisors reported was their actual role in providing information 
on instructional attitudes was found to be .715. This coefficient is aiqnifi-
cant at the .05 level. 'l'hus the null hypothesis of no relationship was rejected 
and the statistical hypothesis was accepted. 
In both cases the task of providing information to better deal with the 
rapid chanqes in curriculum and instruction was ranked "l." This was con-
sistent with the similar task in the sub-section dealing with individualization 
of instruction. Informing teachers about available materials ranked ''2." 
Both indicate a willingness to have assistance in keeping abreast of the latest 
trends. 
state curriculUtn supervisors ranked the task involving planning as "2" 
while local curriculum supervisors ranked this task "4." The local curriculum 
supervisor would place more emphasis upon·improvinq the psychological climate 
of the classroom ranked "2." The state S\lpervisor rank~i this task "4." Both 
groups aqr.-4 that information on working with different ability qroups should 
llB 
be given a rank of "3." 
Those tasks ranked "5," "6," and "7" were reversed. All of these tasks 
related to issues th.ought of as being more external to the instructional 
program. Also, each of these tasks would involve issues more controversial 
in nature. This was consistent with other findings of this study indicating 
local curriculum supervisory leaders and state curriculwn su1"lt?rvisors were 
interested in those aspects of education that were primarily within the class-
room. 
Various individual relationships were interesting to note upon a careful 
analysis of the components of this section. Thouqh both the local and state 
supervisors selected providing teachers with infonnation to deal better with 
rapid changes in curriculum and instruction as a first choice, many of the state 
supervisors selected providinq information on the importance of planning and 
orqanizinq courses as the most widely used supervisory technique. A number of 
the st.ate supervisors when inte.i:viewed expressed their commitment to the plan·-
ning concept and overtly admitted that as they met with local district educa-
tors they encouraged and promoted a planning philosophy to improve instruction. 
A careful analysis of this section revealed that among the state supervisors the 
first and second selections were very nearly the same. The composite figures 
indicated a 2 - 5 span between the two. Providinq teachers with information 
to deal better with the rapid changes in curriculum and instruction 82 ( lrst), 
and provide information on the .importance of planninq and organizing courses 
84.S (Second). This latter category was selected fourth ainon~ local curriculum 
supervisors. When viewinq only the final rankinq order and comparing the state 
supervisors with the local supervisor, the second and fourth respectively give 
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a. misleading closeness among the two. Although this particular aspect was not 
treated statistically there is an apparent significance that must not be over-
looked. 
Local supervisory leaders in a number of interviews, emphatically stated 
that the role or the state supervisor should not include an urging of planning. 
One assistant superintendent reported that "planning is our business - it is 
not the state office's business." A principal of a small downstate school 
offered this suggestion: "Whatwe need is technical skil.ls that Just aren't 
available to us except from the Office ot the Superintendent ot Public Instruc-
tion. Of course we could always pay for these services from professors out of 
Southern Illinois University, but we just can't afford that sort of thing. 11 
Another attitude was stated by a suburban superintendent: "The State Agency 
ahould offer us services when we request them. By all means state supervisors 
should not tell us whether or not ve should plan." Generally speaking, local 
educators expressed a concern both as to the extent to which planning vas needed 
and whether or not state supervisors should have as pa.rt of their role the task 
of changing attitudes or local supervisors in this matter. 
In analyzing the category providing information on improving the 
psychological climate of the classroom an interesting finding resulted. State 
curriculum supervisors clearly indicated that their role was not primarily 
focused on providing i Jrmation on improving the psychological climate of the 
classroom and, therefore, ranked the category fourth. Noteworthy, to mention is 
that during the interviews state supervisors expressed neither a positive nor a 
negative reaction to this category. There was no discussion with the state 
supervisors. The local supervisors, however, ranked second the probe dealing 
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with improving the psychological climate of the classroom. This is a clear 
indication that an important part of the role of the state supervisor should 
deal with psychological climate. Several central office personnel expressed a 
concern that teachers were becoming too militant and difficult to deal with 
professionally. These local educators strongly suggested that state supervisors 
spend considerable time in influencing local teachers by encouraging a "proper 
professional attitude." One principal explained: ''I hear so much negativism in 
the teacher's lounge that I can't help believing that that kind of attitude is 
carried back into the classroom." A superintendent in suburban Cook County 
expressed: "Maybe they (state supervisors) can get teachers to think more like 
professionals." An interesting observation is that depending on the task beinq 
suggested the thinking of local supervisors fluctuated concerning the role of 
the state @upervisor. There was an obvious indication that local educators 
were receptive to assistance from state supervisors in attitudinal areas where 
either controversy or suspicion was somewhat apparent. Nevertheless, there was 
an inconsistency in less threatening areas such as in planning and in these 
cases the local curriculum supervisors were inclined not to want state off ice 
interference. 
Another area worthy of further analysis dealt with providing information 
on maximizing academic freedom. The state curriculum supervisor by ranking the 
academic freedom probt fifth indicated that the staff of the state office sees 
their role dealing with attitudinal changes in the area of academic freedom to 
some degree. Admittedly, by the fifth rank status academic freedom was an 
area that was only barely a role function of the state supervioor by his own 
admission. Generally, the interview reaction to academic freedom concerned 
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itself primarily with an illustrative or idealistic approach to the topic. 
;, belief in a literal interpretation to education growth was evident in the 
responses of the state supervisor. One supervisor summarized: "Academic 
freedom is of utmost importance to staff developxoent. It is synonymous with 
professionalism. Therefore, I see my role as one of encouraging attitudinal 
change." 
Local supervisors ranked providing information on maximizing academic 
freedom last. "We have enough problems. We don't need any morel" was the 
opinion of two local surervisors. A superintendent said, "I don't always 
know for sure what academic freedom means. If it means another way for teachers 
to disregard central office policy then I am extremely opposed (to intervention 
by the state curriculum supervisor)." 
Tending to confirm the above findings was the correlation between what 
local curriculum supervisory leaders and state curriculum supervisors desire 
as taa1's in <leveloping instructional attitudes on the part of state curriculum 
supervisors. 'l'he correlation coefficient, which was significant at the .05 
level, was • 97. Ranked "l '' through "4" were those tasks involving aspects of 
the instructional program more nearly related to the class110om. Those issues 
involving social aspects more related to outside influences were ranked "5" 
through "7". 
Also tending t confirm the above was the correlation between what local 
curriculum supervisory leaders and state curriculum supervisors reported as the 
actual performance of the state curriculum supervisor. A correlation 
coefficient of .86 was found to be significant at the .05 level. Again, those 
tasks chosen as "l" through "4" were the same as in the other correlations with 
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those ranked "2" and "3" in this case beinq reversed. The tasks dealing with 
minority groups, academic freedom and pressure groups were given the least 
priority. 
Another significant relationship between the ranks of data was that 
between what local curriculum supervisory leaders observed as the actual per-
formance and what they desired as performance from state curriculum supervisors. 
The correlation at the .OS level was found to be .86. This significant 
correlation indicated that what the state curriculum supervisors were seen as 
doing in relation to instructional attitudes was basically what they desired. 
Ranked "l" was the task involvinq providing infomation to deal better with 
rapid changes in curriculum and instruction. As in the other correlations 
discussed above, those tasks dealing with pressure groups, academic freedom 
and minority groups were not as desired and were not being attempted to a great 
extent by the state curriculum supervisors. 
In the same context the correlation between what state curriculum 
supervisor's indicated as their actual performance and what they indicated 
would be desirable was .75. This correlation was found to be significant at the 
.OS level. The state supervisors indicated that dealinq with change was what 
they were doing and what they desired. Also, they indicated that tasks directed 
toward minority groups academic freedom and pressure groups were least preferred 
and least implemented in actual practice. The state supervisors indicated 
improving the psychological climate of the classroom as "2" in the desirable 
cateqory and "4" in the actual category. They indicated by rankinq planning 
tasks "2" that they were more involved in this area than they desired - ranked 
"4." The immediate situation in the classroom apparently is more important 
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than planning and organizing courses for the future. 
From the ranked tasks discussed above, state curriculum supervisors 
should be concerned with providing information to better deal with the rapid 
changes in curriculum and instruction and to provide information on improvin<J 
the psychological climate of the classroom. Also, attitudes involving academic 
freedom, minority groups and pressure groups could not successfully be dealt 
with by state curriculum supervisors. Both the state curriculum supervisors 
and the local curriculum supervisory leaders either felt that these issues 
were not in the realm of influence of state curriculum supervisors or that these 
attitudes cannot be changed. 
Also, emphasis was given by both groups to a task that would focus on 
providing information on working with different ability groups. This favorably 
related to the finding in the sub-section concerning individualization of instruc-
tion in which both groups expressed an interest in modes of individualizing 
instruction. Additionally, this task would correlate with the primary rank 
given to providing ~ssistance in diagnosing student learning problems in the 
sub-section concerning the improvement of instructional skills. Each of the 
tasks related to placing an emphasis upon the individual student. 
In conclusion, hypothesis VI was accepted. A siqnificant relationship 
was found between what local curriculum supervisory leaders reported as the 
desired aspects of the role of the state curriculum supervisor in providing 
information on instructional attitudes and what state curriculum supervisors 
reported was their actual role in providing information on instructional 
attitudes. 
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CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS 
FOR FURTHER STUDY 
A major concern which has been discussed throughout this study is the 
role of the state curriculum supervisor and how the role of the supervisor is 
being implemented at the local district level. This study qave evidence that 
the educator responsible for curriculum supervision at the local level was 
concerned with how the state curriculum supervisor functions. There appears to 
be an attitude by local educators that state supervisors should no longer 
function in a laissez-faire manner. This corresponds to the contemporary 
emphasis upon accountability. So, too, within education the state curriculum 
supervisor has been forced to be more accountable for what he does. 
For the purposes of this study, "role'' was examined from the dual 
perspective of task and style. Role refers to the total structural or normative 
components that outline job expectations. Since there are a variety of ways of 
structuring relationships, this study was designed in part to identify those 
styles most appropriate to the role of the state curriculum supervisor. Style 
refers to the interaction that individuals employ in the social progress 
process of activatinq people to reach an objective. The task aspect of role 
refers to how on puts his objectives into operation or what he does. This 
also refers to the activities that are expected of him to accomplish the ends 
to which he strives. 
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Considering the dual nature of role two major sections of the survey 
instrument were used in this study1 "Ways of Working in Supervision" and 
"Supervisory Activities." The section titled the "Ways of Working in Super-
vision" lends itself to answerinq which leadership styles were most used by state 
curriculum supervisors and which leadership styles were most desirable for state 
curriculum supervisors as perceived by local supervisory leaders and state 
curriculum supervisors. There was an indication in the literature that the 
leadership style of a supervisor is of importance in becoming more acceptable to 
educators at all levels. Row something is accomplished is of particular interest 
whether or not we know the results of what was being attempted. Once a list of 
leadership styles presently being used was determined several avenues for improve-
ment became available. First, if the leadership styles employed by state 
curriculum supervisors corresponded with those preferred by local curriculUJ!l 
supervisory leaders, efforts could be made to improve performance. If the actual 
leadership style employed by state curriculum supervisors was in conflict with 
those styles desired by local supervisory leaders, the approach for improvement 
would be more complex. 
Another point was evident. For some time educators have been convinced 
that supervision of programs can be beneficial in the improvement of instruction. 
However, recent trends indicated that supervisory activities are accepted when 
the supervisor was knowledgeable both in the area being supervised and educa-
tionally respected by the individuals being supervised. If the contemporary 
supervisor qualified in the two areas listed above, the services of the 
supervisor were more likely to be accepted; if not, the services of the 
supervisor were more likely to be rejected. 
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Consideration must also be given to building an atmosphere of confidence 
and trust between state curriculum supervisors and local supervisory leaders. 
state supervisors reportillCJ activities and attitudes aimed at this purpose found 
more positive support of the programs of the state education agency. Further, 
if the state curriculum supervisor was accepted by local curriculum supervisory 
leaders the programs being promoted by the state curriculum supervisor would 
generally be more acceptable. 
Further, both the state curriculUIJI supervisor and the local supervisory 
leader indicated that "discussive" and "supportive" leadership styles were the 
most desirable. From this 9eneral agreement the state curriculum supervisor 
should approach the local district with an emphasis upon improving local programs 
through discussion and su,p.i;iort. From the evidence received state curriculum 
suvervisors would not be accepted if either a manipulative or a directive leader-
ship style is evident. 
'l'he section of the survey dealing with "Supervisory Activities" was 
developed from the Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction Action 
Goals for the 5eventies. 1 The categories and sub-categories listed were included 
to determine which specific tasks the state curriculum supervisor should employ 
to assi~t local curriculuin superviilOrs in improving their ,programs. These tasks 
included providing information in improving materials and suggestions relative to 
1Goals for the Seventies: An Agenda for Illinois F..ducation, Action, .S:· 
~t., 1972. 
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educational programs. 
Finally, state curriculum supervisors should be resFonsive to the needs of 
local curriculum supervisory leaders. State education agencies have been 
traditionally viewed by local districts as regulatory agencies. In recent years, 
however, state agencies have placed more emphasis upon leadership and service. 
A leadership through service approach could very well be the most desirable 
approach from both perspectives. 
HYPC1.l'HESIS I 
There is a significant relationship between what local curriculum supervisory 
leaders report as the aesired aspects in the leadership style of the state 
curriculum supervisors and what state curriculum supervisors report was their 
actual leadership style. 
.83 significant 
±hi~-~E?thesis was ag~epted. The leadership style aspect of the role of 
the state curriculum supervisor employed hy state curriculum supervisors a.nd 
desirea by local curriculum. supervisory leaders was almost identical. A dis-
cussive leadership style was considered the most desirable. The roanipulative 
and non-directive styles were reported as least desirable by the local curriculum 
&upervisory leaders. 
HYPOTHESIS II 
There is a significant relationship between what local curriculum super-
visory leaders report as the desired aspects of the role of the state curriculum 
supervisor in individualizing instruction and what state curriculum supervisors 
r 
report was their actual role in individualizing instruction • 
• 68 not significant 
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This hypothesis was rejected. There was a difference between how state 
curriculum supervisors were actually perfonning and what tasks local curriculum 
supervisory leaders believed should be employed to promote the individualization 
of instruction. A correlation was found that providing remedial instruction was 
not desirable to local curriculwn supervisors. Additionally, the state curr-
iculum supervisors were actually offering encouragement and support to the local 
districts, and local curriculum supervisory leaders stated that offering 
encouragement and support to the teaching staff was desirable because this would 
greatly aid the local district personnel in individualizing instruction. The 
perfonnance of this task of encourage111ent and support crt1phasizes the effort of 
the state education agency in improving existing programs. 
liYPO'l'HESIS III 
There is a significant relationship between what local curriculum super-
visory leaders report as the desired aspects of the role of the state curriculum-
supervisor in implementing new state programs and what state curriculum 
supervisors report was their actual role in implementing new state programs • 
• 715 significant 
!his~thesis was accepted. There was a signtficant correlation between 
what state curriculum supervisors had been doing and what local curriculum super-
visory leaders desired. There was a high rank given to the IGF:/MUS-E program by 
both groups. Also, low-c foreign language was ranked low by both groups. 
In addition to the major conclusion drawn from the hypothesis, some minor 
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conclusions were drawn from the data related to the hypothesis. The local 
curriculum supervisory leaders desired tasks which related to implementing career 
education proqrams over all other tasks. There were indications that the state 
curriculum supervisors also desired career education. However, both the state 
curriculum supervisors and the local curriculum supervisors did not seem to be 
familiar with the concept of career education. 
HYPOTHESIS IV 
There is a significant relationship between what local curriculum super-
visory leaders report as the desired aspects of the role of the state curriculum 
supervisor in the improvement of instructional skills and what state curriculum 
supervisors report was their actual role in the improvement of instructional 
skills. 
O not significant 
This hypothesis was rejected. Althouqh the hypothesis was not accepted, 
one conclusion can be drawn from these data concerning instructional skills. 
What was reported as actually occurring by state curriculum supervisors was not 
satisfying the desires of local curriculum supervisory leaders. This was very 
important because the supervisors traditional job has always related to improving 
instruction. The lack of a correlation indicated that the state supervisors may 
not be knowledgeable in techniques related to improvin9 instructional skills. 
In addition to data concerninq the hypothesis, other data were collected 
that led to some minor conclusions. State curriculum supervisors and local 
supervisory leaders were in clear disagreement as to what tasks were employed to 
assist in improving instructional skills. Both did agree upon the tasks most 
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desired and least desired. Providing assistance in diagnosing student learning 
problems was the task indicated as most desirable by both groups. The state 
curriculum supervisors and local supervisory leaders also agreed that tasks 
involving suggestions on textbooks and instruction in the use of audio-visual 
equipment were not desirable as aspects of the role of state curriculum 
supervisor. 
HYPOTHESIS V 
There is a significant relationship between what local curriculum supervisory 
leaders report as the desired aspects of the role of the state curriculum super-
visor in the integration of curricular offerings and what state curriculum 
supervisors report was their actual role in the integration of curricular offer-
ings. 
.s not significant 
This hypothesis was rejected. State curriculum supervisors and local 
supervisory leaders were in clear disagreement as to the role of the state curr-
iculum supervisor concerning the integration of curricular offerings. The state 
curriculum supervisors were actually involved with providing information on 
integrating courses such as reading with social studies, mathematics with 
industrial arts, and art with foreign languaqe as the first priority. However, 
local curriculum supervisory leaders desired the task of providing infoDDAtion on 
integrating career education into the curriculum as a first priority. 
A minor conclusion drawn from the data related to this hypothesis concerned 
career education. As indicated in hypothesis III, the local supervisory leaders 
listed as a top priority task& related to implementing career education programs, 
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while state curriculum supervisors designated a middle range rank for implement-
ing career education programs. 
HYPOTHESIS VI 
There is a significant relationship between what local curriculum super-
visory leaders report as the desired aspects of the role of the state curriculum 
supervisor in providing information on instructional attitudes and what state 
curriculum supervisors report was their actual role in providing information on 
instructional attitudes. 
.715 significant 
This hfPOthesis was accepted. State curriculum supervisors and local 
supervisory leaders were in agreement as to the role of the state curriculum 
supervisor in dealing with instructional attitudes. In both cases the task of 
providing information to better deal with the rapid changes in curriculum and 
instruction was ranked "l." Thia was consistent with the similar task in the 
sub-section dealing with individualization of instruction. 
A minor conclusion not directly related to the hypothesis was that both 
groups indicated, providing information to better deal with the rapid changes in 
curriculum and instruction should be the highest priority of the state curriculum 
supervisor. Additionally, both groups agreed that tasks of providing information 
on dealing with pressure groups and providing information on maximizing academic 
freedom should not be aspects of the role of the state curriculum supervisor. 
In considering the data collected in this study and the conclusions drawn 
from the data, the following recommendations were developed: 
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1. The state education agency shall develop a program to strengthen 
the discussive and the supportive aspects of the leadership style 
of the state curriculum supervisors. 
2. The state education agency shall expand the role of the state 
curriculum supervisor by emphasizing and training supervisors for 
broad curriculum development programs. 
3. The state education agency shall employ more state supervisors who 
have had experience as local supervisory leaders. Many of the state 
supervisors are unaware of the pressure groups and minority groups 
with which local leaders must deal. 
4. The state education agency shall maintain a two way system of 
communication between the state department of education and the 
local supervisory leader by providing curricular services to every 
school district in the state. Ongoing communication should keep 
current the needs of loc:al supervisory leaders as furnished by the 
state curriculum supervisor. 
s. The State education aqency shall develop and implement a Career 
Education Program. Also, the state curriculUltl supervisors shall be 
trained in the concepts of career education. Lastly, a concept of 
career education must be defined for general use. 
6. The state curriculum supervisors shall be trained to assist local 
districts in iJnplementinq individualized education proqrams. 
7. The state curriculum supervisors shall be trained in the development 
of instructional skills. Many state supervisors due to lack of 
experience are deficient in this area. 
8. State curriculum supervisors shall be held accountable for the 
services they extend. The interviews with local supervisory leaders 
clearly indicated that local supervision generally could not identify 
Ly name the state curriculum supervisor who services their local 
district. 
IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
Education today is greatly influenced by the changes oecurrinq in the rest 
of society. This study concerns one of the most dynamic aspects of the educa-
tional system - supervision. Existing techniques have been discussed as well as 
plans for future programs. 
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If these proqrams are to develop and supervision is to continue as an 
important aspect of education, then adequate financing of the public schools is 
of paramount importance. Historically, the public schools have been controlled 
by the local publics they serve. Local taxes have primarily supported public 
education. 
The advent of Sputnik in 1958 saw the Federal government gradually increase 
financial support to public schools. Federal programs such as the National 
Defense Education Act in 1958 and the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 
1963 saw a great influx of federal dollars to assist the local effort. It should 
be noted that it was throuqh state education aqencies that this money was 
distributed to the local district level. As a result state education agencies 
began to take on a new importance. 
In the last several years school districts beqan receiving negative re-
actions from irate taxpayers through the elective process. Further, citizens 
have begun to take legal action against financial inequities in public education. 
Recent court cases have questioned the very constitutionality of the use of 
property taxes to finance the public schools. Finally, revenue sharing, though 
initially not eaxmarked for education, may have long range implications. What 
tlle exact ramifications of the legality of property taxes will be is still too 
soon to determine. However, if the property tax is ever set aside as a source 
for financing public education then monies must come from some other source. The 
most widely discussed possible source of revenue is frau a state income tax 
distributed by a state education agency to local public schools. If this 
occurs then state education agencies will gain a still greater importance. 
state education agencies may be forced into accepting a new role of leader-
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ship rather than their historical regulatory role. If this happens the role of 
the state curriculum supervisor would of necessity be changed. 
Because state curriculum supervisors may be called upon to provide curr-
iculum leadership, and because an understanding of the leadership role of the 
state curriculum supervisor is necessary in providing that leadership, the 
following implications are cited for further study: 
1. What effects do state curriculum supervisors have on superintendents 
and principals at the local school district level? 
2. What role should state curriculum supervisors have with boards of 
education? 
3. What types of involvements should state curriculum supervisors have 
with local community orqanizations? 
4. Which aspects of the total curriculum most affect the role of the 
state curriculum supervisor? 
5. Which types of leadership style are found to be most effective in 
dealing with local curriculum leaders ot large school districts as 
compared to small school districts? Rural compared to urban? 
6. How should the state curriculum supervisor assist in implementing 
various curriculum programs at the local district level? 
7. What role should local supervisory leader• have in the evaluation 
of state curriculwn supervisors? 
8. Should the number and assigrunents of state curriculum supervisors 
be chanqed? 
9. If state supervisors continue to operate as specialists, what should 
be the aspects of the role? 
A state curriculum supervisor should have a vital role in contemporary 
education. It is he who should be assisting local districts in developing new 
programs and providing instructional information. The state curriculum super-
visor should be charged with this responsibility. However, the accomplishments 
of the state curriculum supervisor should only result through suggestion, 
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service and leadership. 
In summary, state curriculum supervisors should serve the needs of the 
local district. Some local districts are suspicious of the state education 
agency and the state curriculum supervisor. Much work is needed to overcome this 
suspicion. However, if the state curriculum supervisor is made constantly aware 
of the idea that his role is focused on service, an improvement of relations 
between the state curriculum supervisor and the local district will result. 
Leadership, too, must be a part of the role of the state curriculum supervisor 
if he is going to promote instructional improvement at the local level. As 
Melvin P. Heller noted "mediocre leadership leads to mediocrity. Able leadership 
leads to improvement." 2 ThroU<Jh able supervisory leadership the state agency 
will be able to assist local school districts in instructional improvement. 
2Melvin P. heller, "Qualities for Team Members," Bold New V\tnture, David w. 
Beggs, III, Editor (Bloomington and London, Indiana University Press, 1968) p. 150. 
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APPENDIX II 
STATE OF ILLINOIS 
OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION 
MICHAEL J. BAKALIS, SUPERINTENDENT 
Instructional Projects Section 
316 South Second Street 
Springfield, Illinois 62706 
THE ELEMENTS OF THE STATE SUPERVISOR'S ROLE 
This questionnaire has been designed to find out how the state curriculum supervisor performed (1971-72 school year) and how the 
state curriculum supervisor should perform his supervisory role. There are no "right" or "wrong" answers. 
- ~~~KQ!!_Q_~l".l.Q ~NFORMATION (Please place an")(" in the appropriate space.) 
COMPLETED BY (Please print) POSITION YEARS EXPERIENCE IN POSITION 
SEX 
D 1. 
02. 
Male 
Female 
0 1. Curriculum Supervisor 0 1. 1 - 5 
0 2. Principal 0 2. 6 · 10 
O 3. Assistant Superintendent 0 3. 11 + 
0 4. Superintendent HIGHEST DEGREE EARNED 
O 5. Other (Give Title) 0 1. Bachelor 0 3. Doctorate 
0 2. Master 
WA VS OF WORKING IN SUPERVISION 
Supervisors have at hand a variety of ways of structuring relationships and exerting leadership with teachers and others in order to 
achieve educational purposes and goals. All of the following are generally considered important "leadership styles" in supervisory activ· 
ity in education, but are usually viewed by different supervisors as being more or less effective for the task. 
Since most persons generally do not function in their job exactly as they think they should, would you please rank order these ways 
of working according to how supervisors work and how you think they should work. Down the left side of the column, rank order 
these leadership styles from "1" through "6" according to how supervisors actually function. Down the right side of the column, 
rank order these leadership styles from "1" through "6" in terms of how supervisors should function. 
HOW SUPERVISORS nvvv :SUl't:nv1;:)Vn;;:, 
ACTUALLY FUNCTION Directive: The supervisor as leader initiates the direction and communication SHOULD FUNCTION IR•nk 1 .... _ .. _ .. RI (Rank 1 through 6) 
patterns for each situation. He tells the teacher what he thinks should be accom 
plished and how it should be done. He clarifies further by means of written 
material and in other ways. 
Discussive: The supervisor encourages a maximum of discussion with teachers, 
and he tries to hear what each teacher has to say. The activities which the 
supervisor suggests reflect the teacher's thinking, and the basic techniques which 
he uses include listening and asking questions. 
Manipulative: The supervisor can and should determine how teachers should 
function. He is wise if he will let the teachers feel that they are actually 
participating in the decision-making process themselves, but he will always work 
in such a way that they finally agree with his decisions. 
Non-Directive: The supervisor should not concern himself with the specific 
things which teachers do. Teachers learn those ways of working which they 
want to learn, and the supervisor allows each teacher to be free and responsibe 
to set goals and select means. 
Persuasive: A supervisor is able to persuade teachers to follow his suggestions 
about content or teaching technique. Because of his training and experience, 
the supervisor's ideas are generally accepted, but if he is not able to convince 
teachers that his suggestions are valid and appropriate, then teachers are free 
to do what they feel is best. 
Supportive: The supervisor's task is to lend support and assistance to each 
teacher as that teacher attempts to develop his own teaching style. The super-
visor provides counsel, information, and praise to aid each teacher who request 
assistance. 
OSPI 81-02 1sn21 
SUPERVISORY ACTIVITIES 
Listed below are five areas of concern in which supervisors are involved. In each section, seven possible responsibilities of supervise 
listed. Down the left hand side of each section, please rank order these functions from "1" through "7" according to how superi 
actually function. Down the right hand side of each section, please rank order these functions from "1" through "7" according to 
......... .,;cnrr rh, qlrl f11nctlnn 
How Supi;irvisors I. Individualization of Instruction 
How Supavisors 
Actually Function 9'lould Function 
Rank I thrr>uah 7 Rank I tlvouuh 
Aid teachers in developing new 
materials 
Inform teachers about available How How Supervisors Super 
materials. Actually IV. Integration of Curricular Offerirvs ShouJ, 
Provide self-evaluation materials. Function Fu net Rank 1 Rank 
Provide remedial instruction material thrOUJlh 7 Provide information on integrating ~ 
Offer encouragement and support to r<>reer Education into the curriculum. 
;thP tP<>rhinn c:t<>ff Provide information on integrating 
Provide diagnostic tests to discover Health Education into the curriculum. 
specific pupil weaknesses. Provide information on integrating 
Provide encouragement and support Environmental Education into the 
to the administrative staff. curriculum. 
Actually II. Implementation of Should Provide information on integrating 
Function New State Proarams Function Ethnic Studies into the curriculum. 
Aid school districts in the initiation Provide information on integrating 
of a Career Education Prooram. core courses--i.e. Reading with Social 
Aid school districts in the initiation Studies, Math with Industrial Arts, 
of a Twelve Month School Year. Art and Foreian Lanauaoe. 
Aid !i:hool districts in an Individually Provide information on integrating 
Guided Education &Multiunit School- Safetv Education into the curriculum. 
Elementary OGE/MUS-El prooram. Provide Information on integrating 
Aid School districts in a low-c Consumer Education into the curricul-
culture Foreion Lanouaoe Prooram. um. 
Aid school districts in an open Actually Shaul 
classroom prooram. Function V. Instructional Attitudes Fu net 
Aid school districts in a compre- Provide information on dealing with 
hensive Health Education Prooram. nrecc1 •re nrouns. 
Aid school districts in an Ethnic Provide information on working with 
Studies Prooram. different ability groups. 
Actually Ill. Improvement of Should Provide information on maximizing 
Function Instructional Skills Function academic freedom. 
Instruct teachers in the utilization Provide information on improving the 
of learnina centers. psychological climate of the class-
Instruct teachers in the use of audio- room. 
visual eauioment. Provide teachers with information to 
Provide suggestions on worthwhile better deal with the rapid changes 
textbooks. i.O r-11rrir.ul um and instruct ion 
Assist teachers in choosing supplerrm Provide information to assist teach-
tary materials as films, maps, records ers in better appreciating the 
and reference books. "' ilt• irP~ of minoritv nrnunc:. 
Provide information on new ways of Provide information on the impor-
measuring and reporting student tance of planning and organizing 
achievement. courses. 
Provide assistance in diagnosing 
student learninq problems. 
Provide information on services 
available from county, state, and 
federal education aaencies. 
Mic:hiiel J. Bi1killi1 
Superintendent 
APPENDIX ill 
• State of Illinois 
Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction 
Springfield, Illinois 62706 
August 1 8, 1972 
Dear Superintendent: 
This is to ask your help with a research study conducted by the Depart-
ment of Elementary and Secondary Education, Office of the Superintend-
ent of Public Instruction. I am requesting that the curriculum supervisory 
leader complete the enclosed survey instrument in each of the districts 
chosen in a randon1 sample of those districts visited by state curriculum 
supervisors during the 1971-72 school year. 
The results of this study will be used in planning and defining the role of 
the state supervisor. This will assist the Superintendent's Office in pro-
viding better curriculum services to the school districts of Illinois. 
Please give this letter and the s'urvey instrument to the educator in your 
district responsible for curriculum. This person, that I call the curricu-
lum supervisory leader, should be in the best position to answer questions 
about state supervisors. I am fully aware that the title oi this person --
curriculum leader, principal, assistant superintendent, superintendent - -
will vary in the districts. 
Since a small random sample was selected from all districts visited by 
state curriculum supervisors during the 1971 - 72 school year, I urgently 
request that the response from your district be returned in the enclosed, 
stamped envelope. To be most meaningful in our planning process, the 
survey instrun1ent should be returned by September 1 3, 1972. Thank you 
for your cooperation. 
Sincerely yours, 
~{~ 
Assistant Superintendent 
Department of Elem.entary 
and Secondary Education 
-
APPENDIX IV 
STATE OF ILLINOIS 
OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION 
MICHAEL J. BAKALIS, SUPERINTENDENT 
lnstructlonel Projects Section 
316 South Second StrMt 
Springfield, Illinois 62706 
Completed bY·------------
District Number __________ _ 
THE ELEMENTS OF THE STATE SUPERVISOR'S ROLE 
This questionnaire has been designed to find out how the state curriculum supervisor performed(1971-72 school year) and how the 
state cu"iculum supervisor should perform his supervisory role. There are no "right" or "wrong" answers. 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION (Please place an "X" in the appropriate space.) 
POSITION HIGHEST DEGREE EARNED SIZE OF DISTRICT 0 1. Curriculum Supervisor 0 1. Bachelor 0 1. Under 500 students 
Principal 
l"EARS EXPERIENCE IN POSITION 
01.1-5 
D 2. 6-10 
D 3 11 + 
0 2. Master 
KIND OF DISTRICT D 1. K-8 
D 2. K-12 
D 3. 9-12 
D 2. 500 -1.000 
0 1. Urban 
0 2. Suburban 
0. 
WAYS OF WORKING IN SUPERVISION 
iupervisors have at hand a variety of ways of structuring relationships and exerting leadership with teachers and others in order to 
chieve educational purposes and goals. All of the following are generally considered important "leadership styles" in supervisory activ-
ty in education, but are usually vievved by different supervisors as being more or less effective for the task. 
:ince most persons generally do not function in their job exactly as they think they should, would you please rank order these ways of 
10rking according to how supervisors work and how you think they should work. Down the left hand side of the columns, rank order 
1ese leadership styles from "1" to "6" according to how supervisors actually function. Down the right hand side of the columns, rank 
rder these leadership styles from "1" to "6" in terms of how supervisors should function. 
· Supervisors 
ialfy F·un~lor 
Directive: The supervisor as leader How . How 
initiates the direction and communi- Sup•vison Supervisors 
. f h . . H Should ActU11lly 
cation patterns or eac s1tuat1on. e.&,..:E;J .. ~.:..-iW!'-·-L-&!f:J!'u!.!!n5!cti!!iio!!!n:........1 
tells the teacher what he thinks should 
be accomplished and how it should 
be done. He clarifies further by mell1S 
of written material and in other WIVS 
Discussive: The supervisor encour-
ages a maximum of discussion with 
teachers, and he tries to hear what 
each teacher has to say. The activities 
which the supervisor suggests reflect 
the teacher's thinking, and the basic 
techniques which he uses include 
listening and asking questions. 
Manipulative: The supervisor can and 
should determine how teachers tloutd 
function. He is wise if he will let the 
teachers feel that they are actually 
participating in the decision-making 
process themselves, but he will always 
work in such a way that they finally 
agree with his decisions. 
•111-02 11n21 
Non-Directive: The supervisor should How 
not concern himself with the specific Supervisors 
things which teachers do. Teach9"S Should Function 
learn those ways of working which 
they want to learn, and the super 
visor allows each teacher to be free 
and responsive to set goals and select 
means. 
Persuasive: A supervisor is able to 
persuade teachers to follow his sug-
gesions about content or teaching 
technique. Because of his training 
and experience, the supervisor's ideas 
are generally accepted, but if he is 
not able to convince teachers that 
his suggestions are valid and appro-
priate, then teachers are free to do 
what they feel is best. 
Supportive: The supervisor's task is 
to lend support and assistance tc 
each teacher as that teacher attemptl 
to develop his own teaching stvle 
The supervisor provides counsel, in-
formation, and praise to aid ead 
teacher who requests assistance. 
SUPERVISORY ACTIVITIES 
Listed below are five areas of concern in which supervisors are involved. In each section, seven possible responsibilities of super 
are listed. Down the left hand side of each section, please rank order these functions from "1" to "7" according to how supe 
actually function. Down the right hand side of each section, please rank order these functions according to how supervisors s 
function. 
I. Individualization of ln!t_ruciion Ill. lmorovement of Instructional Skills (Contint 
How Supervisors How Supervison 
I 
How Supervisors 
~ctually Function Should Functior Actually Functio 1 
How Sup 
Should F1 
Aid teachers in developing new 
materials. 
Inform teachers about available 
materials. 
Provide self-evaluation materials. 
Provide remedial instruction material 
Offer encouragement and support to 
he teaching staff. 
Provide diagnostic tests to discover 
lspecific pupil weaknesses. 
Provide encouragement and support 
to the administrative staff. 
II. Implementation of New State Programs 
Aid school districts in the initia-
tion of a Career Education Program. 
Aid school districts in the initia-
tion of ii Twelve Month School Year. 
~id school districts in an Individ-
ually Guided Education & Multiunit 
School-Elementary ( IG E/MUS-E) 
program. 
jAid school districts in a low-c i 
culture Foreign Language P_rogram .. 
Aid sehool .districts in an open 
~lassroom program. 
Aid school districts in a compre-
hensive Health Education Program. ,l(,.. __ ....,. ________ .... 
'Aid school districts in· an Ethnic 
Studies Program. 
Ill. Improvement of Instructional Skills 
Instruct teachers in the utilization 
pf learning centers. 
Instruct teachers in the use of audio-
visual equipment. 
Provide suggestions on worthwhile 
textbooks. 
Assist teachers in choosing supplemen 
tary materials as films, maps, record• 
and reference books. 
Provide information on new ways of 
measuring and reporting student 
achievement. 
Provide assistance in diagnosing 
student learning problems. 
Provide information on services 
available from county, state, and 
~ederal education agencies. 
IV. Integration of Curricular Offerings 
Provide information on integrating 
Career Education into the curriculum. 
Provide information on integrating 
Health Education into the curriculum. 
Provide information on integrating 
Environmental Education into the 
curriculum. 
Provide information on integrating 
Ethnic Studies into the curriculum. 
Provide information on integrating 
core courses--i.e. Reading with Social 
Studies, Math with Industrial Arts, 
Art and Foreign Language. 
Provide information on integrating 
Safety Education into the curriculum. 
Provide Information on integrating 
. Consumer Education into the curricul-
lum. 
V. lnstr.uctional Attitudes 
Provide information on dealing with 
pressure groups. 
Provide information on working with 
different ability groups. 
-
Provide information on maximizing 
academic freedom. 
Provide information on improving the 
psychological climate of the class-
room. 
-
Provide teachers with information to 
better deal with the rapid changes 
in curriculum and instruction. 
-
Provide information to assist teach-
ers in better appreciating the 
cultures of minority groups. 
-
Provide information on the impor-
tance of planning and organizing 
~ourses. 
-
Michie! J. Bikilis 
Superintendent 
Dear Superintendent: 
APPENDIX V 
• State of Illinois 
Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction 
Springfield, I Iii no is 62706 
August 3, 1972 
This is to ask your help with a research study conducted by the Department 
of Elementary and Secondary Education, Office of the Superintendent of 
Public Instruction. I am requesting that the curriculum supervisory leader 
complete the enclosed survey instrument in each of the districts chosen in 
a random sample of those districts visited ·by state curriculum supervisors 
during the 1971- 72 school year. 
The results of this study will be used in planning and defining the role of 
the state supervisor. This will assist the Superintendent's Office in pro-
viding better curriculum services to the school districts of Illinois. 
Please give this letter and the survey instrument to the educator in your 
.district responsible for curriculum. This person, that I call the curricu-
lum supervisory leader, should be in the best position to answer questions 
about state supervisors. I am fully aware that the title of this person --
curriculum leader, principal, assistant super·intendent, superintendent - -
will vary in the districts. 
Since a small random sample was selected from all districts visited by 
state curriculum supervisors during the 1971- 72 school year, I urgently 
request that the response from your district be returned in the enclosed 
envelope. To be most meaningful in our planning process, the survey instru-
ment should be returned by August 21, 1972. Thank you for your cooperation. 
Sincerely yours, .J' 
~(~ 
Assistant Superintendent 
Department of Elementary 
and Secondary Education 
APPENDIX VII 
The questions listed below are questions which were used in the inter-
view. Each question was asked in order and in the same way to make the 
responses comparable. 
1. What types of leadership style do you believe are least effective and 
most effective for state curr~culum supervisors in dealing with 
teachers? Why? 
2. Do you believe you have assisted teachers in understanding an in-
dividualized teaching approach? 
3. How do you define individualization? 
4. How have you been involved in the individualization of instruction in 
your area? 
5. What recent innovations have you helped to implen1ent? 
6. What are the positive and negative results involving curriculum as 
related to these recent innovations?. 
7. How can the state curriculum supervisor be more helpful in developing 
new programs? 
8. Which instructional skills are most important for successful teaching? 
9. How have you aided in the development of the above mentioned skills? 
1 O. Which ways should the state curriculum supervisor be involved in 
developing instructional skills? 
11. Which atbtudes most affect productivity? 
12. What have you noticed as attitudinal changes in teachers as a result of 
visitations? 
13. On which attitudinal changes should the state curriculurn supervisor 
concentrate'' 
14. Having the opportunity to be involved in curriculum change, on which 
aspects of the curriculun1 would you focus') 
15. How have you "s sisted districts in integrating their school district's 
curriculum? 
16. What should be the role of the state curriculum supervisor in assisting 
local districts in integrating their school district 1 s curriculum? 
3 
. 
5 
73 
80 
126 
127 
159 
160 
205 
208 
' 
246 
250 
APPENDIX VIII 
Robert V. Furmanek 
Mendon C.U. #4 
Mendon, Illinois 62338 
Gene A. Mason 
Cairo U.D. #1 
2037 Washington Avenue 
Cairo 62914 
Robert Astroth 
Central c. District #71 
First Street 
Aviston 62216 
Adolph E. ~vec 
Cicero Com. District #99 
5110 West 24th Street 
Cicero 60650 
Harold C. Scholle 
Elmwood Park c.u. #401 
8201 West Fullerton 
Elmwood Park 60635 
Russell F. Fuog 
Oak Park-River Forest Cons. 200 
201 North Scoville Avenue 
Oak Park 60302 
Joseph B. Porter 
Evanston C.C. #65 
1314 Ridge Avenue 
Evanston 60201 
Karl O. Grandt 
Union Ridge Com. 86 
4600 North Oak Park Avenue 
Harwood Heights 60656 
Darrell A. Holsteen 
Glen Ellyn C.C. #89 
250 South Park Blvd. 
Glen Ellyn 60137 
Dr. Earl L. Sutter 
Elmhurst Com. #3 
899 North York Road 
Elmhurst 60126 
J. Fred Crouch 
Roberts Thawville c.u. #3 
Roberts 60962 
David &. Barry 
Thompsonville C. 112 
Thompsonville 62890 
290 Biane E. Fryear 
Southern C.U. 120 
Stronghurst 61480 
291 Winford Legate 
Briar Bluff Com. 157 
Jl. F. D. #1 
Coal Valley 61240 
341 Gust Ferri 
Manteno C.U. #5 
Park & Poplar Streets 
Manteno 60950 
350 A. F. VanBehren 
Plano C.U. 88 
South Hale Street 
Plano 60565 
384 Dr. Ross Speece 
· Zion Benton Twp. 126 
1606 West 23rd Street 
Zion 60099 
387 Dr. Karl R. Plath 
Highland Pk. Twp. 113 
1040 Park Avenue 
Highland Park 60035 
431 Lester Miller 
Fairbury Cropsey C.U. 3 
411 North 7th Street 
Fairbury 61739 
433 Joseph Foster 
Forrest Strawn Wing C.U. 3 
312 North Center Street 
Forrest 61741 
487 J. Harold Diel 
Staunton C.U. 16 
701 North Deneen Street 
Staunton 62088 
491 A. Gordon Dodds 
Edwardsville C.U. 7 
708 St. Louis Street 
Edwardsville 62025 
541 Clifford Crone 
Jacksonville U.D. 117 
1021 Lincoln 
Jacksonville 62650 
542 Laurence Laugharn 
Franklin C.U. 1 
Franklin 62638 
594 Curtis E. Pierce 
Coulterville U.D. 1 
Coulterville 62237 
595 H. c. Marchildon, Jr. 
Chester C.U. 139 
1901 Swanwick Street 
Cheater 62233 
637 William Gaither 
Williamsville C.U. 15 
Williamsville 62693 
641 William C. Bird 
Auburn c.u. 10 
217 North Fifth Street 
Auburn 62615 
686 Derry Behm 
Georgetown C.U. 3 
400 West West Street 
Georgetown 61846 
687 Clayton Wilcox 
Bismarck c.u. 1 
Bismarck 61814 
717 Gene Tolliver 
Cisne c.c. 7 
Box 168 
Cisne 62823 
720 Edwin Borah 
Wayne City C.C. 22 
Wayne City 62895 
768 David A. Malinsky 
Hononegah Community 207 
Salem & Chapel 
Rockton. 61072 
771 Peter J. Palombi 
Winnebago c.u. 323 
Box 98 
Winnebago 61088 
DIST. NO. DIST. NAME DIST. NO. 
700 Mt. Carmel C. U. #348 141 
437 ~t. Pulaski Twp. #28 232 
314 Mt. Vernon Twp. #201 173 
652 Moweaqua C. U. #6A 635 
707 Nashville C. #99 572 
527 Porta C. U. #202 424 
464 Prairie Grove Cons. #46 70 
568 Princeville C. U. #326 422 
725 Prophetstown-Lyndon C.U. #3 603 
358 R.O.V.A. C. U. #208 361 
240 Ramsey C. U. #204 748 
732 Riverdale Com. #14 224 
642 Riverton C. #242 42 
666 Robein Com. #85 26 
413 Round Lake C. U. #116 677 
509 Salem Com. #600 534 
167 Schiller Pk. Com. #81 219 
690 Sidell C. C. #194 216 
96 South Stickney Com. #111 693 
516 Sparland C. U. #3 295 
454 Spring Grove Com. #11 357 
681 Spring Lake C. C. #606 532 
633 Springfield u. D. #186 536 
724 Sterling Com. #134 
58 Stonington C. U. #7 
377 Sumner Twp. #100 
97 Sunnybrook Com. #171 
169 Thornton Twp. #205 
648 Tower Hill C. C. #10 
187 Neoga C. U. #3 
618 New Athens C. U. #60 
636 New Berlin C. U. #16 
744 New Lenox Com. '1122 
164 Niles Com. #71 
539 Nokomis C. U. #22 
470 Normal C. U. #5 
406 North Chicago Com. #64 
264 North Gallatin C. U. #1 
135 Northbrook Com. #28 
147 Oak Park Com. #97 
430 Odell C. #160 
626 O'Fallon Twp. /,1203 
351 Oswego C. U. #308 
360 Ottawa Com. #141 
374 Otter Creek Com. #56 
131 Palatine C. C. #15 
DIST. NAME 
Palos Hts. Com. #128 
Paris C. C. ff 95 
Park Ridge c. C. #64 
Pawnee C. U. 1111 
Pinckneyville C. C. #212 
Pontiac Esmen C. C. #430 
Trenton c. U. f/3 
Tri-Valley C. U. #3 
United Twp. #30 
Utica Com. ffl35 
Valley View Com. #96 
Villa Park Com. #45 
Virginia C. U. #64 
Walnut C. #508 
Washington C. #308 
Waterloo C. U. #5 
West Chicago Com. #33 
West Chicago C. #94 
Westville C. U. #2 
Wethersfield C. U. #230 
Williamsfield C. U. #39 
Winola C. U. #202 
Wit U. D. 1166 
Michul ) . Bakalis 
Sup~rintendent 
APPENDIX X 
• State of Illinois 
Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction 
Springfield. Illinois 62706 
September 20, 1972 
Dear Superintendent: 
A few weeks ago you were sent a survey instrument and a letter asking 
your help with a research study being conducted by the Department of 
Elementary and Secondary Education, Office of the Superintendent oi 
Public Instruction. Since we have not r.eceived a response from your 
district, could you take a few minutes to give this letter and the enclosea 
form to the curriculum leader in your district. 
The results of this study will be used in planning the role of the state 
supervisor. This will assist the Superintendent's Office in providing 
better curriculum services to the school districts of Illinois. 
Please give this letter and the enclosed survey instrun1ent to the educator 
in your district responsible for curriculum. This person should be in the 
bt:'st position to answer questions concerning state supervisors. I arn 
fully aware that the title of this person - curriculum leader, principal, 
assistant supt>rintendent, superintendent - will vary in the districts. 
I request that the response from your district bt: returned by October 1, 
1972. Thank you for Y.our cooperation. 
SincPrely yours, 
1!:t:(t!~f)i~ -
Assistant Superintendent 
D<"partment of Eh~rnentary 
and SPcondary Edul'ation 
APPENDIX XI 
RANDOM NUMBERS 5% SAMPLE 
PILOT STUDY 
3, 5, 73, 80, 126, 126, 159, 160, 205, 208, 246, 250, 290, 291, 
341, 350, 384, 387, 431, 433, 487, 491, 541, 542, ~94, 595, 637, 641, 
686, 687, 717, 720, 768, 771 
RANDOM NUMBERS 20% SAMPLE 
FINAL STUDX" 
8, 26, 32, 41, 42' 51, 58, 62, 70, 72, 81, 85, 88, 96, 97, 100, 
116, 118, 122, 123, 128, 130, 131, 135, 127, 141' 146, 147, 151, 156, 
166, 167, 169, 173, 174, 182, 187, 188, 202, 203, 215, 216, 219, 224' 
230, 232, 234. 235, 240, 243, 251, 253, 256, 263, 264. 270, 271, 274, 
275, 288, 295, 301, 302, 305, 314, 322, 323, 332, 336, 338, 397, 403' 
406, 413, 415, 417, 420, 422, 424. 430, 437. 443, 454. 455, 460, 462, 
464, 465, 470, 472, 499, 504, 509, 516, 527, 529, 532, 534, 536, 539, 
545, 546, 550, 557, 558, 568, 572, 579, 589, 593, 603, 606, 610, 611, 
618, 624, 626, 633, 635, 636, 642, 648, 651, 652, 656, 666, 670, 677' 
681, 685, 688, 690, 691, 692, 693, 700, 702, 707, 712, 714, 742, 725, 
732, 738, 740, 741, 743, 744, 748, 754, 775 
APPENDIX XII 
CARD COLUMN 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1 14 22 22 20 19 19 24 16 
2 15 15 15 23 17 18 16 18 9 10 
3 17 16 22 14 17 15 18 14 15 8 
4 6 135 15 
5 3 15 25 22 78 13 
6 5 85 28 38 
7 4 2 135 15 
8 25 9 27 16 23 28 11 17 
9 13 33 22 32 22 11 5 18 
10 25 41 27 28 15 10 6 4 
11 13 28 35 27 22 12 8 11 
12 26 7 11 21 24 20 22 25 
13 13 9 16 29 21 27 19 22 
14 27 6 9 27 18 28 29 14 
15 14 1 7 19 31 21 42 21 
16 25 30 19 18 26 18 15 10 
17 13 44 24 21 11 8 27 8 
18 28 10 12 10 24 17 23 32 
19 13 12 16 16 16 33 23 27 
20 26 29 19 13 18 15 11 25 
21 14 17 20 12 6 12 10 65 
22 37 35 20 23 11 6 18 6 
23 22 41 28 17 19 11 3 15 
24 37 7 6 18 21 18 14 35 
25 22 4 6 9 25 15 29 56 
26 39 20 15 15 21 12 17 17 
27 24 41 20 18 16 13 11 13 
28 39 5 10 10 21 32 19 20 
29 21 2 7 10 19 29 38 28 
30 39 5 14 14 26 24 18 16 
31 21 18 25 22 22 19 13 16 
32 37 16 24 19 19 19 8 14 
33 21 15 25 23 30 18 10 14 
34 38 11 18 26 16 7 15 25 
35 22 5 9 28 27 18 20 27 
36 26 16 16 14 19 30 24 11 
37 14 20 29 22 21 17 21 12 
38 27 12 21 23 15 15 24 19 
39 14 6 6 16 23 22 30 39 
40 26 26 19 20 21 14 11 19 
41 14 10 11 15 17 21 26 42 
42 26 15 18 25 30 16 12 14 
43 14 7 21 28 27 18 24 17 
44 27 9 11 26 21 21 23 . 18 . 
45 14 16 31 29 22 22 11 11 
CARD COLUMN 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
46 28 15 13 15 18 20 25 22 
47 15 54 18 20 13 12 10 14 
48 25 43 16 9 12 12 15 24 
49 14 . 24 17 16 18 12 16 39 
50 35 31 23 14 15 8 12 18 
51 18 33 31 16 16 13 12 17 
52 32 11 31 16 21 16 21 8 
53 17 16 30 14 30 17 17 15 
54 32 7 14 25 18 22 15 13 
55 17 7 21 38 21 22 14 16 
56 35 13 13 12 14 21 13 35 
57 18 8 5 16 17 19 24 49 
58 33 15 12 18 10 22 29 27 
59 18 43 17 13 . '17 16 12 20 
60 31 5 18 20 17 23 25 17 
61 18 2 12 15 23 24 34 28 
62 31 24 19 22 19 13 16 12 
63 17 14 14 19 28 18 24 22 
64 31 13 8 11 9 14 24 64 
65 14 8 4 12 14 15 42 47 
66 32 22 18 25 23 17 10 9. 
67 14 30 27 25 24 12 12 12 
68 31 6 12 13 18 23 28 25 
69 14 7 8 6 16 21 35 49 
70 30 8 10 25 35 24 17 7 
71 13 27 34 30 25 8 10 9 
72 29 26 23 25 24 7 11 11 
73 13 39 26 32 20 7 5 14 
74 30 14 18 15 15 33 16 15 
75 13 5 16 12 16 44 29 21 
76 29 27 23 18 14 16 15 14 
77 14 26 26 27 22 14 12 15 
78 
79 156 
80 
TOTAL CARDS READ TOTAL CARD COLUMNS PROCESSED 
156 12168 
I 
CARD COLUMN 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1 14 22 22 20 19 19 24 16 
2 15 15 15 23 17 18 16 18 9 10 
3 17 16 22 14 17 15 18 14 15 8 
4 6 135 15 
5 3 15 25 22 78 13 
6 5 85 28 38 
7 4 2 134 15 1 
8 15 46 22 21 22 14 16 
9 8 12 13 28 27 24 42 2 
10 15 20 22 20 40 25 13 1 
11 8 48 49 21 14 10 5 1 
12 16 18 38 22 24 16 22 
13 9 9 8 23 31 34 44 
14 15 15 10 16 25 31 43 1 
15 8 13 18 31 21 30 34 1 
16 17 11 15 43 30 24 16 
17 10 11 17 39 38 33 8 
18 15 14 20 27 27 28 24 1 
19 8 52 38 16 14 9 17 2 
'1'. 
"" 
79 156 
80 
TOTAL CARDS READ TOTAL CARD COLUMNS PROCESSED 
156 3120 
.. 
APPROVAL sm;ET 
The dissertation 8\Jl:lmitted by Michael F. Strama9lia has been read and 
approved by three members of the Departaent of Education. 
The tinal copies have been exaained by the Director of the dissertation 
and tbe signature which appears below verities the fact that any necessary 
ch&119ea have been incorporated and the diaeertation is now 9iven final 
approval with reference to content, form, and mechanical accuracy. 
The dissertation ia therefore accepted in partial fultillment of the 
requirements for the d99ree of Doctor of Education. 
